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Abstract
We strengthen the local-global compatibility of Langlands correspondences for GLn
in the case when n is even and l 6D p. Let L be a CM field, and let … be a cusp-
idal automorphic representation of GLn.AL/ which is conjugate self-dual. Assume
that…1 is cohomological and not “slightly regular,” as defined by Shin. In this case,
Chenevier and Harris constructed an l-adic Galois representationRl.…/ and proved
the local-global compatibility up to semisimplification at primes v not dividing l .
We extend this compatibility by showing that the Frobenius semisimplification of the
restriction of Rl.…/ to the decomposition group at v corresponds to the image of
…v via the local Langlands correspondence. We follow the strategy of Taylor and
Yoshida, where it was assumed that … is square-integrable at a finite place. To make
the argument work, we study the action of the monodromy operator N on the com-
plex of nearby cycles on a scheme which is locally étale over a product of strictly
semistable schemes and we derive a generalization of the weight spectral sequence in
this case. We also prove the Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture for … as above.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we strengthen the local-global compatibility of the Langlands corre-
spondence.

THEOREM 1.1
Let n 2 Z�2 be an integer, and let L be any CM field with complex conjugation c. Let
l be a prime of Q, and let �l be an isomorphism �l W NQl ! C. Let … be a cuspidal
automorphic representation of GLn.AL/ such that
� …_ '… ı c;
� … is cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation „ of

GLn.L˝Q C/.
Let

Rl.…/ WGal. NL=L/!GLn. NQl/

be the Galois representation associated to … by [Sh3] and [CH]. Let p 6D l , and let
y be a place of L above p. Then we have the following isomorphism of Weil–Deligne
representations

WD
�
Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/

�F�ss
' ��1l Ln;Ly .…y/:

Here Ln;Ly .…y/ is the image of …y under the local Langlands correspondence,
where the geometric normalization is used.

In the process of proving Theorem 1.1, we also prove the Ramanujan–Petersson
conjecture for … as above.

THEOREM 1.2
Let n 2 Z�2 be an integer, and letL be any CM field. Let… be a cuspidal automorphic
representation of GLn.AL/ such that
� …_ '… ı c;
� …1 is cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation „ of

GLn.L˝Q C/.
Then … is tempered at any finite place of L.

The above theorems are already known when n is odd, or when n is even and …
is slightly regular, by the work of Shin [Sh3]. They are also known if … is square-
integrable at a finite place by the work of Harris and Taylor [HT] and Taylor and
Yoshida [TY]. If n is even, then Chenevier and Harris [CH] construct a global Gal. NL=
L/-representation Rl.…/ which is compatible with the local Langlands correspon-
dence up to semisimplification. Theorem 1.2 was proven by Clozel [Cl2] at the places
where … is unramified. We extend the local-global compatibility up to Frobenius
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semisimplification by proving that both Weil–Deligne representations are pure. We
use Theorem 1.2 to deduce that ��1

l
Ln;Ly .…y/ is pure. For the representation

WD.Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/
/, our strategy is as follows: we find the Galois representa-

tion Rl.…/˝2 in the cohomology of a system of Shimura varieties XU associated to
a unitary group which looks like

U.1;n� 1/�U.1;n� 1/�U.0;n/d�2

at infinity. Following the same structure of argument as Taylor and Yoshida in [TY],
we prove that the Weil–Deligne representation associated to

Rl.…/
˝2jGal. NLy=L/

is pure by explicitly computing the action of the monodromy operatorN on the coho-
mology of the system of Shimura varieties. We use Theorem 1.2 at a crucial point in
the computation. We conclude that WD.Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/

/F�ss must also be pure.
We briefly outline our computation of the action of N on the Weil–Deligne rep-

resentation associated to Rl.…/˝2jGal. NLy=Ly/
: First, we base change … to a CM field

F 0 such that there is a place p of F 0 above the place y of L where BCF 0=L.…/p has
an Iwahori fixed vector. It suffices to study the Weil–Deligne representation corre-
sponding to …0 D BCF 0=L.…/ and to prove that it is pure. We then take a quadratic
extension F of F 0 which is also a CM field and in which the place p splits pD p1p2.
We let � 2Gal.F=F 0/ be the automorphism which sends p1 to p2. We choose F and
F 0 such that they contain an imaginary quadratic field E in which p splits. We take a
Q-group G which satisfies the following:
� G is quasi-split at all finite places;
� G.R/ has signature .1; n� 1/ at two embeddings which differ by � and .0; n/

everywhere else;
� G.AE /'GL1.AE /�GLn.AF /.
We let…1 DBCF=F 0.…

0/. Then the Galois representationRl.…0/ can be seen in the
…1;1-part of the (base change of the) cohomology of a system of Shimura varieties
associated to G. We let XU be the inverse system of Shimura varieties associated
to the group G. We let the level U vary outside p1p2 and be equal to the Iwahori
subgroup at p1 and p2. We construct an integral model of XU which parameterizes
abelian varieties with Iwahori level structure at p1 and p2. By abuse of notation, we
will denote this integral model by XU as well. The special fiber YU of XU has a strat-
ification by YU;S;T , where the S;T � ¹1; : : : ; nº are related to the Newton polygons
of the p-divisible groups above p1 and p2. We compute the completed strict local
rings at closed geometric points of XU and use this computation to show that XU is
locally étale over a product of strictly semistable schemes, which on the special fiber
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are closely related to the strata YU;S;T . If we let AU be the universal abelian variety
over XU , then AU has the same stratification and the same geometry as XU .

Let � be an irreducible algebraic representation of G over NQl , which determines
nonnegative integers t� ;m� and an endomorphism a� 2 End.A

m�
U =XU /˝Z Q. We are

interested in understanding the …1;1-part of

H j .XU ;L�/D a�H
jCm�

�
A
m�
U ; NQl.t�/

�
:

Thus, we study the cohomology of the generic fiber H j .A
m�
U ; NQl/, and we do so

via the cohomology of the complex of nearby cycles R NQl over the special fiber of
A
m�
U . The key ingredients in studying the complex of nearby cycles together with the

action of monodromy are logarithmic schemes, the Rapoport–Zink weight spectral
sequence (see [RZ]) as constructed by Saito [Sa] (which on the level of complexes
of sheaves describes the action of monodromy on the complex of nearby cycles for
strictly semistable schemes), and the formula

.R NQl/X1�X2 ' .R 
NQl/X1 ˝

L .R NQl/X2 ;

where X1 and X2 are semistable schemes. Using these ingredients, we deduce the
existence of a spectral sequence relating terms of the form H j .A

m�
U;S;T ;

NQl/ (up to

twisting and shifting) to the object we are interested in, H j .A
m�
U ; NQl/. The coho-

mology of each stratum H j .A
m�
U;S;T ;

NQl/ is closely related to the cohomology of
Igusa varieties. The next step is to compute the …1;1-part of the cohomology of cer-
tain Igusa varieties, for which we adapt the strategy of [Sh3, Theorem 6.1]. Using
the result on Igusa varieties, we prove Theorem 1.2 and then we also make use of
the classification of tempered representations. We prove that the …1;1-part of each
H j .A

m�
U;S;T ;

NQl/ vanishes outside the middle dimension and thus that our spectral
sequence degenerates at E1. The E1 page of the spectral sequence provides us with
the exact filtration of the …1;1-part of

lim
�!

Up

H 2n�2.XU ;L�/;

which exhibits its purity.

2. An integral model

2.1. Shimura varieties
LetE be an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits, let c be the nontrivial element
in Gal.E=Q/, and choose a prime u of E above p. From now on, we assume that n
is an even positive integer.
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Let F1 be a totally real field of finite degree over Q, and let w be a prime of
F1 above p. Let F2 be a quadratic totally real extension of F1 in which w splits
w D w1w2. Let d D ŒF2 W Q�, and we assume that d � 3. Let F D F2:E . Let pi be
the prime of F above wi and u for i D 1; 2. We denote by pi for 2 < i � r the rest
of the primes which lie above the prime u of E . We choose embeddings �i W F ,! C

with i D 1; 2 such that �2 D �1 ı � , where � is the element of Gal.F=Q/ which takes
p1 to p2. In particular, this means that �E WD �1jE D �2jE is well defined. By abuse
of notation, we also denote by � the Galois automorphism of F2 taking w1 to w2.

We work with a Shimura variety corresponding to the PEL datum .F;�; V; h�; �i;

h/, where F is the CM field defined above and where � D c is the involution given
by complex conjugation. We take V to be the F -vector space F n for some integer n.
The pairing

h�; �i W V � V !Q

is a nondegenerate Hermitian pairing such that hf v1; v2i D hv1; f �v2i for all f 2 F
and v1; v2 2 V . The last element we need is an R-algebra homomorphism h W C!

EndF .V /˝Q R such that the bilinear pairing

.v1; v2/!hv1; h.i/v2i

is symmetric and positive definite.
We define an algebraic group G over Q by

G.R/D
®
.g;�/ 2 EndF˝QR.V ˝Q R/�R

�
ˇ̌
hgv1; gv2i D �hv1; v2i

¯
for any Q-algebra R. For � 2 HomE;�E .F;C/, we let .p� ; q� / be the signature at �
of the pairing h�; �i on V ˝Q R. We claim that we can find a PEL datum as above such
that .p� ; q� /D .1; n � 1/ for � D �1 or �2 and .p� ; q� /D .0; n/ otherwise and such
that GQv is quasi-split at every finite place v.

LEMMA 2.1
Let F be a CM field as above. For any embeddings �1; �2 W F ,! C there exists a
PEL datum .F;�; V; h�; �i; h/ as above such that the associated group G is quasi-split
at every finite place and has signature .1; n� 1/ at �1 and �2 and .0; n/ everywhere
else.

Proof
This lemma is standard and follows from computations in Galois cohomology found
in [Cl1, Section 2], but see also [HT, Lemma 1.7]. The problem is that of constructing
a global unitary similitude group with prescribed local conditions. It is enough to
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consider the case of a unitary group G0 over Q, by taking it to be the algebraic group
defined by ker.G.R/!R�/ sending .g;�/ 7! �.

A group G defined as above has a quasi-split inner form over Q denoted Gn,
defined as in Section 3 of [Sh3]. This inner form Gn is the group of similitudes which
preserves the nondegenerate Hermitian pairing hv1; v2i D v1�ˆtvc2 withˆ 2GLn.Q/
having entries

ˆij D .�1/
iC1ıi;nC1�j

and � 2 F � an element of trace 0. Let G0 be the adjoint group of G0n . It suffices to
show that the tuple of prescribed local conditions, classified by elements inL
vH

1.F2;v;G
0/, is in the image of the map

H 1.F2;G
0/!

M
v

H 1.F2;v;G
0/;

where the sum is taken over all places v of F2. For n odd, [Cl1, Lemme 2.1] ensures
that the above map is surjective, so there is no cohomological obstruction for finding
the global unitary group. In the case we are interested in, n is even and the image of
the above map is equal to the kernel ofM

v

H 1.F2;v;G
0/! Z=2Z:

We can use [Cl1, Lemme 2.2] to compute all the local invariants (i.e., the images of
H 1.F2;v;G

0/! Z=2Z for all places v/. At the finite places, the sum of the invariants
is 0 .mod 2/ (this is guaranteed by the existence of the quasi-split inner form Gn of
G, which has the same local invariants at finite places). At the infinite places �1 and
�2 the invariants are n=2C 1 .mod 2/, and at all other infinite places they are n=2
.mod 2/. The global invariant is nd=2C2 .mod 2/, where d is the degree of F2 over
Q. Since d is even, the image in Z=2Z is equal to 0 .mod 2/, so the prescribed local
unitary groups arise from a global unitary group.

We choose the R-homomorphism h W C! EndF .V /˝Q R such that under the
natural R-algebra isomorphism EndF .V /R '

Q
� jED�E

Mn.C/ it equals

z 7!

 �
zIp� 0

0 NzIq�

�
�

!
;

where � runs over elements of HomE;�E .F;C/.
Now that we have defined the PEL datum, we can set up our moduli problem.

Note that the reflex field of the PEL datum is F 0 D F1 �E . Let S=F 0 be a scheme, and
let A=S be an abelian scheme of dimension dn. Suppose that we have an embedding
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i W F ,! End.A/˝Z Q. LieA is a locally free OS -module of rank dnwith an action of
F . We can decompose LieAD LieCA˚Lie�A, where LieCAD LieA˝OS˝E OS ,
and the map E ,! F 0!OS is the natural map followed by the structure map. Lie�A
is defined in the same way using the complex conjugate of the natural map E ,! F 0.
We ask that LieCA be a free OS -module of rank 2 and that LieCA'OS ˝F1 F2 be
an OS -module with an action of F2.

Definition 2.2
If the conditions above are satisfied, we call the pair .A; i/ compatible.

Remark
This is an adaptation to our situation of the notion of compatibility defined in [HT,
Section III.1], which fulfills the same purpose as the determinant condition defined in
[Ko2, p. 390].

For an open compact subgroup U 	G.A1/, we consider the contravariant func-
tor XU mapping0

@ Connected, locally Noetherian
F 0-schemes with geometric point

.S; s/

1
A! .Sets/;

.S; s/ 7!
®
.A;�; i; N	/

¯
=
;

where
� A is an abelian scheme over S ;
� � WA!A_ is a polarization;
� i W F ,! End0.A/ D EndA ˝Z Q is such that .A; i/ is compatible and � ı

i.f /D i.f �/_ ı �; for all f 2 F ;
� N	 is a 
1.S; s/-invariant U -orbit of isomorphisms of Hermitian F ˝Q A1-

modules

	 W V ˝Q A1! VAs;

which take the fixed pairing h�; �i on V to an .A1/�-multiple of the �-Weil
pairing on VAs ; here,

VAs D
�
lim
 
AŒN �.k.s//

�
˝Z Q

is the adelic Tate module.
We consider two quadruples as above equivalent if there is an isogeny between the
abelian varieties which is compatible with the additional structures. If s0 is a dif-
ferent geometric point of S , then there is a canonical bijection between XU .S; s/
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and XU .S; s
0/. We can forget about the geometric points and extend the definition

from connected to arbitrary locally Noetherian F 0-schemes. When U is sufficiently
small, this functor is representable by a smooth and quasi-projective variety XU =F 0

of dimension 2n� 2 (this is explained in [Ko2, p. 391]). The variety XU is a disjoint
union of jker1.G;Q/j copies of the canonical model of the Shimura variety. As U
varies, the inverse system of the XU has a natural right action of G.A1/.

Let AU be the universal abelian variety over XU . The action of G.A1/ on the
inverse system of the XU extends to an action by quasi-isogenies on the inverse sys-
tem of the AU . The following construction goes through as in [HT, Section III.2]. Let
l be a rational prime (we impose no conditions on l yet, but we restrict to l different
from p when we work with an integral model over the ring of integers in a p-adic
field), and let � be an irreducible algebraic representation of G over Qac

l
. This defines

a lisse Qac
l

-sheaf L�;l over each XU , and the action of G.A1) extends to the inverse
system of sheaves. The direct limit

H i .X;L�;l/D lim
!
H i .XU �F 0 NF

0;L�;l/

is a (semisimple) admissible representation of G.A1/ with a continuous action of
Gal. NF 0=F 0/. We can decompose it as

H i .X;L�;l/D
M
�


 ˝Ri�;l.
/;

where the sum runs over irreducible admissible representations 
 of G.A1/ over
Qac
l

. The Ri
�;l
.
/ are finite-dimensional continuous representations of Gal. NF 0=F 0/

over Qac
l

. We suppress the l from L�:l and Ri
�;l
.
/ where it is understood from

context. To the irreducible representation � of G we can associate as in [HT, Sec-
tion III.2] nonnegative integers m� and t� and an idempotent �� 2 QŒSm� � (where
Sm� is the symmetric group on m� letters). As in [TY, p. 476], define for each integer
N � 2,

�.m� ;N /D

m�Y
xD1

Y
y 6D1

ŒN �x �N

N �N y
2QŒ.N Z�0/m� �;

where ŒN �x denotes the endomorphism generated by multiplication by N on the xth
factor and y ranges from 0 to 2ŒF2 WQ�n2 but excluding 1. Set

a� D a�;N D ��P
�
�.m� ;N /

�
;

which can be thought of as an element of End.A
m�
U =XU /˝Z Q. Here P.�.m� ;N //

is the polynomial

P.X/D
�
.X � 1/4n�3C 1

�4n�3
:
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If we let proj WA
m�
U !XU be the natural projection, then �.m� ;N / is an idempotent

on each of the sheaves Rj proj� NQl.t�/, hence also on

H i
�
XU �F 0 NF

0;Rj proj� NQl .t�/
�
)H iCj

�
A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0; NQl.t�/
�
:

We get an endomorphism �.m� ;N / ofH iCj .A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0; NQl.t�//, which is an idem-
potent on each graded piece of a filtration of length at most 4n � 3. In this case,
P.�.m� ;N // must be an idempotent on all of H iCj .A

m�
U �F 0

NF 0; NQl.t�//. We have
an isomorphism

H i .XU �F 0 NF
0;L�/Š a�H

iCm�
�
A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0; NQl.t�/
�
;

which commutes with the action of G.A1/.

2.2. An integral model for Iwahori level structure
Let K D Fp1 ' Fp2 , where the isomorphism is via � , and denote by OK the ring of
integers of K and by 
 a uniformizer of OK .

Let S=OK be a scheme, and let A=S be an abelian scheme of dimension dn.
Suppose that we have an embedding i WOF ,! End.A/˝Z Z.p/. LieA is a locally free
OS -module of rank dn with an action of F . We can decompose LieAD LieCA˚
Lie�A, where LieCAD LieA˝Zp˝OE OE;u. There are two natural actions of OF

on LieCA via OF ! OFpj

�
! OK composed with the structure map for j D 1; 2.

These two actions differ by the automorphism � 2 Gal.F=Q/. There is also a third
action via the embedding i of OF into the ring of endomorphisms of A. We ask that
LieCA be locally free of rank 2, that the part of LieCA where the first action of
OF on LieCA coincides with i be locally free of rank 1, and that the part where the
second action coincides with i also be locally free of rank 1.

Definition 2.3
If the above conditions are satisfied, then we call .A; i/ compatible. One can check
that, for S=K , this notion of compatibility coincides with the one in Definition 2.2.

If p is locally nilpotent on S , then .A; i/ is compatible if and only if
� AŒp1i � is a compatible, 1-dimensional Barsotti–Tate OK -module for i D 1; 2,

and
� AŒp1i � is ind-étale for i > 2.
By a compatible Barsotti–Tate OK -module, we mean that the two actions on it by OK
via endomorphisms or via the structure map coincide.

We now define a few integral models for our Shimura varieties XU . We can
decompose G.A1/ as
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G.A1/DG.A1;p/�Q�p �
rY
iD1

GLn.Fpi
/:

For each i , letƒi be an OFpi
-lattice in F npi which is stable under GLn.OFpi

/ and self-
dual with respect to h�; �i. For each Em D .m1; : : : ;mr / and compact open subgroup
U p 	G.A1;p/, we define the compact open subgroup U p. Em/ of G.A1/ as

U p. Em/DU p �Z�p �
rY
iD1

ker
�
GLOFpi

.ƒi /!GLOFpi
.ƒi=m

mi
Fpi
ƒi /

�
:

The corresponding moduli problem of sufficiently small level U p. Em/ over OK is
given by the functor0

@ Connected, locally Noetherian
OK-schemes with geometric point

.S; s/

1
A! .Sets/;

.S; s/ 7!
®
.A;�; i; N	p; ¹˛iº

r
iD1/

¯
=
;

where
� A is an abelian scheme over S ;
� � WA!A_ is a prime-to-p polarization;
� i W OF ,! End.A/ ˝Z Z.p/ such that .A; i/ is compatible and � ı i.f / D

i.f �/_ ı �;8f 2OF ;
� N	p is a
1.S; s/-invariantU p-orbit of isomorphisms of HermitianF ˝Q A1;p-

modules

	 W V ˝Q A1;p! V pAs;

which take the fixed pairing h�; �i on V to an .A1;p/�-multiple of the �-Weil
pairing on VAs (here, V pAs is the adelic Tate module away from p);

� for i D 1; 2, ˛i W p
�mi
i ƒi=ƒi !AŒp

mi
i � is a Drinfeld p

mi
i -structure, that is, the

set of ˛i .x/; x 2 .p
�mi
i ƒi=ƒi / forms a full set of sections of AŒpmii � in the

sense of [KM, Section 1.8];
� for i > 2, ˛i W .p

�mi
i ƒi=ƒ/

�
! AŒp

mi
i � is an isomorphism of S -schemes with

OFpi
-actions;

� two tuples .A;�; i; N	p; ¹˛iºriD1/ and .A0; �0; i 0; . N	p/
0

; ¹˛0iº
r
iD1/ are equivalent

if there is a prime-to-p isogeny A!A0 taking �; i; N	p; ˛i to ��0; i 0; . N	p/
0

; ˛0i
for some � 2 Z�

.p/
.

This moduli problem is representable by a projective scheme over OK , which will be
denoted XUp ; Em: The projectivity follows from [L, Theorem 5.3.3.1, Remark
5.3.3.2]. If m1 Dm2 D 0, this scheme is smooth as in [HT, Lemma III.4.1.2], since
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we can check smoothness on the completed strict local rings at closed geometric
points and these are isomorphic to deformation rings for p-divisible groups (with
level structure only at pi for i > 2, when the p-divisible group is étale). Moreover, if
m1 Dm2 D 0, the dimension of XUp ; Em is 2n� 1.

When m1 Dm2 D 0, we denote XUp ; Em by XU0 . If AU0 is the universal abelian
scheme over XU0 , we write Gi D AU0 Œp

1
i � for i D 1; 2 and G D G1 � G2. Over a

base where p is nilpotent, each of the Gi is a 1-dimensional compatible Barsotti–Tate
OK -module.

Let F be the residue field of OK . Let NXU0 DXU0 �SpecOK SpecF be the special
fiber of XU0 . We define a stratification on NXU0 in terms of 0 � h1; h2 < n � 1. The
scheme NX Œh1;h2�U0

will be the reduced closed subscheme of NXU0 whose closed geomet-
ric points s are those for which the maximal étale quotient of Gi has OK -height at

most hi . Let NX .h1;h2/U0
D NX

Œh1;h2�
U0

� . NX
Œh1�1;h2�
U0

[ NX
Œh1;h2�1�
U0

/.

LEMMA 2.4
The scheme NX .h1;h2/U0

is nonempty and smooth of pure dimension h1C h2.

Proof
In order to see that this is true, note that the formal completion of NXU0 at any closed
point is isomorphic to NFŒŒT2; : : : ; Tn; S2; : : : ; Sn�� since it is the universal formal defor-
mation ring of a product of two 1-dimensional compatible Barsotti–Tate groups of
height n each. (In fact, it is the product of the universal deformation rings for each
of the two Barsotti–Tate groups.) Thus, NXU0 has dimension 2n � 2 and, as in [HT,
Lemma II.1.1], each closed stratum NX

Œh1;h2�
U0

has dimension at least h1 C h2. The

lower bound on the dimension also holds for each open stratum NX
.h1;h2/
U0

. In order
to get the upper bound on the dimension it suffices to show that the lowest stratum
NX
.0;0/
U0

is nonempty. Indeed, once we have a closed point s in any stratum NX
.h1;h2/
U0

,

we can compute the formal completion . NX .h1;h2/U0
/^s as in [HT, Lemma II.1.3] and find

that the dimension is exactly h1C h2. We start with a closed point of the lowest stra-
tum NX

.0;0/
U0
D NX

Œ0;0�
U0

and prove that this stratum has dimension 0. The higher closed

strata NX Œh1;h2�U0
D
S
j1�h1;j2�h2

NX
.j1;j2/
U0

are nonempty, and it follows by induction on

.h1; h2/ that the open strata NX .h1;h2/U0
are also nonempty.

It remains to see that NX .0;0/U0
is nonempty. This can be done using Honda–Tate the-

ory as in the proof of [HT, Corollary V.4.5], whose ingredients for Shimura varieties
associated to more general unitary groups are supplied in [Sh1, Sections 8–12]. In our
case, Honda–Tate theory exhibits a bijection between p-adic types over F (see [Sh1,
Section 8] for the general definition) and pairs .A; i/, where A= NF is an abelian variety
of dimension dn and where i W F ,! End.A/˝Z Q. The abelian variety A must also
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satisfy the following: AŒp1i � is ind-étale for i > 2, and AŒp1i � is 1-dimensional of
étale height hi for i D 1; 2. Note that the slopes of the p-divisible groups AŒp1i � are
fixed for all i . All our p-adic types will be simple and given by pairs .M;	/, where
M is a CM field extension of F , and 	 2 QŒP�, where P is the set of places of M
above p. The coefficients in 	 of places x of M above pi are related to the slope of
the corresponding p-divisible group at pi as in [Sh3, Corollary 8.5]. More precisely,
AŒx1� has pure slope 	x=ex=p . It follows that the coefficients of 	 at places x and xc

above p satisfy the compatibility

	x C 	xc D ex=p;

so to know 	 it is enough to specify 	x � x as x runs through places of M above u.
In order to exhibit a pair .A; i/ with the right slope of AŒp1i � it suffices to

exhibit its corresponding p-adic type. For this, we can simply take M D F and
	pi
D

epi =p

nŒFpi
WQp�
� pi for i D 1; 2 and 	pi

D 0 otherwise. The only facts remaining to

be checked are that the associated pair .A; i/ has a polarization � which induces c on
F and that the triple .A; i; �/ can be given additional structure to make it into a point
on NX .0;0/U0

. First, we endow .A; i/ with a polarization �0 for which the Rosati involu-
tion induces c on F using [Ko2, Lemma 9.2], and we use Lemma 5.5, an analogue
of [HT, Lemma V.4.1], to construct an F -module W0 together with a nondegenerate
Hermitian pairing such that

W0˝A1;p ' V pA and W0˝Q R' V ˝Q R

as Hermitian F ˝Q A1;p-modules (resp., F ˝Q R-modules). Then we use the differ-
ence (in the Galois cohomology sense) between W0 and V as Hermitian F -modules
over Q to find a polarization � such that V pA with its �-Weil pairing is equivalent to
V ˝A1;p with its standard pairing, as in [HT, Lemma V.4.3]. Note that the argument
is not circular, since the proof of Lemma 5.5 is independent of this section.

The next lemma is an analogue of [TY, Lemma 3.1].

LEMMA 2.5
If 0� h1; h2 � n� 1, then the Zariski closure of NX .h1;h2/U0

contains NX .0;0/U0
.

Proof
The proof follows exactly like the proof of [TY, Lemma 3.1]. Let x be a closed
geometric point of NX .0;0/U0

. The main point is to note that the formal completion of
NXU0 � Spec NF at x is isomorphic to the equicharacteristic universal deformation ring

of G1;x � G2;x , so it is isomorphic to

Spf NFŒŒT2; : : : ; Tn; S2; : : : ; Sn��:
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We can choose the Ti , the Si , and formal parameters X on the universal deformation
of G1;x and Y on the universal deformation of G2;x such that

Œ
�.X/� 
X C

nX
iD2

TiX
#Fi�1 CX#Fn .mod X#FnC1/

and

Œ
�.Y /� 
Y C

nX
iD2

SiX
#Fi�1 C S#Fn .mod S#FnC1/:

We get a morphism

Spec NFŒŒT2; : : : ; Tn; S2; : : : ; Sn��! NXU0

lying over x W Spec NF! NXU0 such that if k denotes the algebraic closure of the field
of fractions of

Spec NFŒŒT2; : : : ; Tn; S2; : : : ; Sn��=.T2; : : : ; Tn�h1 ; S2; : : : ; Sn�h2/;

then the induced map Speck! NXU0 factors through NX .h1;h2/U0
.

For i D 1; 2, let Iwn;pi be the subgroup of matrices in GLn.OK/ which reduce
modulo pi to Bn.F/ (here Bn.F/ 	 GLn.F/ is the Borel subgroup). We define an
integral model for XU , where U �G.A1/ is equal to

U p �U p1;p2
p . Em/� Iwn;p1 � Iwn;p2 �Z�p:

We define the following functor XU from connected locally Noetherian OK -schemes
with a geometric point to sets sending

.S; s/ 7! .A;�; i; N	p;C1;C2; ˛i /;

where .A;�; i; N	p; ˛i / is as in the definition of XU0 , and, for i D 1; 2; where Ci is a
chain of isogenies

Ci W Gi;A D Gi;0! Gi;1! � � � ! Gi;n D Gi;A=Gi;AŒpi �

of compatible Barsotti–Tate OK -modules each of degree #F and with composite the
canonical map Gi;A! Gi;A=Gi;AŒpi �.

LEMMA 2.6
If U p is sufficiently small, the functor XU is represented by a scheme XU which
is finite over XU0 . The scheme XU has some irreducible components of dimension
2n� 1.
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Proof
The chains of isogenies Ci can be viewed as flags

0DKi;0 	Ki;1 � � � 	Ki;n D Gi Œpi �;

where Ki;j D ker.Gi;0! Gi;j /. All the Ki;j are closed finite flat subgroup schemes
with OK -action and Ki;j =Ki;j�1 of order #F. The representability can be proved in
the same way as in [TY, Lemma 3.2] except in two steps. First, we note that the func-
tor sending S to points of XU0.S/ together with flags C1 of G1Œp1� is representable
by a scheme X 0U over XU0 . (If we let H1 denote the sheaf of Hopf algebras over XU0
defining G1Œp1�, then X 0U will be a closed subscheme of the Grassmanian of chains
of locally free direct summands of H1.) Then, we see in the same way that the func-
tor sending S to points of X 0U .S/ together with flags C2 of G2Œp2� is representable
by a scheme XU over X 0U . We also have that XU is projective and finite over XU0 .
(Indeed, for each closed geometric point x of XU0 there are finitely many choices of
flags of OK -submodules of each Gi;x .) On the generic fiber, the morphismXU !XU0
is finite étale and XU0 has dimension 2n� 1, so XU has some components of dimen-
sion 2n� 1.

We say that an isogeny G ! G 0 of 1-dimensional compatible Barsotti–Tate OK -
modules of degree #F has connected kernel if it induces the zero map on Lie G .
If we let f D ŒF W Fp� and let F W G ! G .p/ be the Frobenius map, then F f W
G ! G .#F/ is an isogeny of 1-dimensional compatible Barsotti–Tate OK -modules
and has connected kernel. The following lemma appears as in [TY, Lemma 3.3].

LEMMA 2.7
Let W denote the ring of integers of the completion of the maximal unramified exten-
sion of K . Suppose that R is an Artinian local W -algebra with residue field NF: Sup-
pose that

C W G0! G1! � � � ! Gg D G0=G0Œpi �

is a chain of isogenies of degree #F of 1-dimensional compatible formal Barsotti–Tate
OK -modules over R of OK -height g with composite equal to multiplication by 
 . If
every isogeny has connected kernel, then R is an NF-algebra and C is the pullback of a
chain of isogenies of Barsotti–Tate OK -modules over NF, with all isogenies isomorphic
to F f .

Now let NXU DXU �SpecK Spec F denote the special fiber ofXU . For i D 1; 2 and
1� j � n; let Yi;j denote the closed subscheme of NXU over which Gi;j�1! Gi;j has
connected kernel. Note that, since each Lie Gi;j is locally free of rank 1 over OXU , we
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can pick a local basis for all of them. Then we can find locally Xi;j 2 .XU ;OXU /
to represent the linear maps Lie Gi;j�1! Lie Gi;j . Thus, each Yi;j is cut out locally
in XU by the equation Xi;j D 0.

PROPOSITION 2.8
Let s be a closed geometric point of XU such that Gi;s has étale height hi for i D 1; 2.
Let W be the ring of integers of the completion of the maximal unramified extension
of K . Let O^XU ;s be the completion of the strict henselization of XU at s, that is, the
completed local ring of X �SpecOK SpecW at s. Then

O^XU ;s 'W ŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn; S1; : : : ; Sn��=
� nY
iDh1C1

Ti � 
;

nY
iDh2C1

Si � 

�
:

Assume that Y1;jk for k D 1; : : : ; n � h1 and jk 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº are distinct sub-
schemes of XU which contain s as a geometric point. We can choose the generators
Ti such that the completed local ring O^Y1;jk ;s

is cut out in O^XU ;s by the equation

TkCh1 D 0. The analogous statement is true for Y2;jk with k D 1; : : : ; n � h2 and
SkCh2 D 0.

Proof
First we prove that XU has pure dimension 2n� 1 by using Deligne’s homogeneity
principle. We will follow closely the proof of [TY, Proposition 3.4.1]. The dimension
of O^XU ;s as s runs over geometric points of XU above NX .0;0/U0

is constant, say it is
equal to m. Then we claim that O^XU ;s has dimension m for every closed geometric
point of XU . Indeed, assume that the subset of XU , where O^XU ;s has dimension
different from m, is nonempty. Then this subset is closed, so its projection to XU0
is also closed and so it must contain some NX .h1;h2/U0

(since the dimension of O^XU ;s
only depends on the stratum of XU0 that s is above). By Lemma 2.5, the closure of
NX
.h1;h2/
U0

contains NX .0;0/U0
, which is a contradiction. Thus, XU has pure dimension m

and by Lemma 2.6, mD 2n� 1.
The completed local ring O^XU ;s is the universal deformation ring for tuples

.A;�; i; N	p;C1;C2; ˛i / deforming .As; �s; is; N	
p
s ;C1;s;C2;s; ˛i;s/. Deforming the

abelian variety As is the same as deforming its p-divisible group AsŒp1� by Serre–
Tate theory and AsŒp1� D AsŒu1� � AsŒ.uc/1�. The polarization � together with
AŒu1� determine AŒ.uc/1�, so it suffices to deform AsŒu

1� as an OF -module
together with the level structure. At primes other than p1 and p2, the p-divisible
group is étale, so the deformation is uniquely determined. Moreover, AŒ.p1p2/1�
decomposes as AŒp11 � �AŒp

1
2 � (because OF ˝OF 0

OF 0p1p2
' OF;p1 �OF;p2/, so it

suffices to consider deformations of the chains
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Ci;s W Gi;s D Gi;0! Gi;1! � � � ! Gi;n D Gi;s=Gi;sŒpi �

for i D 1; 2 separately.
Let G '†� .K=OK/

h be a p-divisible OK -module over NF of dimension 1 and
total height n. Let

C W G D G0! G1! � � � ! Gn D G=G Œ
�

be a chain of isogenies of degree #F. Since we are working over NF; the chain C splits
into a formal part and an étale part. Let C0 be the chain obtained from C by restricting
it to the formal part

Q†! Q†1! � � � ! Q†n D Q†= Q†Œ
�:

Let J � ¹1; : : : ; nº be the subset of indices j for which Gj�1! Gj has connected
kernel. (The cardinality of J is n� h.) Also assume that the chain C et consists of

G et
j D .K=


�1OK/
j ˚ .K=OK/

h�j

for all j 2 J with the obvious isogenies between them.
We claim that the universal deformation ring of C is isomorphic to

W ŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn��=
�Y
j2J

Tj � 

�
:

We will follow the proof of [D, Proposition 4.5]. To see the claim, we first con-
sider deformations of G without level structure. By [D, Proposition 4.5], the universal
deformation ring of † is

R0 'W ŒŒXhC1; : : : ;Xh��=.XhC1; : : : ;Xn � 
/:

Let Q† be the universal deformation of †. By considering the connected-étale exact
sequence, we see that the deformations of G are classified by extensions of the form

0! Q†! QG ! .K=OK/
h! 0:

Thus, the universal deformations of G are classified by elements of Hom.T G ; Q†/,
where T G is the Tate module of G . The latter ring is noncanonically isomorphic to

R'W ŒŒX1; : : : ;Xn��=
�Y
j2J

Xj � 

�
:

Let S be the universal deformation ring for deformations of the chain C , and let
S0 be the universal deformation ring for the chain C0. Let
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QC W QG D QG0! QG1! � � � ! QGn D QG= QG Œ
�

be the universal deformation of C which corresponds when restricted to the formal
part to the universal chain

Q†! Q†1! � � � ! Q†n D Q†= Q†Œ
�:

Each deformation QGj of Gj is defined by a connected-étale exact sequence

0! Q†j ! QGj ! .K=OK/
h! 0;

so it is defined by an element fj 2Hom.T Gj ; Q†j /. We will explore the compatibili-
ties between the Hom.T Gj ; Q†j / as j ranges from 0 to n. If j 2 J , then QGj�1! QGj
has connected kernel, so T Gj�1 ' T Gj . The isogeny Q†j�1! Q†j determines a map
Hom.T Gj�1; Q†j�1/! Hom.T Gj ; Q†j /, which determines the extension QGj . Thus,
in order to know the extension classes of QGj it suffices to focus on the case j … J .

Let .ej /j2J be a basis of Oh
K , which we identify with T Gj for each j . We claim

that it suffices to know fj .ej / 2 Q†j for each j … J . Indeed, if j … J , then we know
that Q†j�1 ' Q†j , and we also have a map T Gj�1! T Gj sending

ej 0 7! ej 0 for j 0 6D j and ej 7! 
ej :

Thus, for i 6D j , we can identify fj�1.ei / 2 Q†j�1 with fj .ei / 2 Q†j : Hence if we
know fj .ej /, then we also know fj 0.ej / for all j 0 > j . Thus we know fn.ej /, but
recall that fn corresponds to the extension

0! Q†= Q†Œ
�! QG= QG Œ
�! .K=
�1OK/
h! 0;

which is isomorphic to the extension

0! Q†! QG ! .K=OK/
h! 0:

Therefore, we also know f0.ej / and by extension all fj 0.ej / for j 0 < j . This proves
the claim that the only parameters needed to construct all the extensions QGj are the
elements fj .ej / 2 Q†j for all j … J .

We have a map S0˝R0 R! S induced by restricting the Iwahori level structure
to the formal part. From the discussion above, we see that this map is finite and that
S is obtained from S0˝R0 R by adjoining for each j 2 J a root Tj of

f .Tj /DXj

in Q†, where f W Q†! Q† is the composite of the isogenies Q†j ! Q†jC1! � � � ! Q†n. If
we quotient S by all the Tj for j … J , we are left only with deformations of the chain
C0, since all of the connected-étale exact sequences will split. Thus S=.Tj /j…J ' S0.
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Now, the formal part QC0 can be written as a chain

Q†D Q†0! � � � ! Q†j ! � � � ! Q†= Q†Œ
�

of length n� h. Choose bases ej for Lie Gj over S0 as j runs over J such that

en D ej for the largest j 2 J

maps to

e0 D ej for the smallest j 2 J

under the isomorphism Gn D G0=G0Œ
�
�
! G0 induced by 
 . Let Tj 2 S0 represent

the linear map Lie Q†j 0 ! Lie Q†j , where j 0 is the largest element of J for which
j 0 < j . Then Y

j2J

Tj D 
:

Moreover, S0=.Tj /j2J D NF by Lemma 2.7. (See also the proof of [TY, Proposition
3.4].) Hence we have a surjection

W ŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn��=
� nY
jDh1C1

Tj � 

�

� S;

which by dimension reasons must be an isomorphism.
Applying the preceding argument to the chains C1;s and C2;s , we conclude that

O^XU ;s 'W ŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn; S1; : : : ; Sn��=
� nY
iDh1C1

Ti � 
;

nY
iDh2C1

Si � 

�
:

Moreover, the closed subvariety Y1;jk of XU is exactly the locus where Gjk�1! Gjk
has connected kernel, so if s is a geometric point of Y1;jk , then O^Y1;jk ;s

is cut out in

O^XU ;s by the equation TkCh1 D 0. (Indeed, by our choice of the parameters TkCh1
with 1 � k � n � h1, the condition that G1;jk�1 ! G1;jk has connected kernel is
equivalent to TkCh1 D 0.)

For S;T � ¹1; : : : ; nº nonempty, let

YU;S;T D
�\
i2S

Y1;i

�
\
�\
j2T

Y2;j

�
:

Then YU;S;T is smooth over SpecF of pure dimension 2n� #S � #T (we can check
smoothness on completed local rings) and it is also proper over Spec F, since
YU;S;T ,! NXU is a closed immersion and NXU is proper over Spec F. We also define
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Y 0U;S;T D YU;S;T n

�� [
S 0�S

YU;S 0;T

�
[
� [
T 0�T

YU;S;T 0
��
:

Note that the inverse image of NX .h1;h2/U with respect to the finite flat map NXU ! NXU0
is [

#SDn�h1
#TDn�h2

Y 0U;S;T :

Note that, when we consider the Shimura variety XUi , with Ui having Iwahori level
structure at only one of the primes pi for i D 1; 2, this will be flat over XU0 , since it
can be checked that it is a finite map between regular schemes of the same dimension
(for the same reason as in the setting of [TY]). The morphism XU !XU0 is the fiber
product of the morphisms XUi !XU0 for i D 1; 2, so it is flat as well.

LEMMA 2.9
The Shimura variety XU is locally étale over

Xr;s D Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�=
� rY
iD1

Xi � 
;

sY
j�1

Yj � 

�

with 1� r; s � n.

Proof
Let x be a closed point of XU . The completion of the strict henselization of XU at x
O^XU ;x is isomorphic to

Or;s DW ŒŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn��=
� rY
iD1

Xi � 
;

sY
jD1

Yj � 

�

for certain 1 � r; s � n. We show that there is an open affine neighborhood U of x
in X such that U is étale over Xr;s . Note that there are local equations Ti D 0 with
1 � i � r and Sj D 0 with 1 � j � s which define the closed subschemes Y1;i with
1 � i � r and Y2;j with 1 � j � s passing through x. Moreover, the parameters Ti
and Sj satisfy

rY
iD1

Ti D u
 and
sY

jD1

Si D u
0


with u and u0 units in the local ring OXU ;x . We will explain why this is the case for
the Ti . In the completion of the strict henselization O^XU ;x both Ti and Xi cut out the
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completion of the strict henselization O^Y1;i ;x , which means that Ti and Xi differ by

a unit. Taking the product of the Ti , we find that
Qr
iD1 Ti D u
 for u 2O^XU ;x a unit

in the completion of the strict henselization of the local ring. At the same time, in an
open neighborhood of x, the special fiber ofX is a union of the divisors corresponding
to Ti D 0 for 1� i � r , so that

Qr
iD1 Ti belongs to the ideal of OXU ;x generated by


 . We conclude that u is actually a unit in the local ring OXU ;x , not only in O^XU ;x .
In a neighborhood of x, we can change one of the Ti by u�1 and one of the Si by
.u0/�1 to ensure that

rY
iD1

Ti D 
 and
sY

jD1

Si D 
:

We now adapt the argument used in the proof of [Y, Proposition 4.8] to our situa-
tion. We first construct an unramified morphism f from a neighborhood of x inXU to
Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�. We can do this simply by sending the Xi to the Ti
for i D 1; : : : ; r and the Yj to the Sj for j D 1; : : : ; s. The rest of theXi and Yj can be
sent to parameters in a neighborhood of x which approximate the remaining param-
eters in O^XU ;x modulo the square of the maximal ideal. Then f will be formally
unramified at the point x. By [GD2, Corollaire 18.4.7], we see that, when restricted
to an open affine neighborhood SpecA of x in X , f jSpecA can be decomposed as
a closed immersion SpecA! SpecB followed by an étale morphism SpecB !
Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�. The closed immersion translates into the fact that
A'B=I for some ideal I ofB . The inverse image of I inW ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�
is an ideal J which contains

Qr
iD1Xi � 
 and

Qs
jD1 Yj � 
 . The morphism f fac-

tors through the morphism g W SpecA! Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�=J which
is étale. Moreover, J is actually generated by

Qr
iD1Xi � 
 and

Qs
jD1 Yj � 
 , since

g induces an isomorphism on completed strict local rings

W ŒŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn��=J
�
! Or;s:

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let AU be the universal abelian variety over the integral model XU . Let � be
an irreducible representation of G over NQl for a prime number l 6D p. The sheaf L�

extends to a lisse sheaf on the integral models XU0 and XU . Also, a� 2 End.A
m�
U =

XU /˝Z Q extends as an étale morphism on A
m�
U over the integral model. We have

H j .XU �F 0 NF
0
p;L�/' a�H

jCm�
�
A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0p;
NQl.t�/

�
;

and we can compute the latter via the nearby cycles R NQl on A
m�
U over the integral

model of XU . Note that A
m�
U is smooth over XU , so A

m�
U is locally étale over
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Xr;s;m WD Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn;Z1; : : : ;Zm�=
� rY
jD1

Xij �
;

sY
jD1

Yij �

�

for some nonnegative integer m.

3. Sheaves of nearby cycles
In this section, we start to understand the complex of nearby cycles on a scheme
X=OK which has the same geometric properties as our Iwahori level Shimura variety
XU . We work with K=Qp , a finite extension with ring of integers OK which has
uniformizer 
 and residue field F. Let IK DGal. NK=Kur/	GK DGal. NK=K/ be the
inertia subgroup of K . Let ƒ be either one of Z=lrZ, Zl , Ql , or NQl for l 6D p prime.
Let X=OK be a scheme such that X is locally étale over

Xr;s;m D Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn;Z1; : : : ;Zm�=
� rY
jD1

Xj � 
;

sY
jD1

Yj � 

�
:

Let Y be the special fiber of X . Assume that Y is a union of closed subschemes Y1;j
with j 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº which are cut out locally by one equation and that this equation
over Xr;s;m corresponds to Xj D 0. Similarly, assume that Y is a union of closed
subschemes Y2;j with j 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº which are cut out over Xr;s;m by Yj D 0.

Let j WXK ,!X be the inclusion of the generic fiber, and let i W Y ,!X be the
inclusion of the special fiber. Let S D Spec OK ; with generic point 	 and closed point
s. Let NK be an algebraic closure of K , with ring of integers O NK . Let NS D Spec O NK ,
with generic point N	 and closed point Ns. Let NX D X �S NS be the base change of X
to NS , with generic fiber Nj W X N� ,! NX and special fiber Ni W XNs ,! NX . The sheaves of
nearby cycles associated to the constant sheaf ƒ on XK are sheaves Rk ƒ on XNs
defined for k � 0 as

Rk ƒD Ni�Rk Nj�ƒ

and they have continuous actions of IK .

PROPOSITION 3.1
The action of IK on Rk ƒ is trivial for any k � 0.

The proof of this proposition is based on endowing X with a logarithmic struc-
ture, showing that the resulting log scheme is log smooth over Spec OK (with the
canonical log structure determined by the special fiber), and then using the explicit
computation of the action of IK on the sheaves of nearby cycles that was done by
Nakayama in [Na, Theorem 3.5].
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3.1. Log structures

Definition 3.2
A log structure on a scheme Z is a sheaf of monoids M together with a morphism ˛ W

M !OZ such that ˛ induces an isomorphism ˛�1.O�Z/'O�Z . A scheme endowed
with a log structure is a log scheme. A morphism of log schemes .Z1;M1/! .Z2;

M2/ consists of a pair .f; h/, where f W Z1 ! Z2 is a morphism of schemes and
h W f �M2!M1 is a morphism of sheaves of monoids.

From now on, we regard O�Z as a subsheaf of M via ˛�1, and we define NM WD
M=O�Z .

Given a scheme Z and a closed subscheme V with complement U , there is a
canonical way to associate to V a log structure. If j W U ,!X is an open immersion,
we can simply define M D j�..OX j U /�/ \ OX ! OX . This amounts to formally
“adjoining” the sections of OX which are invertible outside V to the units O�X . The
sheaf NM will be supported on V .

If P is a monoid, then the scheme Spec ZŒP � has a canonical log structure asso-
ciated to the natural map P ! ZŒP �. A chart for a log structure on Z is given by a
monoid P and a map Z! Spec ZŒP � such that the log structure on Z is pulled back
from the canonical log structure on Spec ZŒP �. A chart for a morphism of log schemes
Z1! Z2 is a triple of maps Z1! Spec ZŒQ�; Z2! Spec ZŒP �, and P !Q such
that the first two maps are charts for the log structures on Z1 and Z2 and such that
the obvious diagram is commutative.

For more background on log schemes, the reader should consult [I1] and [K].
For a scheme over OK , we let j denote the open immersion of its generic fiber

and we let i denote the closed immersion of its special fiber into the scheme. We
endow S D Spec OK with the log structure given by N D j�.K�/\OK ,!OK . The
sheaf NN is trivial outside the closed point and is isomorphic to a copy of N over the
closed point. Another way to describe the log structure on S is by pullback of the
canonical log structure via the map

S! Spec ZŒN�;

where 1 7! 
 2OK .
We endow X with the log structure given by M D j�.O�XK /\OX ,!OX . It is

easy to check that the only sections of OX which are invertible outside the special
fiber but not invertible globally are those given locally by the images of the Xi for
1� i � r and the Yj for 1� j � s . On étale neighborhoods U of X which are étale
over Xr;s;m, this log structure is given by the chart

U !Xr;s;m! Spec ZŒPr;s�;
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where

Pr;s WD .N
r ˚Ns/=

�
.1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/D .0; : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; 1/

�
:

The map Xr;s;m! Spec ZŒPr;s� can be described as follows: the element with 1 only
in the kth place .0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 Pr;s maps to Xk if k � r and to Yk�r if k �
r C 1. Note that the log structure on X is trivial outside the special fiber, so X is a
vertical log scheme.

The map X! S induces a map of the corresponding log schemes. Étale locally,
this map has a chart subordinate to the map of monoids N! Pr;s such that

1 7! .1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/D .0; : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; 1/

to reflect the relations X1; : : : ;Xr D Y1; : : : ; Ys D 
 .

LEMMA 3.3
The map of log schemes .X;M/! .S;N / is log smooth.

Proof
The map of monoids N! Pr;s induces a map on groups Z! P

gp
r;s , which is injec-

tive and has torsion-free cokernel ZrCs�2. Since the map of log schemes .X;M/!

.S;N / is given étale locally by charts subordinate to such maps of monoids, by [K,
Theorem 3.5] the map .X;M/! .S;N / is log smooth.

3.2. Nearby cycles and log schemes
There is a generalization of the functor of nearby cycles to the category of log schemes.

Recall that O NK is the integral closure of OK in NK and that NS D Spec O NK with
generic point N	 and closed point Ns. The canonical log structure associated to the spe-
cial fiber (given by the inclusion Nj�. NK�/\O NK ,!O NK/ defines a log scheme QS with
generic point N	 and closed point Qs. Note that Qs is a log geometric point of QS , so it has
the same underlying scheme as Ns. The Galois group GK acts on Qs through its tame
quotient. Let QX DX �S QS in the category of log schemes, with special fiber XQs and
generic fiber X N� . Note that, in general, the underlying scheme of XQs is not the same
as that of XNs . This is because XQs is the fiber product of XNs and Qs in the category of
integral and saturated log schemes and saturation corresponds to normalization, so it
changes the underlying scheme.

The sheaves of log nearby cycles are sheaves on XQs defined by

Rk logƒD Qi�Rk Qj�ƒ;

where Qi ; Qj are the obvious maps and where the direct and inverse images are taken
with respect to the Kummer étale topology. Theorem 3.2 of [Na] states that when
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X=S is a log smooth scheme, we have R0 logƒŠƒ and Rp logƒD 0 for p > 0.
Let

Q� W QX! NX;

which restricts to � WX N�!X N� , be the morphism that simply forgets the log structure.
Note that we have Nj��� D Q�� Qj�, by commutativity of the square

X N�
Qj

�

QX

Q�

X N�
Nj

NX

We also have Ni�R Q��F ' R Q��Qi�F for every Kummer étale sheaf F , by strict base
change (see [I1, Proposition 6.3]). We deduce that

Ni� Nj��� D Q��Qi
� Qj�;

so the corresponding derived functors must satisfy a similar relation. When we write
this out, using R logƒŠ ƒ by Nakayama’s result and R��ƒŠ ƒ because the log
structure is vertical and so � is an isomorphism, we get

Rk clƒDRk Q��.ƒ jXQs/:

Therefore, it suffices to figure out what the sheaves Rk Q��ƒ look like and how IK acts
on them, where Q� WXQs!XNs . This has been done in general by Nakayama, thus deriv-
ing an [GDK, Théorème I.3.3]-type formula for log smooth schemes. We describe his
argument below and specialize to our particular case.

LEMMA 3.4 ([Na, Theorem 3.5])
We hold that IK acts on Rp��.ƒ jXQs) through its tame quotient.

Proof
Let S t D Spec OKt be endowed with the canonical log structure (here Kt 	 NK is
the maximal extension of K which is tamely ramified). The closed point st with its
induced log structure is a universal Kummer étale cover of s, and IK acts on it through
its tame quotient I t . Moreover, the projection Qs! st is a limit of universal Kummer
homeomorphisms, and it remains so after base change with X (see [I1, Theorem
2.8]). Thus, every automorphism of XQs comes from a unique automorphism of Xst ,
on which IK acts through I t .
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Now we have the commutative diagram

X
log
Qs

�

˛
X

log
Ns

�

X cl
Qs

ˇ
X cl
Ns

where the objects in the top row are log schemes and the objects in the bottom row are
their underlying schemes. The morphisms labeled � are forgetting the log structure,
and we have Q�D � ı˛D ˇ ı �. We can use either of these decompositions to compute
Rk Q��ƒ. For example, we have R Q��ƒ D Rˇ�R��ƒ, which translates into having a
spectral sequence

Rn�kˇ�R
k��ƒ)Rn Q��ƒ:

We know that Rk��ƒD
Vk NM

gp
rel ˝ƒ.�k/, where

NM
gp
rel D coker. NN gp! NM gp/=torsion:

Recall that N is the log structure on OK associated to its special fiber. The map of log
schemes .X;M/! .OK ;N / induces a map from the (pullback of )N toM . We form
NM

gp
rel using this map. The formula for Rk��ƒ follows from [KN, Theorem 2.4], as

explained in [Na, Section 3.6]. Theorem 2.4 of [KN] is a statement about log schemes
over C, but the same proof also applies to the case of log schemes over a field of
characteristic p, as explained in [I1].

On the other hand, at a geometric point Nx of X cl
Ns , we have .ˇ�F / Nx Š F ŒE Nx� for

a sheaf F of ƒ-modules on X cl
Qs

, where E Nx is the cokernel of the map of log inertia
groups

Ix! Is :

Indeed, ˇ�1. Nx/ consists of # coker.Ix! Is/ points, which follows from the fact that
X cl
Qs

is the normalization of .XNs �Ns Qs/cl. The higher derived functors Rn�kˇ�F are all
trivial since ˇ� is exact. Therefore, the spectral sequence becomes

^k NM
gp
rel; Nx ˝ƒŒE Nx�˝ƒ.�k/D .R

k Q��ƒ/ Nx :

The tame inertia acts on the stalks of these sheaves through I t Š Is 7! ƒŒIs�!

ƒŒE Nx�.
In our particular case, it is easy to compute Rk Q��ƒ globally. Let

OZ
0

.1/D lim
 �

.m;p/D1

�m:
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We have

Ix DHom
�
NM gp
x ;
OZ
0

.1/
�

and

Is DHom
�
NN gp
s ;
OZ
0

.1/
�
:

The map of inertia groups is induced by the map NN gp
s ! NM

gp
x , which is determined

by 1 7! .1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/, where the first n terms are nonzero. Any homomorphism
of NN gp

s Š Z! OZ
0

.1/ can be obtained from some homomorphism NM
gp
x ! OZ

0

.1/. Thus
E Nx is trivial for all log geometric points Nx, and I t acts trivially on the stalks of the
sheaves of nearby cycles.

Moreover, in our situation we can check that ˇ is an isomorphism, which follows
from the fact that XNs is reduced, which can be checked étale locally. Indeed, if X is
reduced, then the underlying scheme of X log

Qs
is the same as XNs , since X log

Qs
is defined

as the inverse limit over n 2N prime to p of fiber products of fs log schemes

.XNs;M/�. NF;N /;	n .
NF;N /;

where �n is the identity on the underlying schemes and is multiplication by n on the
nontrivial part of the log structures. The underlying scheme of a fiber product of fs
log schemes is not usually the same as the fiber product of underlying schemes. The
reason for this is that the log structure on the fiber product does not a priori need to be
saturated, so we may need to introduce additional units. However, it can be checked
that if X is reduced, then the product log structure is already saturated. Thus we have
the global isomorphism

Rk Q��ƒ'^
k NM

gp
rel ˝ƒ.�k/:

The above discussion also allows us to determine the sheaves of nearby cycles.
Indeed, we have Rk ƒ ' ^k NM gp

rel ˝ ƒ.�k/, and NM gp
rel can be computed explicitly

on neighborhoods. If U is a neighborhood of X with U étale over Xr;s , then the
log structure on U is induced from the log structure on Xr;s . Let J1; J2 � ¹1; : : : ; nº
be sets of indices with cardinalities r and s, respectively, corresponding to sets of
divisors Y1;i and Y2;j which intersect U .

PROPOSITION 3.5
For i D 1; 2 and j D 1; : : : ; n, let aij W Yi;j ,! Y denote the closed immersion. Then
we have the following isomorphism of sheaves on U

Rk ƒ.k/jU '^
k

���M
j2J1

a1j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
˚

��M
j2J2

a2j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�	ˇ̌̌
ˇ
U

;
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where for i D 1; 2 we are quotienting by the canonical diagonal map

ƒ!
M
j2Ji

aij�ƒ:

Proof
This follows from the fact that on U a chart for the log structure M jU can be given
by the map

U !Xr;s;m! SpecZŒPr;s�

as explained in Section 3.1, so that NM gp
rel jU can be identified with

��L
j2J1

a1j�Z
�
=

Z
�
˚
��L

j2J2
a2j�Z

�
=Z
�
jU .

We can now define a global map of sheaves

^k
h� nM
jD1

a1j�ƒ
�
˚
� nM
jD1

a2j�ƒ
�i
!^k NM

gp
rel ˝Z ƒ'R

k ƒ.k/:

It is enough to describe a global map of sheaves aij�Z! NM
gp
rel . Locally, on neigh-

borhoods U , we map section 1 2 aij�Z.U / to the image in NM gp
rel .U / of a generator

for the local equation defining Yi;j (this is independent of the choice of generator).
These local maps over neighborhoods U glue to give a global map, since the two
images of 1 in M.U �X U 0/ differ by units, so they are identified once we pass to
NM

gp
rel .U �X U

0/. We see from the local description in Proposition 3.5 that the above
map of sheaves is surjective and that the kernel is generated by images of the two
diagonal maps ƒ!

Ln
jD1 a

i
j�ƒ for i D 1; 2.

COROLLARY 3.6
There is a global isomorphism

^k
���M

j2J1

a1j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
˚

��M
j2J2

a2j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�	
'Rk ƒ.k/:

Let L1 D
�Ln

jD1 a
1
j�ƒ

�
=ƒ, and let L2 D

�Ln
jD1 a

2
j�ƒ

�
=ƒ. From the above

corollary, we see that Rk ƒ.k/ can be decomposed as
Pk
lD0^

lL1 ˝ ^
k�lL2. If

X was actually a product of strictly semistable schemes X D X1 �S X2, then the
sheaves ^lL1 and ^k�lL2 would have an interpretation as pullbacks of the sheaves
of nearby cyclesRl ƒ andRk�l ƒ associated toX1 andX2, respectively. Corollary
3.6 would then look like a Künneth-type formula computing the sheaves of nearby
cycles for a product of strictly semistable schemes. In fact, in such a situation, the
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computation of the sheaves of nearby cycles reflects the stronger relation between the
actual complexes of nearby cycles

R ƒX1�SX2 'R ƒX1 ˝
L
Ns R ƒX2 ;

which takes place in the derived category of constructible sheaves of ƒ-modules on
.X1 �S X2/Ns . This result was proved in [I2] for a product of schemes of finite type.
The isomorphism is stated in the case when ƒ is torsion; however, the analogue mor-
phism for ƒ a finite extension of Zl or Ql can be defined by passage to the limit (see
the formalism in [E]) and it will still be an isomorphism. Here we would like to give
a different proof of this result in the case of the product of two strictly semistable
schemes. We will use log schemes, specifically Nakayama’s computation of log van-
ishing cycles for log smooth schemes.

Recall that the scheme S has generic point 	 and closed point s. We will freely
use the notation NS; QS and Ns; Qs, and also the corresponding notation for a scheme X
fixed in the beginning of this section. We first need a preliminary result.

LEMMA 3.7
Let X1 be a strictly semistable scheme over S: Then the sheaves Rk ƒ are flat
over ƒ.

Proof
By [Sa, Proposition 1.1.2.1], we have an exact sequence of sheaves on X1;Ns

0!Rk ƒ! i�RkC1j�ƒ.1/!RkC1 ƒ.1/! 0:

We will prove by induction on k that Rn�k ƒ is flat over ƒ. Indeed, Rn ƒ D 0,
so the induction hypothesis is true for k D 0. For the induction step, note that we can
compute i�Rn�kC1j�ƒ using log étale cohomology. Since X1 is strictly semistable,
it can be endowed with the canonical log structure M1 associated to the special fiber.
If a1i W Y1;i ,! Y are the closed embeddings, then we have

NM
gp
1 D .M1=O

�
X1
/gp '

nM
iD1

a1i�Z: (1)

By [Na, Proposition 2.0.2, Theorem 0.2 (purity for log smooth morphisms)], we can
compute i�Rn�kC1j�ƒ in the same way that we have computed Rk ƒ above, get-
ting

i�Rn�kC1j�ƒ'^
n�kC1. NM

gp
1 /˝Z ƒ.�nC k � 1/;

which is flat over ƒ by 1. In the short exact sequence
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0!Rn�k ƒ! i�Rn�kC1j�ƒ.1/!Rn�kC1 ƒ.1/! 0

the middle term is flat, the right term is flat by the induction hypothesis, and so the
left term must be flat as well.

PROPOSITION 3.8
Let X1 and X2 be strictly semistable schemes over S . Then we have the following
equality in the derived category of constructible ƒŒIs�-modules on .X1 �S X2/s

R .ƒX1;�/˝
L
s R .ƒX2;�/'R .ƒ.X1�SX2/�/;

where the external tensor product of complexes is obtained by taking pr�1 ˝pr
�
2 and

where the superscript L refers to left derived tensor product.

Proof
We have seen from the above discussion that in the case of a log smooth scheme with
vertical log structure, the complex of vanishing cycles depends only on the special
fiber endowed with the canonical log structure. In other words, for i D 1; 2, we have
R ƒXi;� ' R Q�i;�ƒXi;s as complexes on Xi;s , where Q�i W QXi;Qs! NXi;Ns is the identity
morphism on the underlying schemes and forgets the log structure. Analogously, we
also have R ƒ.X1�SX2/� DR Q��ƒ, where

Q� W . QX1 � QS
QX2/Qs! . NX1 � NS

NX2/Ns

is the morphism which forgets the log structure. (Here we have used the fact that
the fiber product of log smooth schemes with vertical log structure is log smooth
with vertical log structure and that the underlying scheme of the fiber product of log
schemes QX1 � QS QX2 is just NX1 � NS NX2; the latter holds since the induced log structure
on NX1� NS NX2 is saturated.) Therefore, it suffices to prove that we have an isomorphism

R Q��ƒ. QX1� QS QX2/Qs
'R Q�1;�ƒ QX1;Qs

˝LNs R Q�2;�ƒ QX2;Qs

in the derived category of constructible sheaves of ƒŒIs�-modules on . NX1 � NS NX2/Ns .
It is enough to show that the Künneth map

C DR Q�1;�ƒ QX1;s ˝
L
Ns R Q�2;�ƒ QX2;Qs

!R Q��ƒ. QX1� QS QX2/Qs
DD ;

which is defined as in [AGV, XVII, Équation 5.4.1.4], induces an isomorphism on
the cohomology of the two complexes above, for then the map itself will be a quasi-
isomorphism. The cohomology of the product complex can be computed using a Kün-
neth formula as Hn.C/D

Ln
kD0R

k Q�1;�ƒ˝Ns R
n�k Q�2;�ƒ. In general, the Künneth

formula involves a spectral sequence with terms
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E
l;n�l
2 D

n�lX
kD0

TorƒŒIs �
l

.Rk Q�1;�ƒ;R
n�l�k Q�2;�ƒ/)Hn.C/

(see [GD1, XVII, Équation 6.5.4.2] for a statement using homology). In our case, the
cohomology sheaves Rk Q�i;�ƒ are flat ƒ-modules with trivial Is-action by Lemmas
3.1 and 3.7, so for l > 0 all the El;n�l2 terms vanish. (Alternatively, one can prove
the formula for Hn.C/ by taking flat resolutions for both of the factor complexes and
using the fact that the cohomology sheaves of the flat complexes are flat as well.)

In order to prove that the induced map Hn.C/!Hn.D/ is an isomorphism, it
suffices to check that it induces an isomorphism on stalks at geometric points. Let x
be a geometric point of X1 �S X2 above the geometric point Ns of S . The point x will
project to geometric points x1 and x2 of X1 and X2. From [I1] it follows that there is
an isomorphism on stalks

Rk Q�i;�ƒxi 'H
k.Ji ;ƒ/

for 0� k � n and i D 1; 2, where Ji is the relative log inertia group

ker
�



log
1 .Xi ; xi /! 


log
1 .S; s/

�
:

A similar statement holds for the stalks at x

Rn Q��ƒx 'H
n.J;ƒ/;

where J is the relative log inertia group ker.
 log
1 .X;x/! 


log
1 .S; s//. Directly from

the definition of the log fundamental group we can compute J D J1 � J2. We have
the following commutative diagram

Hn.C/x

Š

Hn.D/x

Š

nM
kD0

H k.J1;ƒ/˝ƒH
n�k.J2;ƒ/ Hn.J1 � J2;ƒ/

where the bottom arrow is the Künneth map in group cohomology and is also an
isomorphism. (Again, the Künneth spectral sequence

E
l;n�l
2 D

n�lX
kD0

Torƒl
�
H k.J1;ƒ/;H

n�k.J2;ƒ/
�

degenerates at E2, and all terms outside the vertical line l D 0 vanish because these
cohomology groups are flat ƒ-modules.) Therefore, the top arrow Hn.C/x !
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Hn.D/x has to be an isomorphism for all geometric points x of X , which means
that it comes from a global isomorphism of sheaves on X .

4. The monodromy filtration

4.1. Overview of the strictly semistable case
In this section, we explain a way of writing down explicitly the monodromy filtration
on the complex of nearby cyclesR ƒ in the case of a strictly semistable scheme. Our
exposition follows that of [Sa], which constructs the monodromy filtration using per-
verse sheaves. We let ƒD Z=lrZ;Zl ;Ql or NQl . In fact, the proofs use ƒD Z=lrZ;
then the results extend to ƒD Zl ;Ql ; NQl .

Let X1=OK be a strictly semistable scheme of relative dimension n � 1 with
generic fiber X1;� and special fiber Y1 DX1;s . Let R ƒD Ni�R Nj�ƒ be the complex
of nearby cycles over Y1; NF. Let D1; : : : ;Dm be the irreducible components of Y1, and
for each index set I � ¹1; : : : ;mº let YI D

T
i2I Di , and let aI W YI ! Y1 be the

immersion. The scheme YI is smooth of dimension n� 1� k if #I D k C 1. For all
0� k �m� 1, we set

Y
.k/
1 D

G
I	¹1;:::;mº;#IDkC1

YI

and we let ak W Y
.k/
1 ! Y1 be the projection. We identify ak�ƒD^kC1a0�ƒ.

We work in the derived category of bounded complexes of constructible sheaves
of ƒ-modules on Y1; NF. We denote this category by Db

c .Y1; NF;ƒ/.
Let @Œ
� be the boundary of 
 with respect to the Kummer sequence obtained by

applying i�Rj� to the exact sequence of étale sheaves on X1;� ,

0!ƒ.1/!O�X1;�!O�X1;�! 0

for ƒ D Z=lrZ. Taking an inverse limit over r and tensoring, we get an element
@Œ
� 2 i�R1j�ƒ.1/ for ƒDQl or NQl . Let � WƒY1! i�R1j�ƒ.1/ be the map send-
ing 1 to @Œ
�. Let ı WƒY1! a0�ƒ be the canonical map. The following result appears
as [Sa, Corollary 1.3].

PROPOSITION 4.1
We have the following.

1. There is an isomorphism of exact sequences

ƒY1
ı

a0�ƒ
ı^ � � � ı^

an�1�ƒ 0

ƒY1



i�R1j�ƒ.1/

[ � � � 
[

i�Rnj�ƒ.n/ 0
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where the first vertical arrow is the identity and all the other vertical arrows are
isomorphisms.

2. For k � 0, we have an exact sequence

0!Rk ƒ! i�RkC1j�ƒ.1/! � � � ! i�Rnj�ƒ.n� k/! 0;

where all the horizontal maps are induced from �[.

Note 4.1(A)
We note the following.

1. The vertical isomorphisms in the first part of Proposition 4.1 come from the
Kummer sequence corresponding to each of the Di for i D 1; : : : ;m. The maps �i W
ƒDi ! i�R1j�ƒ.1/ are defined by sending 1 to @Œ
i �, where 
i is the generator of
the ideal defining Di and @ is the connecting differential in the Kummer sequence.
The isomorphism a0�ƒ

�
! i�R1j�ƒ.1/ is the direct sum of the �i for i D 1; : : : ;m.

2. Putting together the two isomorphisms, we get a quasi-isomorphism of com-
plexes

Rk ƒ.k/Œ�k�
�
! Œak�ƒ! � � � ! an�1�ƒ! 0�; (2)

where Rk ƒ.k/ is put in degree k and an�1�ƒ is put in degree n� 1.

LEMMA 4.2
The complex al�ƒŒ�l � is a �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaf for all 0� l � n� 1, and
so also is the complex Rk ƒ.k/Œ�k� for all 0� k � n� 1.

Proof
Since Y .l/1 is smooth of dimension n � 1 � l , we know that ƒŒ�l � is a �.n � 1/-

shifted perverse sheaf on Y .l/1 . The map al W Y .l/! Y is finite, and since the direct
image for a finite map is exact for the perverse t -structure, we deduce that al�ƒŒ�l �
is a �.n � 1/-shifted perverse sheaf on Y . This is true for each 0 � l � n � 1. The
complex Rk ƒ.k/Œ�k� is a successive extension of terms of the form al�ƒŒ�l � (as
objects in the triangulated category Db

c .Y NF;ƒ/). Because the category of �.n � 1/-
shifted perverse sheaves is stable under extensions, we conclude that Rk ƒ.k/Œ�k�
is also a �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaf.

Assume that ƒD Z=lrZ. Let L 2Db
c .Y1; NF;ƒ/ be represented by the complex

� � � !Lk�1!Lk!LkC1! � � � :

Definition 4.3
We define ��kL to be the standard truncation of L represented by the complex
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� � � !Lk�1! ker.Lk!LkC1/! 0:

Then ��k is a functor on Db
c .Y1; NF;ƒ/. We also define Q��kK to be represented by the

complex

� � � !Lk�1!Lk! im.Lk!LkC1/! 0:

For every k, we have a quasi-isomorphism ��kL
�
! Q��kL, which is given degree

by degree by the inclusion map.

COROLLARY 4.4
The complex R ƒ is a �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaf and the truncations ��kR ƒ
make up a decreasing filtration of R ƒ by �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaves.

Proof
Since the cohomology of R ƒ vanishes in degrees greater than n � 1, we have
R ƒ ' ��n�1R ƒ, so it suffices to prove by induction that each ��kR ƒ is a
�.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaf. For k D 0, we have ��0R ƒ' R0 ƒ, which is a
�.n � 1/-shifted perverse sheaf by Lemma 4.2. For k � 1, we have a distinguished
triangle

.��k�1R ƒ;��kR ƒ;R
k ƒŒ�k�/;

and assuming that ��k�1R ƒ is a �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaf, we conclude that
��kR ƒ is as well. The distinguished triangles become short exact sequences in the
abelian category of perverse sheaves, from which we deduce that the ��kR ƒ make
up a decreasing filtration of R ƒ and that the graded pieces of this filtration are the
Rk ƒŒ�k�.

Note 4.5
For ƒD Zl ;Ql or NQl , we still have standard truncation functors ��k which give us a
distinguished triangle

.��k�1R ƒ;��kR ƒ;R
k ƒŒ�k�/;

but the ��k are defined differently. With the new definition, the proof and results of
Corollary 4.4 still go through for ƒDQl or NQl .

The complex R ƒ has an action of Is which acts trivially on the cohomology
sheaves Rk ƒ. From this, it follows that the action of Is factors through the action
of its tame pro-l-quotient. Let T be a generator of the pro-l part of the tame inertia
(i.e., such that tl.T / is a generator of Zl.1/, where tl W Il ! Zl .1/ is the tame inertial
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character). We are interested in understanding the action of T on R ƒ. For ƒDQl

or NQl , we are interested in understanding the action of N D logT by recovering its
monodromy filtration (convolution of the kernel and image filtrations). However, the
monodromy filtration of N is the same as the monodromy filtration of � WD T � 1, so
we will explain how to compute the latter.

We have seen that T acts trivially on the Rk ƒ, which means that � sends
��kR ƒ! Q��k�1R ƒ

�
! ��k�1R ƒ. We get an induced map

N� WRk ƒŒ�k�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC 1�:

We record [Sa, Lemma 2.5(4)].

LEMMA 4.6
The map N� and the isomorphisms of item 2 of Note 4.1(A) make a commutative dia-
gram

RkC1 ƒŒ�.kC 1/�
�

N�



0 akC1�ƒ

�
�.kC 1/

� ı^

˝tl .T /

� � �

Rk ƒŒ�k�
� 


ak�ƒ.�k/
ı^

akC1�ƒ.�k/
ı^ � � �

ı^
an�1�ƒ

�
�.kC 1/

��

ı^
an�1�ƒ.�k/

�
where the sheaves an�1�ƒ.�.kC 1// and an�1�ƒ.�k/ are put in degree n� 1.

Note 4.7
When ƒDQl or NQl , the monodromy operator N D logT is defined and it induces a
map

NN WRk ƒŒ�k�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC 1�:

This map coincides with N�, since logT � T � 1 .mod .T � 1/2/ and .T � 1/2 sends
��kR ƒ! ��k�2R ƒ.

From the preceding commutative diagram, it is easy to see that the map N� is
injective, since we can just compute the cone of the map of complexes on the right.
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In general, to compute the kernel and cokernel of a map of perverse sheaves, we have
to compute the cone C of that map, then the perverse truncation �p�0C will be the
cokernel and �p��1CŒ�1� will be the kernel (see the proof of [BBD, Théorème 1.3.6]).
It is straightforward to check that the cone of N� is quasi-isomorphic to ak�ƒ.�k/Œ�k�,
which is a�.n�1/-shifted perverse sheaf. We deduce that N� has kernel 0 and cokernel
ak�ƒ.�k/Œ�k�.

The fact that N� is injective means that the canonical filtration ��kR ƒ coincides
with the kernel filtration of � on R ƒ and that the Rk ƒŒ�k� for 0� k � n� 1 are
the graded pieces of the kernel filtration. Moreover, the graded pieces of the induced
image filtration of � on the Rk ƒ are akCh�ƒ.�h/Œ�.kCh/� for 0� h� n�1�k.
This information suffices to reconstruct the graded pieces of the monodromy filtration
on R ƒ.

PROPOSITION 4.8
There is an isomorphismM

h�kDr

a.kCh/�ƒ.�h/Œ�.kC h/�!GrMr R ƒ:

This isomorphism, together with the spectral sequence associated to the mon-
odromy filtration, induces the weight spectral sequence (see [Sa, Corollary 2.2.4]).

4.2. The product of strictly semistable schemes
Let X1 and X2 be strictly semistable schemes of relative dimension n� 1 over OK ,
and let ƒ D Z=lrZ;Zl ;Ql or NQl (we will be more specific about ƒ where it is
important). Let R ƒXi be the complex of nearby cycles on Xi;Ns for i D 1; 2, and
let R ƒX1�X2 be the complex of nearby cycles on .X1�S X2/Ns . By Proposition 3.8,
we have

R ƒX1�X2 'R ƒX1 ˝ƒ R ƒX2 ;

and notice that this isomorphism is compatible with the action of the inertia I in
GK . From Proposition 3.1, the action of I is trivial on the cohomology sheaves of
R ƒX1�X2 , so only the pro-l part of I acts nontrivially on R ƒX1�X2 . Let T be a
generator of the pro-l part of I , and set � D T � 1. Let �; �1; �2 denote the action of
� on R ƒX1�X2 , R ƒX1 , and R ƒX2 , respectively. Since the above isomorphism
is compatible with the action of T , we deduce that T acts on R ƒX1 ˝ƒŒI� R ƒX2
via T ˝T . From this, we conclude that � acts on R ƒX1˝ƒŒI�R ƒX2 as �1˝ 1C
1˝ �2C �1˝ �2.

As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we have a decomposition
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Rk ƒ'

kM
lD0

Rl ƒX1 ˝R
k�l ƒX2 :

We will see that � induces a map

N� WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�kC 1�

which acts on Rl ƒX1˝ƒR
k�l ƒX2 Œ�k� by N�1˝1C1˝ N�2. First we prove a few

preliminary results.
For i D 1; 2 and 0� l � n, define the following schemes.

� Let Yi=F be the special fiber of Xi .
� Let Di;1; : : : ;Di;mi be the irreducible components of Xi .
� For J � ¹1; : : : ;miº, let Yi;J be

T
j2J Di;j , and let aiJ W Yi;J ! Yi be the

immersion. Note that if the cardinality of J is hC 1, then the scheme Yi;J is
smooth of dimension n� h� 1.

� For all 0 � h �mi � 1, set Y .h/i D
F

#JDhC1 Yi;J , and let ai
l
W Y

.h/
i ! Yi be

the projection.
Then for each i D 1; 2, we have a resolution of Rh ƒXi Œ�h� in terms of the sheaves
aij�ƒ

Rh ƒXi Œ�h�
�
! Œail�ƒ.�h/! � � � ! ain�1�ƒ.�h/�;

where ain�1�ƒ.�h/ is put in degree n� 1.
Now let Y=F be the special fiber of X1 �X2. Let

YJ1;J2 D
\

j12J1;j22J2

.Dj1 �F Dj2/:

Set Y .h1;h2/ D
F

#J1Dh1C1;#J2Dh2C1
YJ1;J2 , and let ah1;h2 W Y

.h1;h2/! Y be the pro-

jection. The scheme Y .h1;h2/ is smooth of dimension 2n � 2 � h1 � h2. Note that
Y .h1;h2/ D Y

.h1/
1 � Y

.h2/
2 and that ah1;h2�ƒ ' a

1
h1�
ƒ ˝ a2

h2�
ƒ, where the tensor

product of sheaves is an external tensor product.

LEMMA 4.9
We have the following resolution of Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k� as the complex

ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/! ah;k�hC1�ƒ.�k/˚ ahC1;k�h�ƒ.�k/! � � � ! an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/;

where the sheaf an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/ is put in degree 2n � 2. The general term of the
complex which appears in degree h1C h2 isM

h1�h
h2�k�h

ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/:
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For each h1; h2, the complexes ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�h1 � h2� are �.2n� 2/-shifted per-
verse sheaves, so the complex Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� is also a �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse
sheaf.

Proof
Each of the complexes Rh ƒX1 and Rk�h ƒX2 have resolutions in terms of
a1
h1�
ƒ.�h/ and a2

h2�
ƒ.�kCh/, respectively, where h� h1 � n�1 and k�h� h2 �

n�1. We form the double complex associated to the product of these resolutions, and
the single complex associated to it is a resolution of Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k� of
the following form:

a1h�ƒ.�h/˝ a
2
k�h�ƒ.�kC h/

! a1hC1�ƒ.�h/˝ a
2
k�h�ƒ.�kC h/˚ a

1
h�ƒ.�h/˝ a

2
k�hC1�ƒ.�kC h/

! � � � ! a1n�1�ƒ.�h/˝ a
2
n�1�ƒ.�kC h/:

In the above complex, the sheaf a1n�1�ƒ.�h/˝ a
2
n�1�ƒ.�k C h/ is put in degree

2n� 2. Now we use the formula

ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/D a
1
h1�
ƒ.�h/˝ a1h2�ƒ.�kC h/

to conclude the first part of the lemma. The complex ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�h1 � h2� is the
direct image via ah1;h2� of the complexƒ.�k/Œ�h1�h2� on Y .h1;h2/. Since Y .h1;h2/

is smooth of dimension 2n�2�h1�h2, we know thatƒ.�k/Œ�h1�h2� is a �.2n�
2/-shifted perverse sheaf, so its direct image under the finite map ah1;h2� is also a
�.2n�2/-shifted perverse sheaf. We have just seen that eachRh ƒX1˝R

k�h ƒX2
can be obtained from successive extensions of factors of the form ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/�

Œ�h1 � h2�, and since the category of �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaves is stable
under extensions, we deduce that Rh ƒX1˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k� is a �.2n�2/-shifted
perverse sheaf. Now Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�D

Lk
hD0R

h ƒX1 ˝R
k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�, so it

is also a �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaf.

COROLLARY 4.10
We hold that R ƒX1�X2 is a �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaf. The standard trun-
cation ��kR ƒX1�X2 is a filtration by �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaves, and the
graded pieces of this filtration are the Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�.

Proof
The proof is exactly the same as that of Corollary 4.4. It suffices to show that each
��kR ƒ is a �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaf, and we can do this by induction,
using the distinguished triangle
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.��k�1R ƒX1�X2 ; ��kR ƒX1�X2 ;R
k ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�/:

Once everything is proved to be in an abelian category, the distinguished triangle
becomes a short exact sequence, and we get a filtration onR ƒX1�X2 with its desired
graded pieces.

Now we can deduce that there is a map

N� WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�.k � 1/�:

Indeed, since T acts trivially on the cohomology sheaves of R ƒX1�X2 , we deduce
that � sends ��kR ƒX1�X2 to ��k�1R ƒX1�X2 , which induces N�. It remains to
check that this induced map N� restricted to Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 is the same map
as N�1˝ 1C 1˝ N�2, sending

Rh ƒX1 ˝R
k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�

! .Rh�1 ƒX1 ˝R
k�h ƒX1 ˚R

h ƒX1 ˝R
k�h�1 ƒX2/Œ�.k � 1/�:

First notice that, for each 0 � h � k � n � 1, the complex ��hR ƒX1 ˝

��k�hR ƒX2 is a �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaf because it is the external tensor
product of �.n� 1/-shifted perverse sheaves on X1 and on X2 (see [BBD, Proposi-
tion 4.2.8]). Let

��h�1R ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2 C ��hR ƒX1 ˝ ��k�h�1R ƒX2

be the image of

��h�1R ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2 ˚ ��hR ƒX1 ˝ ��k�h�1R ƒX2

! ��k�1R ƒX1�X2 :

We have a commutative diagram of �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaves

��hR ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2

�1˝1C1˝�2C�1˝�2

��kR ƒX1�X2

�

��h�1R ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2
C ��hR ƒX1 ˝ ��k�h�1R ƒX2

��k�1R ƒX1�X2

where the horizontal maps are the natural maps of complexes.

LEMMA 4.11
Assume that ƒ D Z=lrZ. The image of Rh;k�h D ��hR ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2 in
Rk ƒŒ�k� is Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�.
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Proof
The map of perverse sheaves Rh;k�h ! ��kR ƒX1�X2 ! Rk ƒŒ�k� factors
through

Rh ƒX1 ˝R
k�h ƒX2 Œ�k� ,!Rk ƒŒ�k�:

This can be checked on the level of complexes. We only need to know that the natural
map

Rh;k�h
g
!Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�

is a surjection. This follows once we know that the triangle

Rh�1;k�l CRh;k�h�1
f
!Rh;k�h

g
!Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�

is distinguished, since then it has to be a short exact sequence of �.2n � 2/-shifted
perverse sheaves, so g would be a surjection. To check that the triangle is distin-
guished, it suffices to compute the fiber of g and check that it is quasi-isomorphic
to

MD Q��h�1R ƒX1 ˝ ��k�hR ƒX2 C ��hR ƒX1 ˝ Q��k�h�1R ƒX2 :

Let K 
 be a representative forR ƒX1 , and let L
 be a representative forR ƒX2 .
The degree j < k term of M and of the fiber of g are both equal to

� h�1M
iDj�kClC1

K i ˝Lj�i
�
˚Kj�kCh˝ ker.Lk�h!Lk�hC1/

˚ker.Kh!KhC1/˝Lj�h

and the differentials are identical. The last nonzero term Mk in M appears in degree
k and is equal to

ker.Kh!KhC1/˝ im.Lk�h�1!Lk�h/

C im.Kh�1!Kh/˝ ker.Lk�h!Lk�hC1/:

The main problem is checking that the following map of complexes is a quasi-isomor-
phism

Mk

�

0

ker.Kh!KhC1/˝ ker.Lk�h!Lk�hC1/ Hh.K/˝H k�h.L/
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where the left vertical arrow � is the natural inclusion. It is equivalent to prove that
the object in the lower right corner is the cokernel of �. This follows from the Kün-
neth spectral sequence, when computing the cohomology of the product of the two
complexes

QK WD Œim.Kh�1!Kh/! ker.Kh!KhC1/�

and

QL WD Œim.Lk�h�1!Lk�h/! ker.Lk�h!Lk�hC1/�:

Indeed, sinceH 1. QK/DRh ƒX1 andH 1. QL/DRk�h ƒX2 are both flat overƒ, the
Künneth spectral sequence degenerates. We get H 2. QK ˝ QL/ D H 1. QK/ ˝ H 1. QL/,
and this is exactly the statement that Hh.K/˝H k�h.L/ is the cokernel of �.

Note 4.12
The result of this lemma extends to ƒDQl and to ƒD NQl .

Putting together the above discussion and keeping in mind that the image of �1˝
�2 in Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�.k � 1/� is trivial, we conclude the following result.

PROPOSITION 4.13
The action of N on R ƒX1�X2 induces a map

N� WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�.k � 1/�

which coincides with N�1˝1C1˝ N�2 when restricted to Rh ƒX1˝R
k�h ƒX2 Œ�k�

for each 0� h� k.

We now use the decomposition of Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� in terms of Rh ƒX1 ˝
Rk�h ƒX2 Œ�k� for 0� h� k and the resolution of Rh ƒX1 ˝R

k�h ƒX2 Œ�k� in
terms of ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�.h1 C h2/� to get a resolution of Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� of the
formM
h1Ch2Dk

ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h1h2 ! � � � !

M
h1Ch2DkCj

ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h1;h2 ! � � � ;

(3)

where the first term is put in degree k and where the coefficients ck
h1;h2

count how
many copies of ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/ show up in the direct sum.
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LEMMA 4.14
Let ck

h1;h2
be the coefficient of ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�.h1 C h2/� in the resolution of

Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�. Then

ckh1;h2 Dmin
�
min.h1; h2/C 1;h1C h2 � kC 1; kC 1

�
:

Proof
The coefficient ck

h1;h2
records the number of values of 0� h� k for which the term

Rh ƒX1˝R
k�h ƒX2 appears in the resolution of ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�.h1Ch2/�. This

count is clearly bounded by kC 1 because there are kC 1 possible values of h. When
h1C h2 � kC 1� kC 1, the count is

min
�
min.h1; h2/C 1;h1C h2 � kC 1

�
because ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�.h1 C h2/� shows up in the resolution of Rh1�j ƒX1 ˝
Rk�h1Cj ƒX2 for all 0� j � h1Ch2� kC 1 which satisfy 0� h1� j � k. When
both h1 and h2 are less than k, all the j 2 0; : : : ; h1C h2 � kC 1 satisfy the require-
ment. When h2 � k, there are exactly h1C1 values of j which satisfy the requirement
and we can treat the case h1 � k analogously to get h2 C 1 values of j . This covers
the case h1 C h2 � 2k. In the case h1 C h2 � 2k, we need to count all 0 � j � k
which satisfy 0� h1 � j � k. The result is

min
�
min.h1; h2/C 1; kC 1

�
:

This completes the determination of ck
h1;h2

.

Note that, for all h1 C h2 � 2k � 2, we have ck
h1;h2

� ck�1
h1;h2

. For h1 C h2 D
2k � 1, we always have min.h1; h2/C 1� k < kC 1 so that

ckh1;h2 D c
k�1
h1;h2

Dmin.h1; h2/C 1:

However, ck
k;k
D kC 1 > k D ck�1

k;k
, and for h1C h2 � 2k, we have ck

h1;h2
� ck�1

h1;h2
.

We now have an explicit description of

N� WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�

as a map of complexes with terms of the form
L
h1Ch2DkCj

ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h1;h2 ,

which are put in degree kC j . Writing N� D N�1˝ 1C 1˝ N�2 as a map of complexes,
we are able to compute both the kernel and cokernel of N�.

We now restrict toƒDQl or NQl . In this case,N D logT is defined, acts trivially
on the cohomology sheaves Rk ƒX1�X2 , and so induces a map

NN WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�:
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SinceN � T �1 .mod .T �1/2/ and .T �1/2 sends ��kR ƒ! ��k�2R ƒ (here
��k denote the truncation functors for Ql - or NQl -sheaves), the two maps NN and N�
coincide, so we will work with NN from now on, to which the results of Proposi-
tion 4.13 apply.

First we need a preliminary result which allows us to compute the kernels and
cokernels of certain morphisms of �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaves. Note that,
whileDb

c .Y;ƒ/ is not known to be a derived category of some category ofƒ-sheaves,
being constructed as a “projective limit” of derived categories, it is nevertheless
endowed with a standard t -structure whose core is the category of ƒ-sheaves. There-
fore, by [BBD, Proposition 3.1.10], we have a realization functor from the bounded
derived category ofƒ-sheaves toDb

c .Y;ƒ/. Using this functor, we think of a bounded
complex of ƒ-sheaves as an element in Db

c .Y;ƒ/ and of a morphism of complexes
as a morphism in Db

c .Y;ƒ/.

LEMMA 4.15
Assume that f W C !D is a morphism in Db

c .Y;ƒ/ which satisfies the following: C

and D are (the image of) complexes .Ck/k2Z and .Dk/k2Z of l-adic sheaves, and
f is a map of complexes defined degree by degree as f k W Ck !Dk . Assume that
each f k is injective as a map of sheaves. Let NDk D coker.f k/, and let ND be (the
image in Db

c .Y;ƒ/ of) the complex with terms NDk and differential Nd induced by the
differential d of D . Assume that the short exact sequence of sheaves

0! Ck
f k

!Dk! NDk! 0

is splittable. Assume also that CkŒ�k� and DkŒ�k� are �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse
sheaves.

Then NDkŒ�k� is a �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaf and thus so is ND (since it
is an extension of NDkŒ�k� for finitely many k). Moreover, the following is an exact
sequence of �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaves:

0! C!D! ND! 0:

Proof
NDkŒ�k� is a �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaf because it is a direct factor of DkŒ�k�,

and so ND is also a �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaf. If ƒ was torsion, then we could
identify the category Db

c .Y;ƒ/ with a full subcategory of the derived category of
the category of sheaves of ƒ-modules (whose objects have bounded constructible
cohomology) and the corollary would follow from a standard diagram chase in the
derived category of an abelian category. However, the cases we are interested in are
ƒDQl or NQl . It is possible that by checking the definition of the category Db

c .Y;ƒ/
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carefully, we could ensure that a version of the diagram chase applies to our case.
However, an alternative approach uses Beilinson’s result which identifies Db

c .Y;ƒ/

with the derived category of perverse sheaves on Y (see [B, Theorem 1.3]).
We see that the map f W C!D is injective, since we can think of it as a map of

filtered objects which is injective on the kth graded pieces for each k. Indeed, C is a
successive extension of the �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaves CkŒ�k� and D is a
successive extension of DkŒ�k�, and the fact that f is a map of complexes implies
that f respects these extensions. Let k be the largest integer for which either of Ck

and Dk is nonzero. We have the commutative diagram of exact sequences

0 CkŒ�k�

f k Œ�k�

C 0 Ck�1Œ�kC 1�

f k�1Œ�kC1�

0

0 DkŒ�k� D 0 Dk�1Œ�kC 1� 0

where the arrows on the left and on the right are injective. The fact that the middle map
is also injective follows from a standard diagram chase. (Note that we are working
in the category of �.2n � 2/-shifted perverse sheaves, which is abelian, so we can
perform diagram chases by [Re].) The injectivity of f follows by induction.

By a repeated application of the snake lemma in the abelian category of �.2n�
2/-shifted perverse sheaves, we see that the cokernel of f is a successive extension
of terms of the form NDkŒ�k�. In order to identify this cokernel with ND , it suffices to
check that the differential of ND coincides in Ext1. NDkŒ�k�; NDk�1Œ�k C 1�/ with the
extension class which defines the cokernel. To check this, it is enough to see that the
following square is commutative:

Dk�1Œ�kC 1�

f k�1Œ�kC1�

DkŒ�kC 1�

f k Œ�kC1�

NDk�1Œ�kC 1� NDkŒ�kC 1�

where the top (resp., bottom) horizontal map is the boundary map obtained from
considering the distinguished triangle .DkŒ�k�;D 0;Dk�1Œ�kC1�/ (resp., . NDkŒ�k�;
ND 0; NDk�1Œ�kC1�/) inDb

c .Y;ƒ/. The top boundary map is the differential of D , and
if the square is commutative, then the bottom map must be the differential of ND : The
commutativity can be checked by hand, by making the boundary maps explicit using
the construction of the cone. (There is a natural map
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DkŒ�k� D 0

0 Dk�1Œ�kC 1�

which is a quasi-isomorphism in Db
c .Y;ƒ/. The boundary map of the distinguished

triangle is obtained by composing the inverse of this quasi-isomorphism with the
natural map

DkŒ�k� D 0

DkŒ�k� 0

The same construction works for ND and it is straightforward to check the commuta-
tivity now.)

LEMMA 4.16
Let k � 1. Consider the map

NN WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�.k � 1/�:

Define the complex

Pk D Œak;k�ƒ.�k/
^ı
! ak;kC1�ƒ.�k/˚ akC1;k�ƒ.�k/! � � �

^ı
! an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/�;

where ak;k�ƒ.�k/ is put in degree 2k. The factor ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/ appears in the res-
olution of P in degree h1 C h2 whenever h1; h2 2 ¹k;k C 1; : : : ; n� 1º. Also define
the complex

Rk D
hk�1M
jD0

aj;k�1�j�ƒ
�
�.k � 1/

�
! � � � ! ak�1;k�1�ƒ

�
�.k � 1/

�i
;

where the first term is put in degree k � 1 and the term ah1;h2�ƒ.�.k � 1// appears
in degree h1C h2 whenever h1; h2 2 ¹0; 1; : : : ; k � 1º.

Then Pk ' ker. NN/ and Rk ' coker. NN/.

Proof
Note that both Pk and Rk are �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaves by the same argu-
ment that we have used before. The proof goes as follows. We first define a map
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Pk!Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� and check that NN kills the image of Pk . We use Lemma 4.15
to check that the map Pk ! Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� is an injection and to compute its
cokernel Qk . Then we check using Lemma 4.15 again that the induced map Qk !

Rk�1 ƒŒ�.k � 1/� is an injection, and we identify its cokernel with Rk :

For the first step, note that it suffices to define the maps

f h1;h2 W ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚.kC1/

for all h1; h2 � k and we do so by x 7! .x;�x; : : : ; .�1/kx/. These maps are
clearly compatible with the differentials ^ı, so they induce a map f W Pk !

Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� (this is a map of complexes between P and the standard repre-
sentative of Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�). Moreover, we can check that the restriction

NN W ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚.kC1/! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/

˚k

sends .x;�x; : : : ; .�1/kx/ 7! .0; : : : ; 0/.
Indeed, the j th factor ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/ appears in the resolution of Rj ƒX1 ˝

Rk�j ƒX2 Œ�k�. The latter object is sent by NN1 ˝ 1 to Rj�1 ƒX1 ˝

Rk�j ƒX2 Œ�.k � 1/� for 1 � j � k, and by 1 ˝ NN2 to Rj ƒX1 ˝

Rk�1�j ƒX2 Œ�.k � 1/� for 0 � j � k � 1. We also know that NN1 ˝ 1 kills
R0 ƒX1 ˝ R

k ƒX2 Œ�k�, and similarly 1 ˝ NN2 kills Rk ƒX1 ˝ R
0 ƒX2 Œ�k�.

By Lemma 4.6, we find that, for 1� j � k � 1,

.0; : : : ; 0; x; 0; : : : ; 0/ 7!
�
0; : : : ; x˝ tl.T /; x˝ tl.T /; 0; : : : ; 0

�
;

where the term x is put in position j and the terms x ˝ tl.T / are put in positions
j � 1 and j . We also have

.x; 0; : : : ; 0/ 7!
�
x˝ tl.T /; 0; : : : ; 0

�
and

.0; : : : ; 0; x/ 7!
�
0; : : : ; 0; x˝ tl.T /

�
:

Thus, we find that NN sends�
x;�x; : : : ; .�1/kx

�
7!
�
x˝ tl.T /� x˝ tl.T /; : : : ; .�1/

k�1x˝ tl.T /C .�1/
kx˝ tl.T /

�
;

and the term on the right is .0; : : : ; 0/. Since we have exhibited NN ı f as a chain map
and we have checked that it vanishes degree by degree, we conclude that NN ı f D 0.
Thus, f .Pk/� ker NN .
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Note that, for all h1; h2 � k, we can identify the quotient of ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚.kC1/

by f h1;h2.ah1;h2�ƒ.�k// with ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚k . The resulting exact sequence

0! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
f h1;h2
! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/

˚.kC1/! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚k! 0

is splittable because the third term is free overƒ. By Lemma 4.15, the map f WPk!
Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� is injective and we can identify degree by degree the complex Qk

representing the cokernel of f . In degrees less than 2k � 1, the terms of Qk are the
same as those of Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�, and in degrees at least 2k � 1 they are the terms
of Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�kC 1�.

To prove that the induced map Qk ! Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�.k � 1/� is injective, it
suffices to check degree by degree, and the proof is analogous to the one for f W
Pk ! Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�. The cokernel is identified with Rk degree by degree, via
the exact sequence

0! ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/
˚.k�1/

NNh1;h2
! ah1;h2�ƒ

�
�.k � 1/

�˚k
! ah1;h2�ƒ

�
�.k � 1/

�
! 0

for 0� h1; h2 � k � 1.

Note 4.16(A)
We have the following.

1. The complex Pk has as its factors exactly the terms ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/Œ�.h1Ch2/�
for which ck

h1;h2
� ck�1

h1;h2
D 1, while Rk has as its factors the terms ah1;h2�ƒ.�.k �

1//Œ�.h1C h2/� for which ck�1
h1;h2

� ck
h1;h2

D 1.

2. Another way to express the kernel of NN is as the image of R2k ƒX1�X2 Œ�2k�
in Rk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k� under the map

NN k
1 ˝ 1�

NN k�1
1 ˝ NN2C � � � C .�1/

k1˝ NN k
2 :

This follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.16.

COROLLARY 4.17
The filtration ofR ƒX1�X2 by ��kR ƒX1�X2 induces a filtration on kerN . The first
graded piece of this filtration Gr1 kerN is R0 ƒX1�X2 . The graded piece
GrkC1 kerN of this filtration is Pk .

Proof
We have already seen that N maps all of R0 ƒX1�X2 to 0, since T acts trivially on
the cohomology of R ƒX1�X2 . This identifies the first graded piece to be
R0 ƒX1�X2 .
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In order to identify the .k C 1/st graded piece, we once more pretend that our
shifted perverse sheaves have elements. We can do this since the .2 � 2n/-shifted
perverse sheaves form an abelian category and we only need to do this in order to
simplify the exposition. First notice that Grk kerN �Pk , since anything in the kernel
of N reduces to something in the kernel of NN .

So it suffices to show that any x 2 Pk lifts to some Qx 2 kerN . Pick any Qx 2
��kR ƒX1�X2 lifting x. Since NN sends x to 0, we conclude that N maps Qx to
��k�2R ƒX1�X2 . The image of N Qx in Rk�2 ƒX1�X2 Œ�k C 2� depends on our
choice of the lift Qx. However, the image of N Qx in Rk�1 only depends on x. If
we can show that that image is 0, we conclude that we can pick a lift Qx such that
N Qx 2 ��k�3R ƒ. We can continue applying the same argument while modifying
our choice of lift Qx such that N Qx 2 ��k�jR ƒX1�X2 for larger and larger j . In the
end, we see that N Qx D 0.

It remains to check that the map Pk!Rk�1 sending x 2Pk to the image ofN Qx
in Rk�1 is 0. We can see this by checking that any map Pk !Rk�1 is 0. Indeed,
we have the following decompositions of Pk and Rk�1 as .2� 2n/-shifted perverse
sheaves:

Pk D Œak;k�ƒ.�k/
^ı
! ak;kC1�ƒ.�k/˚ akC1;k�ƒ.�k/! � � �

^ı
! an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/�

and

Rk�1 D
hk�1M
jD0

aj;k�2�j�ƒ
�
�.k � 2/

�
! � � � ! ak�2;k�2�ƒ

�
�.k � 2/

�i
:

Each of the factors ah1;h2�ƒ is a direct sum of factors of the form aJ1;J2�ƒ, where
cardJi D hi for i D 1; 2 and where aJ1;J2 W YJ1;J2 ,! Y is a closed immersion. Each
factor aJ1;J2�ƒ is a simple .2 � 2n/-shifted perverse sheaf, so we have decompo-
sitions into simple factors for both Pk and Rk�1. It is straightforward to see that
Pk and Rk�1 have no simple factors in common. Thus, any map Pk!Rk�1 must
vanish. The same holds true for any map Pk!Rk�j for any 2� j � k.

The filtration with graded pieces Pk on kerN induces a filtration on kerN=
imN \ kerN whose graded pieces are Pk= im NN . Indeed, it suffices to check that
the image of imN in Pk coincides with im NN . The simplest way to see this is again
by using a diagram chase. First, it is obvious that, for

NN WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�kC 1�;

we have im NN � Grk imN . Now let x 2 Grk imN . This means that there exists a
lift Qx 2 ��k�1R ƒX1�X2 of x and an element Qy 2 ��kCjR ƒX1�X2 with 0� j �
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2n � k such that Qx D N Qy. In order to conclude that x 2 im NN , it suffices to show
that we can take j D 0. In the case j � 1, let y 2RkCj ƒX1�X2 be the image of Qy.
We have NNy D 0, and in this case we have seen in the proof of Corollary 4.17 that
we can find Qy.1/ 2 ��kCj�1R ƒX1�X2 such that N. Qy � Qy.1//D 0. In other words,
Qx D N Qy.1/ and we can replace j by j � 1. After finitely many steps, we can find
Qy.j / 2 ��kR ƒX1�X2 such that Qx DN Qy.j / . Thus, x 2 im NN .

LEMMA 4.18
The filtration of R ƒX1�X2 by ��kR ƒ induces a filtration on kerN= imN \kerN
with the .kC 1/st graded piece ak;k�ƒ.�k/Œ�2k� for 0� k � n� 1.

Proof
First, we need to compute the quotient R0 ƒX1�X2= imN , which is the same as
R0 ƒX1�X2=Q1 DR1 and R1 ' a0;0�ƒ by Lemma 4.16.

Now we must compute for each k � 0 the quotient of .2� 2n/-shifted perverse
sheaves Pk= im NN . This is the same as Pk=QkC1, which is also the image of Pk in
RkC1 via

Pk ,!Rk ƒŒ�k�� RkC1:

Recall that we have decompositions for both Pk and RkC1 in terms of simple objects
in the category of .2� 2n/-shifted perverse sheaves,

Pk D Œak;k�ƒ.�k/
^ı
! ak;kC1�ƒ.�k/˚ akC1;k�ƒ.�k/! � � �

^ı
! an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/�

and

RkC1 D
hkC1M
jD0

aj;k�j�ƒ.�k/! � � � ! ak;k�ƒ.�k/
i
:

The only simple factors that show up in both decompositions are those that show up
in ak;k�ƒ.�k/Œ�2k�, so these are the only factors that may have nonzero image in
RkC1. Thus, Pk= im NN is a quotient of ak;k�ƒ.�k/Œ�2k�, and it remains to see that
it is the whole thing. As seen in Lemma 4.16, the map Pk!RkC1 can be described
as a composition of chain maps. The composition in degree 2k is the map

ak;k�ƒ.�k/ ,! ak;k�ƒ.�k/
˚kC1 � ak;k�ƒ.�k/;

where the inclusion sends x 7! .x;�x; : : : ; .�1/kC1x/ and the surjection is a quo-
tient by .x; x; 0; : : : ; 0/, .0; x; x; 0; : : : ; 0/; : : : ; .0; : : : ; 0; x; x/ for x 2 ak;k�ƒ.�k/. It
is elementary to check that the composition of these two maps is an isomorphism, so
we are done.
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Analogously, we can compute the kernel and cokernel of

NN j WRk ƒX1�X2 Œ�k�!Rk�j ƒX1 Œ�kC j �

for 2 � j � k � 2n � 2 and use this to recover the graded pieces of a filtration on
kerN j =kerN j�1 and on .kerN j =kerN j�1/=.imN \ kerN j /.

LEMMA 4.19
Let 2� j � 2n� 2. The filtration of R ƒX1�X2 by ��kR ƒ induces a filtration on

.kerN j =kerN j�1/=.imN \ kerN j /:

The first graded piece of this filtration is isomorphic to

j�1M
iD0

ai;j�1�i�ƒ.�j C 1/Œ�j C 1�:

For k � 1, the .kC 1/st graded piece is isomorphic to

.ker NN j =ker NN j�1/=.im NN \ ker NN j /;

where

NN j WRkCj�1 ƒŒ�.kC j � 1/�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC 1�:

More explicitly, the .kC 1/st graded piece is isomorphic to

jM
iD1

akCi�1;kCj�i�ƒ
�
�.kC j � 1/

�
Œ�2k � j C 1�:

Proof
We prove the lemma by induction on j . The base case j D 1 is proven in Corol-
lary 4.17 and Lemma 4.18. Assume that it is true for j � 1.

To prove the first claim, note that the first graded piece of

.kerN j = imN \ kerN j /=.kerN j�1= imN \ kerN j�1/

has to be a quotient of

Rj�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�j C 1�=Qj 'Rj :

This is true because ��j�1R ƒX1�X2 � kerN j and ��j�2R ƒX1�X2 � kerN j�1,
and
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Rj�1 ƒX1�X2 Œ�j C 1�D ��j�1R ƒX1�X2=��j�2R ƒX1�X2 :

More precisely, the first graded piece has to be a quotient of

Rj =.kerN j�2= imN \ kerN j�2/

by the second graded piece of

.kerN j�1=kerN j�2/= .imN \ kerN j�1/:

(Here, we abusively write

kerN j�2= imN \ kerN j�2;

where we mean the image of this object in Rj .) By the induction hypothesis, this
second graded piece is

j�1M
iD1

ai;j�i�ƒ.�j C 1/Œ�j �:

Continuing this argument, we see that in order to get the first graded piece of .kerN j =

kerN j�1/=.imN \ kerN j /, we must quotient Rj successively by

j�kM
iD1

akCi�1;j�i�ƒ.�j C 1/Œ�k � j C 1�;

with k going from j � 1 down to 1. (This corresponds to quotienting out succes-
sively by the j th graded piece of kerN=.imN \kerN/, the .j �1/st graded piece of
.kerN 2=kerN/=.imN \ kerN 2/, down to the second graded piece of .kerN j�1=

kerN j�2/=.imN \ kerN j�1/.) We know that

Rj D
hj�1M
iD0

ai;j�1�i�ƒ
�
�.j � 1/

�
! � � � ! aj�1;j�1�ƒ

�
�.j � 1/

�i
;

with the general term in degree kC j � 1 equal to

j�kM
iD1

akCi�1;j�i�ƒ
�
�.j � 1/

�
:

After quotienting out successively, we are left with only the degree j � 1 term, which
is

j�1M
iD0

ai;jC1�i�ƒ
�
�.j � 1/

�
Œ�.j � 1/�;

as desired.
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In order to identify the .kC 1/st graded piece of

.kerN j =kerN j�1/=.imN \ kerN j /

for k � 1, we first identify the kernel of NN j W RkCj�1 ƒX1�X2 ! Rk�1 ƒX1�X2
as a map of perverse sheaves, as in Lemma 4.16. Then we can identify it with the .kC
1/st graded piece of kerN j as in Lemma 4.18 and quotient by QkCj . Finally, we can
use induction as above to compute the .kC1/st graded piece of .kerN j =kerN j�1/=

.imN \ kerN j /.

COROLLARY 4.20
The preceding filtration is a direct sum.

Proof
This follows from the decomposition theorem for pure perverse sheaves (see [BBD,
Théorème 5.3.8]), once we notice that the .k C 1/st graded piece of the filtration is
a pure �.2n� 2/-shifted perverse sheaf of weight .�2k � j C 1/C 2.kC j � 1/D
j � 1, which is independent of k.

Let

GrqGrpR ƒD .kerN p \ imN q/=.kerN p�1 \ imN q/C .kerN p \ imN qC1/:

The monodromy filtration MrR ƒ has graded pieces GrMr R ƒ isomorphic to

GrMr R ƒ'
M
p�qDr

Grq GrpR ƒ

by [Sa, Lemma 2.1], so to understand the graded pieces of the monodromy filtration,
it suffices to understand the Grq GrpR ƒ. Lemma 4.19 exhibits a decomposition of
Gr0GrpR ƒ as a direct sum with the .kC 1/st term isomorphic to

pM
iD1

akCi�1;kCp�i�ƒ
�
�.kC p � 1/

�
Œ�2k � pC 1�:

The action of N q induces an isomorphism of Gr0GrpCqR ƒ with GrqGrpR ƒ.q/,
so there is a direct sum decomposition of the latter with the .kC1/st term isomorphic
to

pCqM
iD1

akCi�1;kCpCq�i�ƒ
�
�.kC p � 1/

�
Œ�2k � p � qC 1�:

We can use the spectral sequence associated to a filtration (as in [S, Lemme 5.2.18])
to compute the terms in the monodromy spectral sequence
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E
r;m�r
1 D Hm.Y NF;GrM�rR ƒ/D

M
p�qD�r

Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/

)Hm.Y NF;R ƒ/DH
m.X NK ;ƒ/:

COROLLARY 4.21
There is a direct sum decomposition

Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/

'
M
k�0

pCqM
iD1

Hm
�
Y NF; akCi�1;kCpCq�i�ƒ.�.kC p � 1//Œ�2k � p � qC 1�

�

compatible with the action of GF. This can be rewritten as

Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/

'
M
k�0

pCqM
iD1

Hm�2k�p�qC1
�
Y
.kCi�1;kCpCq�i/
NF

;ƒ.�.kC p � 1//
�
:

4.3. More general schemes
In this section, we explain how the results of the previous section concerning products
of strictly semistable schemes apply to more general schemes, in particular to the
Shimura varieties XU =OK . In this section, we will use ƒDQl or NQl .

Let X 0=OK be a scheme such that the completions of the strict henselizations
O^X 0;s at closed geometric points s are isomorphic to

W ŒŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn��=.X1; : : : ;Xr � 
;Y1; : : : ; Ys � 
/

for some indices i1; : : : ; ir ; j1; : : : ; js 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº and some 1� r; s � n. Also assume
that the special fiber Y 0 is a union of closed subschemes Y 01;j with j 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº
which are cut out by one local equation such that if s is a closed geometric point
of Y 01;j , then j 2 ¹i1; : : : ; irº and Y 01;j is cut out in O^X 0;s by the equation Xj D 0.
Similarly, assume that Y 0 is a union of closed subschemes Y 02;j with j 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº
which are cut out by one local equation such that if s is a closed geometric point of
Y 02;j , then j 2 ¹j1; : : : ; jrº and Y 02;j is cut out in O^X 0;s by the equation Yj D 0.

Let X=X 0 be smooth of dimension m, let Y be the special fiber of X , and let
Yi;j D Y

0
i;j �X 0 X for i D 1; 2 and j D 1; : : : ; n. As in Lemma 2.9, X 0 is locally étale

over

Xr;s D Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn�=
� rY
iD1

Xi � 
;

sY
j�1

Yj � 

�
;
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so X is locally étale over

Xr;s;m D Spec OK ŒX1; : : : ;Xn; Y1; : : : ; Yn;Z1; : : : ;Zm�=
� rY
iD1

Xi � 
;

sY
j�1

Yj � 

�
;

which is a product of strictly semistable schemes. The results of Section 3 apply to
X 0, and it is easy to check that they also apply to X . In particular, we know that the
inertia IK acts trivially on the sheaves of nearby cycles Rk ƒ of X , and we have
a description of the Rk ƒ in terms of the log structure we put on X=Spec OK . Let
aij W Yi;j ! Y denote the closed immersion for i D 1; 2 and j 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº. Then by
Corollary 3.6, we have an isomorphism

Rk ƒ.k/'^k
�� nM

jD1

a1j�ƒ
�
=ƒ˚

� nM
jD1

a2j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
:

For i D 1; 2 and Ji � ¹1; : : : ; nº, let

YJ1;J2 D
� \
j12J1

Y1;j1

�
\
� \
j22J2

Y2;j2

�
;

and let aJ1;J2 W YJ1;J2! Y be the closed immersion. Set

Y .h1;h2/ D
G

#J1Dh1C1;#J2Dh2C1

YJ1;J2 ;

and let ah1;h2 W Y
.h1;h2/! Y be the projection. The scheme Y .h1;h2/ is smooth of

dimension dimY � h1 � h2 (we can see this from the strict local rings).
We can write

Rk ƒ'

kM
hD0

^h
�� nM

jD1

a1j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
˝^k�h

�� nM
jD1

a2j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
.�k/

and then define the map of sheaves on Y

�k WR
k ƒ!

kX
hD0

ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/

as a sum of maps for h going from 0 to k. First, define, for i D 1; 2,

ıhi W

hî �� nM
jD1

aij�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
!

hiC1^ � nM
jD1

aij�ƒ
�

by sending
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aij1�ƒ^ � � � ^ a
i
jhi �

ƒ!
M

j 6Dj1;:::;jhi

aij1�ƒ^ � � � ^ a
i
jhi �

ƒ^ aij�ƒ

via the cup product with the canonical map

ƒY !

nM
jD1

aij�ƒ:

More explicitly, on an open U of Y , the map sends

˛ 2ƒ.U �Y Y
i
j1
� � � � �Y Y

i
jli
/;

to

.˛jY i
j
; : : : ; ˛jY i

j
/ 2

M
j 6Dj1;:::;jhi

ƒ.U �Y Y
i
j � Y

i
j1
� � � �Y Y

i
jhi
/;

and it is easy to check that this is well defined. Then notice that

^hC1
� nM
jD1

a1j�ƒ
�
˝^kC1�h

�M
a2j�ƒ

�
' ah;k�h�ƒ:

Indeed, for J1; J2 � ¹1; : : : ; nº with #J1 D hC 1;#J2 D kC 1� h, we have� ^
j12J1

a1j1�ƒ
�
˝
� ^
j22J2

a2j2�ƒ
�
' aJ1;J2�ƒ

because YJ1;J2 D
�T

j12J1
Y1;j1

�
�Y

�T
j22J2

Y2;j2
�
, and we can sum the above iden-

tity over all J1; J2 of the prescribed cardinality.

LEMMA 4.22
The following sequence is exact:

Rk ƒ

k
!

kM
hD0

ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h;k�h!

kC1M
hD0

ah;kC1�h�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h;kC1�h! � � �

!

2n�2M
hD0

ah;2n�2�h�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h;2n�2�h! 0;

where the first map is the one defined above and the coefficients ck
h1;h2

are defined
in Lemma 4.14. The remaining maps in the sequence are global maps of sheaves
corresponding to ^ı1 ˙^ı2, where ıi 2

Ln
jD1 a

i
j�ƒ is equal to .1; : : : ; 1/ for i D
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1; 2. These maps are defined on each of the ck
h1;h2

factors in the unique way which
makes them compatible with the maps in the resolution (3).

We can think of �k as a quasi-isomorphism of Rk ƒŒ�k� with the complex

kM
hD0

ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h;k�h! � � � !

2n�2M
hD0

ah;2n�2�h�ƒ.�k/
˚ck
h;2n�2�h ;

where the leftmost term is put in degree k.

Proof
It suffices to check exactness locally, and we know that X is locally étale over prod-
ucts X1 �OK X2 of strictly semistable schemes. Lemma 4.9 proves the above state-
ment in the case of X1 �OK X2, and the corresponding sheaves on Y are obtained by
restriction (étale pullback) from the special fiber Y1 �F Y2 of X1 �OK X2.

COROLLARY 4.23
The complex R ƒ is a �dimY -shifted perverse sheaf, and the canonical filtration
��kR ƒ with graded pieces Rk ƒŒ�k� is a filtration by �dimY -shifted perverse
sheaves. The monodromy operatorN sends ��kR ƒ to ��k�1R ƒ, and this induces
a map

NN WRk ƒŒ�k�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC 1�:

The next step is to understand the action of monodromy NN and to obtain an
explicit description of NN in terms of the resolution of Rk ƒ given by Lemma 4.22.
This can be done étale locally, since on the nearby cycles forX1�OK X2 we know that
NN acts as NN1 ˝ 1C 1˝ NN2 from Proposition 4.13, and we have a good description

of NN1 and NN2 from Lemma 4.6. However, we present here a different method for
computing NN , which works in greater generality.

PROPOSITION 4.24
The following diagram is commutative:

RkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�

NN

�
Œ0 RkC1 ƒ�

˝tl .T /

Rk ƒŒ�k�
�

Œi�RkC1j�ƒ.1/ RkC1 ƒ.1/�

where in the right column the sheaves RkC1 ƒ are put in degree kC 1.
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The proof of this proposition is identical to the proof of [Sa, Lemma 2.5(4)],
which is meant for the strictly semistable case but does not use semistability. The
fact that the above formula could hold was suggested to us by reading Ogus’s paper
(see [O]), which proves an analogous formula for log smooth schemes in the complex
analytic world. The same result should hold for any log smooth scheme X=OK with
vertical log structure and where the action of IK on Rk ƒ is trivial for all k.

For 0� k � 2n� 2, define the complex

Lk WD
h kM
hD0

�
ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/

�˚ck
h;k�h! � � �

!

2n�2M
hD0

�
ah;2n�2�h�ƒ.�k/

�˚ck
h;2n�2�h

i
;

where the sheaves ah;k�h�ƒ.�k/ are put in degree k. We will define a map of com-
plexes f WLkC1!Lk degree by degree, as a sum over h1C h2 D k0 of maps

f h1;h2 ˝ tl.T / W ah1;h2�ƒ
˚ck
h1;h2 ! ah1;h2�ƒ.1/

˚ck
h1;h2 :

Note that each coefficient ck
h1;h2

records the number of values of 0 � h0 � k for
which the term ah1;h2�ƒ.�k/ appears in the resolution of

h0^�� nM
jD1

a1j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
˝

k�h0^�� nM
jD1

a2j�ƒ
�
=ƒ

�
.�k/:

The set of such h0 has cardinality ck
h1;h2

and is always a subset of consecutive integers

in ¹1; : : : ; kº. Denote the set of h0 by C k
h1;h2

. Thus, we can order the terms ah1;h2�ƒ

by h0 and get a basis for .ah1;h2�ƒ/
˚ck
h1;h2 over ah1;h2�ƒ. It is easy to explain what

f h1;h2 does to each element of C kC1
h1;h2

: it sends

h0 2 C kC1
h1;h2

7! ¹h0 � 1;h0º \C kh1;h2 :

When both h0 � 1;h0 2 C k
h1;h2

, the element of the basis of .ah1;h2�ƒ/
˚c

kC1
h1;h2 given

by .0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/, where the 1 appears in the position corresponding to h0, is

sent to the element of the basis of .ah1;h2�ƒ/
˚ck
h1;h2 given by .0; : : : ; 0; 1; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/,

where the two “1’s” are in the positions corresponding to h0 � 1 and h0. If h0 � 1 …
C k
h1;h2

but h0 2 C k
h1;h2

, then h0 D 0 and .1; 0; : : : ; 0/ 7! .1; 0; : : : ; 0/. If h0�1 2 C k
h1;h2

but h0 … C k
h1;h2

, then h0 D kC 1 and .0; : : : ; 0; 1/ 7! .0; : : : ; 0; 1/. This completes the

definition of f h1;h2 .
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COROLLARY 4.25
The following diagram is commutative:

RkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�

NN

�
LkC1

f

Rk ƒŒ�k�
�

Lk

The map f is a map of complexes which acts degree by degree asX
h1Ch2Dk0

f h1;h2 Œ�k � 1�˝ tl.T /;

where f h1;h2 W ah1;h2�ƒ
˚ck
h1;h2 ! ah1;h2�ƒ

˚ck
h1;h2 was defined above.

Proof
This can be checked étale locally using Proposition 4.13, which states that NN D NN1˝
1C 1˝ NN2 over a product X1 �OK X2 of strictly semistable schemes, and using the
fact that each of the NNi can be described as

0 ai
kC1�

ƒ
�
�.kC 1/

� ı^

˝tl .T /

� � � ı^
ain�1�ƒ

�
�.kC 1/

�

ai
k�
ƒ.�k/

ı^
ai
kC1�

ƒ.�k/
ı^ � � � ı^

ain�1�ƒ.�k/

for i D 1; 2.
This can also be checked globally by using Proposition 4.24 to replace the left-

most column of our diagram by

0 RkC1 ƒ

˝tl .T /

i�RkC1j�ƒ.1/ RkC1 ƒ.1/

where the left column is put in degree k. In fact, it suffices to understand the map of
complexes
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0 RkC1 ƒ

id

i�RkC1j�ƒ RkC1 ƒ

and check that it is compatible with the map

0

f k˝tl .T /
�1


 
 

2n�2M
hD0

�
ah;2n�2�h�ƒ.�k � 1/

�˚ckC1
h;2n�2�h

f 2n�2˝tl .T /
�1

kM
hD0

�
ah;k�h�ƒ.�k � 1/

�˚ck
h;k�h 
 
 


2n�2M
hD0

�
ah;2n�2�h�ƒ.�k � 1/

�˚ck
h;2n�2�h

Let K D Cone.f ˝ tl.T /�1 WLkC1!Lk.�1//. The triangle

Rk ƒŒ�k � 1� i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k � 1�

RkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�
NN˝tl .T /

�1

Rk ƒŒ�k�

is distinguished. It suffices to see that we can define a map g W i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k�!K
which makes the first two squares of the following diagram commute:

Rk ƒŒ�k�1�

�k Œ�1�

i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k�1�

gŒ�1�

RkC1 ƒŒ�k�1�

NN˝tl .T /
�1

�kC1

Rk ƒŒ�k�

�k

Lk.�1/Œ�1� KŒ�1� LkC1

f˝tl .T /
�1

Lk.�1/

If the middle square is commutative, then there must exist � 0 W Rk ƒŒ�k � 1�!
Lk.�1/Œ�1� making the diagram a morphism of distinguished triangles. Then � 0

would make the first square commutative, so � 0 and �kŒ�1� coincide once they are
pushed forward to KŒ�1�. However,

Hom.Rk ƒŒ�k � 1�;LkC1Œ�1�/'Hom.Rk ƒŒ�k�;RkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�/D 0;

so the Hom exact sequence associated to the bottom distinguished triangle implies
that � 0 D �kŒ�1�. The diagram above is a morphism of distinguished triangles with
�kŒ�1� as the leftmost morphism. This tells us that the third triangle in the diagram is
also commutative, which is what we wanted to prove.
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We can compute i�RkC1j�ƒ using the log structure on X

i�RkC1j�ƒ.kC 1/

'^kC1
�� nM

jD1

a1j�ƒ˚

nM
jD1

a2j�ƒ
�
=.1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/� .0; : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; 1/

�
:

Here we have again used the formula i�Rkj�ƒ.k/'^k. NM gp/˝ƒ; which follows
from [Na, Proposition 2.0.2]. We can also compute K explicitly, since we have an
explicit description of each f k

0;h1;h2 . The first nonzero term of K appears in degree
k and it is isomorphic to

kX
hD0

ah;k�h�ƒ:

There is a natural map of complexes i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k�!K , which sends

aJ1;J2�ƒ!
M

J 0
1
�J1;#J

0
1
D#J1C1

aJ 0
1
;J2�

ƒ˚
M

J 0
2
�J2;#J

0
2
D#J2C1

aJ1;J 02�
ƒ;

when J1; J2 are both nonempty. The map sends

aJ1;;�ƒ!
M

#J 0
2
D1

aJ1;J 02�
ƒ and a;;J2�ƒ!

M
#J 0
1
D1

aJ 0
1
;J2�

ƒ:

It is easy to see that the above map is well defined on i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k� and that it
is indeed a map of complexes. It remains to see that the above map of complexes
i�RkC1j�ƒŒ�k�!K makes the first two squares of the diagram commute. This is
tedious but straightforward to verify.

Remark 4.26
Another way of proving Corollary 4.25 is to notice that Proposition 4.24 shows that
the map

NN WRkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�!Rk ƒŒ�k�

is given by the cup product with the map � ˝ tl.T / W NM
gp
rel .�k � 1/! ƒ.�k/Œ1�,

where � W NM gp
rel !ƒŒ1� is the map corresponding to the class of the extension

0!ƒ! NM gp! NM
gp
rel ! 0

of sheaves ofƒ-modules on Y . Locally,X is étale over a product of strictly semistable
schemes X1 �OK X2, and the extension NM gp is a Baire sum of extensions
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0!ƒ! NM
gp
1 !

NM
gp
1;rel! 0

and

0!ƒ! NM
gp
2 !

NM
gp
2;rel! 0;

which correspond to the log structures of X1 and X2 and which by Proposition 4.24
determine the maps NN1 and NN2. The Baire sum of extensions translates into NN D
NN1 ˝ 1C 1˝ NN2 locally on Y . However, it is straightforward to check locally on Y

that the map f WLk !LkC1 is the same as NN1 ˝ 1C 1˝ NN2. Thus, f and NN are
maps of perverse sheaves on Y which agree locally on Y , which means that f and NN
agree globally. This proves the corollary without appealing to Proposition 4.24. (In
fact, it suggests an alternate proof of Proposition 4.24.)

The following results, Lemma 4.27 to Corollary 4.31, are just generalizations of
Lemma 4.16 to Corollary 4.21. We merely sketch their proofs here.

LEMMA 4.27
The map NN WRk ƒŒ�k�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC 1� has kernel

Pk ' Œak;k�ƒ.�k/
^ı
! ak;kC1�ƒ.�k/˚ akC1;k�ƒ.�k/! � � �

^ı
! an�1;n�1�ƒ.�k/�;

where the first term is put in degree 2k, and it has cokernel

Rk '
hk�1M
jD0

aj;k�1�j�ƒ
�
�.k � 1/

�
! � � � ! ak�1;k�1�ƒ

�
�.k � 1/

�i
;

where the first term is put in degree k � 1.

Proof
The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 4.16, since by Proposition 4.24 we have
a description of NN as a degree by degree map

f WLk!Lk�1:

COROLLARY 4.28
The filtration of R ƒ by ��kR ƒ induces a filtration on kerN . The first graded
piece of this filtration Gr1 kerN is R0 ƒ. The graded piece GrkC1 kerN of this
filtration is Pk .

Proof
This can be proved the same way as Corollary 4.17. The only tricky part is seeing that
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we can identify a graded piece of ker NN with a graded piece of kerN . In other words,
we want to show that, for NN WRk ƒŒ�k�!Rk�1 ƒŒ�kC1� and x 2 ker NN , we can
find a lift Qx 2 ��kR ƒ of x such that Qx 2 kerN . As in the proof of Corollary 4.17,
we can define a map Pk !Rk�1 sending x to the image of N Qx in Rk�1, which
turns out to be independent of the lift Qx. We want to see that this map vanishes, but in
fact any map Pk!Rk�1 vanishes. Note that

ah1;h2�ƒŒ�h1 � h2�'
M

#SDh1C1;#TDh2C1

aS;T�ƒŒ�h1 � h2�:

The scheme YS;T is smooth of pure dimension dimY � h1 � h2 and so it is a disjoint
union of its irreducible (connected) components which are smooth of pure dimension
dimY �h1�h2. Thus, each aS;T�ƒŒ�h1�h2� is the direct sum of the pushforwards
of the �dimY -shifted perverse sheaves ƒŒ�h1 � h2� on the irreducible components
of YS;T . Thus, we have a decomposition of ah1;h2�ƒŒ�h1 � h2� in terms of simple
objects in the category of�dimY -shifted perverse sheaves. It is easy to check that Pk
and Rk�j for k � j � 1 have no simple factors in common, so any map Pk!Rk�j

must vanish.

Remark 4.29
The same techniques used in Section 4.2 apply in order to completely determine the
graded pieces of .kerN j =kerN j�1/=.imN \ kerN j / induced by the filtration of
R ƒ by ��kR ƒ. The only tricky part is seeing that we can also identify the kth
graded piece of imN with

im. NN WRkC1 ƒŒ�k � 1�!Rk ƒŒ�k�/;

but this can be proved in the same way as the corresponding statement about the
kernels of N and NN . We get a complete description of the graded pieces of .kerN j =

kerN j�1/= imN .

LEMMA 4.30
For 1 � j � 2n � 2, the filtration of R ƒ by ��kR ƒ induces a filtration on
.kerN j =kerN j�1/= imN . For 0 � k � n � 1 � .j � 1/=2; the .k C 1/st graded
piece of this filtration is isomorphic to

jM
iD1

akCi�1;kCj�i�ƒ
�
�.kC j � 1/

�
Œ�2k � j C 1�:

As in Corollary 4.20, since each graded piece of the filtration is pure of weight j � 1,
the filtration is in fact a direct sum.
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Let

GrqGrpR ƒD .kerN p \ imN q/=.kerN p�1 \ imN q/C .kerN p \ imN qC1/:

The monodromy filtration MrR ƒ has graded pieces GrMr R ƒ isomorphic to

GrMr R ƒ'
M
p�qDr

GrqGrpR ƒ;

and if we understand the cohomology of Y NF with coefficients in each GrqGrpR ƒ,
then we can compute the cohomology of Y NF with respect to R ƒ. The next result
tells us how to compute Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/.

COROLLARY 4.31
There is a direct sum decomposition

Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/

'
M
k�0

pCqM
iD1

Hm
�
Y NF; akCi�1;kCpCq�i�ƒ.�.kC p � 1//Œ�2k � p � qC 1�

�

compatible with the action of G NF. This can be rewritten as

Hm.Y NF;GrqGrpR ƒ/

'
M
k�0

pCqM
iD1

Hm�2k�p�qC1
�
Y
.kCi�1;kCpCq�i/
NF

;ƒ.�.kC p � 1//
�
:

Remark 4.32
The isomorphism above is functorial with respect to étale morphisms which preserve
the stratification by YS;T with S;T 	 ¹1; : : : ; nº. The reason for this is that étale mor-
phisms preserve both the kernel and the image filtration of N as well as the canonical
filtration ��kR ƒ.

5. The cohomology of closed strata
In this section, we go back to working with the Iwahori level Shimura varietyXU =OK
as well as with the Shimura variety XU0=OK with no level structure at p1 and p2,
both corresponding to the unitary group G. Recall that K D Fp1 ' Fp2 , with ring of
integers OK , uniformizer 
 , and residue field F.

5.1. Igusa varieties
Let q D pŒFWFp�. Fix 0 � h1; h2 � n � 1, and consider the stratum NX

.h1;h2/
U0

of the
Shimura variety XU0 . Choose a compatible 1-dimensional formal OF;p1 D
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OK -module †1, of height n � h1 and also a compatible 1-dimensional formal
OF;p2 'OK -module †2 of height n� h2. Giving †1 and †2 is equivalent to giving
a triple .†;�†; i†/, where
� † is a Barsotti–Tate group over NF,
� �† W†!†_ is a polarization, and
� i† WOF ! End.†/˝Z Z.p/ such that .†; i†/ is compatible.
Note that .†Œp1i �/

0 '†i for i D 1; 2 while .†Œp1i �/
et ' .K=OK/

n�hi :

Assume that the level U0 corresponds to the vector EmD .0; 0;m3; : : : ;mr/. Let

Em0 D
�
.m0i ;m

et
i /iD1;2;m3; : : : ;mr

�
;

with the same entriesm3; : : : ;mr as Em. The Igusa variety Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em0

over NX .h1;h2/U0
�F
NF

is defined to be the moduli space of the set of the following isomorphisms of finite
flat group schemes for i D 1; 2:

� ˛0i W†i Œp
m0
i

i �
�
! G 0i Œp

m0
i

i �, which extends étale locally to any .m0i /
0 �m0i , and

� ˛et
i W .p

�met
i

i OF;pi =OF;pi /
hi
�
! G et

i Œp
met
i

i �:

In other words, if S= NF is a scheme, then an S -point of the Igusa variety Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em

corresponds to a tuple�
A;�; i; 	p; .˛0i /iD1;2; .˛

et
i /iD1;2; .˛i /i�3

�
;

where
� A is an abelian scheme over S with GA;i DAŒp

1
i �;

� � WA!A_ is a prime-to-p polarization;
� i W OF ,! End.A/ ˝Z Z.p/ such that .A; i/ is compatible and � ı i.f / D

i.f �/_ ı �;8f 2OF ;
� N	p W V ˝Q A1;p ! V pA is a 
1.S; s/-invariant U p-orbit of isomorphisms

of F ˝Q A1;p-modules, sending the standard pairing on V ˝Q A1;p to an
.A1;p/�-multiple of the �-Weil pairing;

� ˛0i W †
0Œp

m0
i

i �
�
! G 0A;i Œp

m0
i

i � is an OK -equivariant isomorphism of finite flat
group schemes which extends to any higher level .m0/0i � m

0
i for i D 1; 2

and some integer .m0/0i ;

� ˛et
i W†

etŒp
met
i

i �
�
! G et

A;i Œp
met
i

i � is an OK -equivariant isomorphism of étale group
schemes for i D 1; 2;

� ˛i W†Œp
mi
i �

�
! GA;i Œp

mi
i � is an OF;pi -equivariant isomorphism of étale group

schemes for 3� i � r .
Two such tuples are considered equivalent if there exists a prime-to-p isogeny f W
A!A0 taking .A;�; i; N	p; ˛0i ; ˛

et
i ; ˛i / to .A0; ��0; i 0; N	p

0

; ˛0
0

i ; ˛
et0
i ; ˛

0
i / for � 2 Z�

.p/
.

The Igusa varieties Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em

form an inverse system which has an action of

G.A1;p/ inherited from the action on NX .h1;h2/U0
. Let
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J .h1;h2/.Qp/DQ�p �D
�
K;n�h1

�GLh1.K/�D
�
K;n�h2

�GLh2.K/�
rY
iD3

GLn.Fpi
/;

which is the group of quasi-self-isogenies of .†;�†; i†/ (to compute J .h1;h2/.Qp/

we use the duality induced from the polarization). The automorphisms of .†;�†; i†/
have an action on the right on Ig.h1;h2/

Up ; Em
. This can be extended to an action of a certain

submonoid of J .h1;h2/.Qp/ on the inverse system of Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em

, and furthermore to

an action of the entire group J .h1;h2/.Qp/ on the directed system H
j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/

Up ; Em
;L�/.

(For a definition of this action, see [Sh1, Section 5] and [Ma, Section 4].)
We also define an Iwahori–Igusa variety of the first kind I .h1;h2/U = NXU0 as the

moduli space of chains of isogenies for i D 1; 2

G et
i D Gi;0! Gi;1! � � � ! Gi;hi D G et

i =G
et
i Œpi �

of étale Barsotti–Tate OK -modules, each isogeny having degree #F and with com-
posite equal to the natural map G et

i ! G et
i =G

et
i Œpi �. Then I .h1;h2/U is finite étale over

NX
.h1;h2/

U0
and naturally inherits the action of G.A1;p/. Moreover, for m01 Dm

0
2 D 0

andmet
1 Dm

et
2 D 1, we know that Ig.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
=I
.h1;h2/
U �F

NF is finite étale and Galois with
Galois group Bh1.F/�Bh2.F/. (Here Bhi .F/�GLhi .F/ is the Borel subgroup.)

LEMMA 5.1
For S;T 	 ¹1; : : : ; nº with #S D n � h1;#T D n � h2, there exists a finite map of
NX
.h1;h2/
U0

-schemes

' W Y 0U;S;T ! I
.h1;h2/
U

which is bijective on the sets of geometric points.

Proof
The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of [TY, Lemma 4.1].

Recall that, for a given Em with m1 Dm2 D 0, we take

U DU p �U p1;p2
p . Em/� Iwn;p1 � Iwn;p2 �Z�p;

restricting ourselves to Iwahori level structure at p1 and p2. Now we let the level away
from p vary. Define

H j
c .Y

0
Iw. Em/;S;T ;L�/D lim

�!
Up

H j
c .Y

0
U;S;T ;L�/;

H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/D lim
�!
Up

H j .YU;S;T ;L�/;
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H j
c .I

.h1;h2/

Iw. Em/
;L�/D lim

�!
Up

H j
c .I

.h1;h2/
U �F

NF;L�/:

Without restriction on Em0, we can define

H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/D lim
�!
Up ; Em0

H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
;L�/:

For m01 Dm
0
2 D 0, the Igusa variety Ig.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
is defined over F. If in addition met

1 D

met
2 D 1, then Ig.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
(over F) is a Galois cover of I .h1;h2/U with Galois group

Bh1.F/�Bh2.F/.

COROLLARY 5.2
Let Em0 D .0; 0; 1; 1;m3; : : : ;mr/. For every S;T � ¹1; : : : ; n � 1º with #S D n �
h1;#T D n� h2 and j 2 Z�0, we have the following isomorphism

H j
c .Y

0
U;S;T �F

NF;L�/'H
j
c .I

.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
�F
NF;L�/

Bh1 .F/�Bh2 .F/:

By taking a direct limit over U p and over EmD .0; 0;m3; : : : ;mr/ and considering
the definitions of the Igusa varieties, we get an isomorphism

H j
c .Y

0
Iw. Em/;S;T ;L�/

'H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/
U

p1p2
p . Em/�Iwh1;p1�O

�
DK;n�h1

�Iwh2;p2�O
�
DK;n�h2 :

Taking a limit over general Em0 satisfying m01 Dm
0
2 D 0, we define

H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/
0 ;L�/ WD lim

�!
Up ; Em0

m0
1
Dm0

2
D0

H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
�F
NF;L�/:

Then the above isomorphism becomes

H j
c .Y

0
Iw. Em/;S;T ;L�/'H

j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/
0 ;L�/

U
p1p2
p �Iwh1;p1�Iwh2;p2 :

PROPOSITION 5.3
The action of FrobF on H j

c .Ig
.h1;h2/
0 ;L�/ coincides with the action of .1; .p�ŒFWFp�;

�1; 1;�1; 1; 1// 2G.A1;p/� J .h1;h2/.Qp/.

Proof
Let Fr W x 7! xp be the absolute Frobenius on Fp , and let f D ŒF W Fp�. To compute
the action of the geometric Frobenius FrobF on H j

c .Ig
.h1;h2/
0 ;L�/, we notice that

the absolute Frobenius acts on each H j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/

Up ; Em
�F
NF;L�/ as .Fr�/f � .Frob�F/

�1.
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However, the absolute Frobenius acts trivially on étale cohomology, so the action of
FrobF coincides with the action induced from

.Fr�/f W Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em0

! Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em0

:

We claim that .Fr�/f acts the same as the element .1;p�ŒFWFp�;�1; 1;�1; 1; 1/ of

G.A1;p/�Q�p=Z
�
p �Z�GLh1.K/�Z�GLh2.K/�

rY
iD3

GLn.Fpi
/;

where the two copies of Z are identified with D�
K;n�hi

=O�DK;n�hi
for i D 1; 2 via

the valuation of the determinant. To verify this claim, we use the explicit description
of the action of a submonoid J .h1;h2/.Qp/ on the inverse system of Igusa varieties
Ig.h1;h2/
Up ; Em0

found in [Ma, Section 4] which generalizes that in [HT, p. 122]. First, it is
easy to see that

.Fr�/f W .A;�; i; N	p; ˛0i ; ˛
et
i ; ˛i / 7!

�
A.q/; �.q/; i .q/; . N	p/.q/; .˛0i /

.q/; .˛et
i /
.q/; ˛

.q/
i

�
;

where F f WA!A.q/ is the natural map and where the structures ofA.q/ are inherited
from the structures of A via F f .

On the other hand, the element j D .1;p�ŒFWFp�;�1; 1;�1; 1; 1/ acts via a quasi-
isogeny of †. One can check that the inverse of the quasi-isogeny defined by j is
j�1 W †! †.q/, which is a genuine isogeny. If we were working with points of
Ig.h1;h2/ (which are compatible systems of points of Ig.h1;h2/

Up ; Em0
for all U p and Em0),

then j should act by precomposing all the isomorphisms ˛0i ; ˛
et
i for i D 1; 2 and

˛i for 3 � i � r . Since j jAŒp1
i
�et D 1 for i D 1; 2 and j jAŒp1

i
� D 1 for 3 � i � r ,

the isomorphisms ˛et
i and ˛i stay the same. However, ˛0i ı j is now only a quasi-

isogeny of Barsotti–Tate OK -modules and we need to change the abelian variety A
by an isogeny in order to get back the isomorphisms. Let ji D j j†Œp1

i
�0 for i D 1; 2.

Then .ji /�1 W†Œp1i �
0!†Œp1i �

0 is a genuine isogeny induced by the action of 
i 2

D�
K;n�hi

. Let Ki 	 AŒp
ŒFWFp�
i � be the finite flat subgroup scheme ˛0i .ker.ji /�1/. Let

K DK1 ˚K2 	AŒu
ŒFWFp��. Let K? 	AŒ.uc/ŒFWFp�� be the annihilator of K under

the �-Weil pairing. Let QADA=K˚K?, and let f WA! QA be the natural projection
map. Then

ˇ0i D f ı ˛
0
i ı ji W .†Œp

1
i �/

0! QAŒp1i �
0

is an isomorphism. The quotient abelian variety QA inherits the structures of A through
the natural projection and it is easy to see that QAD A.q/. Thus, the action of j coin-
cides with the action of .Fr�/f . This concludes the proof.
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COROLLARY 5.4
We have an isomorphism of admissible G.A1;p/� .FrobF/

Z-modules

H j
c .Y

0
Iw. Em/;S;T ;L�/'H

j
c .Ig

.h1;h2/
0 ;L�/

U
p1p2
p . Em/�Iwh1;p1�Iwh2;p2 ;

where FrobF acts as .p�f ;�1; 1;�1; 1; 1/ 2 J .h1;h2/.Qp/.

5.2. Counting points on Igusa varieties
We wish to apply the trace formula in order to compute the cohomology of Igusa
varieties. A key input of this is counting the NF-points of Igusa varieties. Most of
this is worked out in [Sh1]. The only missing ingredient is supplied by the main
lemma in this section, which is an analogue of [HT, Lemma V.4.1] and of what those
authors call “the vanishing of the Kottwitz invariant.” The NF-points of Igusa varieties
are counted by counting p-adic types and other data (e.g., polarizations and level
structure). We can keep track of p-adic types via Honda–Tate theory; we need to
check that these p-adic types actually correspond to a point on one of our Igusa
varieties.

A simple p-adic type over F is a triple .M;	; �/, where
� M is a CM field, with P being the set of places of M over p,
� 	D

P
x2P 	xx is an element of QŒP�, the Q-vector space with basis P,

� � W F !M is a Q-algebra homomorphism
such that 	x � 0 for all x 2P and 	C c�	D

P
x2P x.p/ � x in QŒP�, where p DQ

x2P x
x.p/. Here c is the complex conjugation on M and

c� WQŒP�!QŒP�

is the Q-linear map satisfying x 7! xc . (See [Sh1, p. 24] for the general definition of
a p-adic type.) As in [Sh1], we drop � from the notation, since it is well understood
as the F -algebra structure map of M .

We can recover a simple p-adic type from the following data:
� a CM field M=F ;
� for i D 1; 2 places Qpi ofM above pi such that ŒMQpi W Fpi

�nD ŒM W F �.n�hi /

and such that there is no intermediate field F 	N 	M with Qpi jN both inert
in M .

Using this data, we can define a simple p-adic type .M;	/, where the coefficients
of 	 at places above u are nonzero only for Qp1 and Qp2. The abelian variety A= NF
corresponding to .M;	/ will have an action of M via i WM ,! End0.A/. By Honda–
Tate theory, the pair .A; i/ will also satisfy the following:
� M is the center of End0F .A/;
� AŒp1i �

0 DAŒQp1i � has dimension 1 and AŒp1i �
e has height hi for i D 1; 2;

� AŒp1i � is ind-étale for i > 2.
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LEMMA 5.5
Let M=F be a CM field as above. Let A= NF be the corresponding abelian variety
equipped with i WM ,! End0.A/. Then we can find
� a polarization �0 W A! A_ for which the Rosati involution induces c on

i.M/, and
� a finitely generated M -module W0 together with a nondegenerate Hermitian

pairing

h�; �i0 WW0 �W0!Q

such that the following are satisfied:
� there is an isomorphism of M ˝A1;p-modules

W0˝A1;p
�
! V pA;

which takes h�; �i0 to an .A1;p/�-multiple of the �0-Weil pairing on V pA;
and

� there is an isomorphism of F ˝Q R-modules

W0˝Q R
�
! V ˝Q R;

which takes h�; �i0 to an R�-multiple of our standard pairing h�; �i on V ˝Q R.

Proof
By [Ko2, Lemma 9.2], there is a polarization �0 W A! A_ such that the �0-Rosati
involution preservesM and acts on it as c. The next step is to show that, up to isogeny,
we can lift .A; i; �0/ from NF to OKac . Using [Tat, Theorem 2], we can find some lift
of A to an abelian scheme QA=OKac in such a way that i lifts to an action Qi ofM on QA.
As in the proof of [HT, Lemma V.4.1], we find a polarization Q� of QA which reduces
to �. However, we want to be more specific about choosing our lift QA. Indeed, for
any lift, Lie QA˝Oac

K
Kac is an F ˝Kac ' .Kac/Hom.F;Kac/-module, so we have a

decomposition

Lie QA˝OKac
Kac '

M
�2Hom.F;Kac/

.Lie QA/� :

Let Hom.F;Kac/C be the set of places � 2 Hom.F;Kac/ which induces the place
u of E . We want to make sure that the set of places � 2 Hom.F;Kac/C for which
.Lie QA/� is nontrivial has exactly two elements � 01 and � 02 which differ by our distin-
guished element � 2Gal.F=Q/; that is,

� 02 D �
0
1 ı �:
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In order to ensure this, we need to go through Tate’s original argument for construct-
ing lifts QA of A (see [Tat, Section 4]).

First, let ˆD
P
Q�2Hom.M;Kac/ˆQ� � Q� with the ˆQ� nonnegative integers satisfying

ˆQ� CˆQ�c D n. For any such ˆ, we can construct an abelian variety QAˆ over OKac

such that

Lie QAˆ˝OKac
Kac '

M
�2Hom.F;Kac/

.Lie QAˆ/�

satisfies dim.Lie QAˆ/� D ˆ� . This is done as in [Tat, Lemme 4], which proves the
case nD 1. We pick any � 0i 2 Hom.F;Kac/ inducing the places pi of F for i D 1; 2
such that � 02 D �

0
1 ı � . We lift the � 0i to elements Q�i 2 Hom.M;Kac/ inducing Qpi . We

let ˆQ�i D 1 and ˆQ� D 0 for any other Q� 2Hom.M;Kac/C. For Q� …Hom.M;Kac/C,
we define ˆQ� D n�ˆQ�c . This determines ˆ 2QŒHom.M;Kac/� entirely. This ˆ is
not quite a p-adic type for M ; however, it is easy to associate a p-adic type to it: we
define 	D

P
xjp 	x � x by

	x D
ex=p � ŒM W F �

n � ŒMx WQp�
�
X

ˆQ� ;

where the sum is over embeddings Q� 2Hom.M;Kac/which induce the place x ofM .
By Honda–Tate theory, the reduction of the abelian scheme QAˆ=OKac associated toˆ
has p-adic type 	. Indeed, the height of the p-divisible group at x of the reduction of
QAˆ is .n � ŒMx WQp�/=ŒM W F � (see [Sh1, Proposition 8.4] together with an expression

of dimA in terms ofM ). The dimension of the p-divisible group at x of the reduction
is
P
ˆQ� , where we are summing over all embeddings Q� which induce x.

Now we set QAD QAˆ. It remains to check that QA=OKac has special fiber isoge-
nous to A= NF and this follows from the fact that the reductions of QA and A are both
associated to the same p-adic type 	. Indeed, it suffices to verify this for places x
above u: We have

	x D 0D ex=p �
dimAŒx1�

heightAŒx1�

for all places x 6D Qpi for i D 1; 2. When x D Qpi , we have

	x D ex=p �
ŒM W F �

ŒMx W Fpi
� � n � ŒFpi

WQp�

D ex=p �
1

.n� hi / � ŒFpi
WQp�

D ex=p �
dimAŒx1�

heightAŒx1�
:

Therefore, the p-adic type associated to A is also 	.
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There are exactly two distinct embeddings � 01; �
0
2 2 Hom.F;Kac/C such that

.Lie QA/� 6D .0/ only when � D � 01 or � 02. Moreover, these embeddings are related by
� 02 D �

0
1 ı � . Therefore, we can find an embedding � WKac ,!C such that � ı � 0i D �i

for i D 1; 2. We set

W0 DH1
�
. QA�SpecOKac ; SpecC/.C/;Q

�
:

From here on, the proof proceeds as in the proof of [HT, Lemma V.4.1].

5.3. Vanishing of cohomology
Let …1 be an automorphic representation of GL1.AE /�GLn.AF /, and assume that
…1 is cuspidal. Let $ W A�E=E

�! C be any Hecke character such that $ jA�=Q� is

the composite of ArtQ and the natural surjective characterWQ � Gal.E=Q/
�
!¹˙1º.

Also assume that …1 and F satisfy
� …1 '…1 ı � ;
� …1

1 is generic and „1-cohomological, for some irreducible algebraic repre-
sentation „1 of Gn.C/, which is the image of �l� under the base change from
GC to Gn;C;

� RamF=Q[RamQ.$/[RamQ.…/	 SplF=F2;Q.
Let SD Sfin [ ¹1º be a finite set of places of F , which contains the places of F
above places of Q which are ramified in F and the places where … is ramified. For
l 6D p, let � W NQl

�
! C, and let 
p 2 Irrl.G.Qp// be such that BC.�l
p/ '…p . If

we write …1 D  ˝…0 and 
p D 
p;0 ˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2 ˝
�Nr

iD3
pi

�
, then �l
p;0 '

 u and �l
pi
'…0

pi
for all 1 � i � r . Under the identification Fp1 ' Fp2 , assume

that …0
p1
' …0

p2
(this condition will be satisfied in all our applications, since we

choose …0 to be the base change of some cuspidal automorphic representation … of
GLn.AF1E /).

Define the following elements of Groth.G.A1;p/ � J .h1;h2/.Qp// (the Groth-
endieck group of admissible representations):

ŒHc.Ig
.h1;h2/;L�/�D

X
i

.�1/h1Ch2�iH i
c .Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/:

IfR 2Groth.G.AS/�G0/, we can writeRD
P
�S˝� n.


S˝�/Œ
S�Œ��, where

S and � run over Irrl.G.AS// and Irrl.G0/, respectively. We define

R¹
Sº WD
X
�

n.
S˝ �/Œ��; RŒ
S� WD
X
�

n.
S˝ �/Œ
S�Œ��:

Also define

R¹…1;Sº WD
X
�S

¹
Sº; RŒ…1;S� WD
X
�S

RŒ
S�;
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where each sum runs over 
S 2 Irrur
l
.G.AS// such that BC.�l
S/'…S.

Let Red.h1;h2/n .
p/ be the morphism from Groth.G.Qp// to Groth.J .h1;h2/.Qp//

defined by

.�1/h1Ch2
p;0˝Redn�h1;h1.
p1/˝Redn�h2;h2.
p2/˝
�O
i>2


pi

�
;

where

Redn�h;h WGroth
�
GLn.K/

�
!Groth

�
D�K;1=.n�h/ �GLh.K/

�
is obtained by composing the normalized Jacquet functor

J WGroth
�
GLn.K/

�
!Groth

�
GLn�h.K/�GLh.K/

�
with the Jacquet–Langlands map

LJ WGroth
�
GLn�h.K/

�
!Groth

�
D�K;1=.n�h/

�
defined by Badulescu in [Bad]. Assume the following result, which will be proved in
Section 6.

THEOREM 5.6
We have the following equality in Groth.G.ASfinn¹pº/� J

.h1;h2/.Qp/:

BCSfinn¹pº

�
Hc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/¹…
1;Sº

�
D e0.�1/

h1Ch2CG Œ�
�1
l …

1
Sfinn¹pº

�ŒRed.h1;h2/n .
p/�;

where CG is a positive integer and e0 D˙1.

Let S;T � ¹1; : : : ; n � 1º with #S D n � h1;#T D n � h2. From Theorem 5.6
and Corollary 5.4, we obtain the equality

BCp
�
Hc.Y

0
Iw.m/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�

D e0CG Œ�
�1
l …

1;p�ŒRed.h1;h2/.
p;0˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/� � dim
h� rO
iD3


pi

�Up1p2
p

i

in Groth.G.A1;p/� .FrobF/
Z/. The group morphism

Red.h1;h2/ WGroth
�
Q�p �GLn.K/�GLn.K/

�
!Groth.FrobZ

F/

is the composite of normalized Jacquet functors
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Ji WGroth
�
GLn.K/

�
!Groth

�
GLn�hi .K/�GLhi .K/

�
for i D 1; 2 with the map

Groth
�
Q�p �GLn�h1.K/�GLh1.K/�GLn�h2.K/�GLh2.K/

�
!Groth.FrobZ

F/

which sends Œ˛1˝ ˇ1˝ ˛2˝ ˇ2˝ �� toX
�1;�2

vol.D�K;n�h1=K
�/�1 � vol.D�K;n�h2=K

�/

� tr˛1.'Spn�h1 .�1/
/ � tr˛2.'Spn�h2 .�2/

/ � .dimˇ1/
Iwh1;p1

� .dimˇ2/
Iwh1;p2 �



rec
�
��11 ��12 j j

1�n.�Z�p ıNK=Eu/
�1
��
;

where the sum is over characters �1; �2 of K�=O�K .

LEMMA 5.7
We have the following equality in Groth.G.A1;p/� .FrobF/

Z/:

BCp
�
H.YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�

D e0CG Œ�
�1
l …

1;1;p�dim
h� rO
iD3


pi

�Up1p2
p

i

�

�n�#SX
h1D0

n�#TX
h2D0

.�1/2n�#S�#T�h1�h2

�
n� #S
h1

��
n� #T
h2

�

�Red.h1;h2/.
p;0˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/

�
:

Proof
The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of [TY, Lemma 4.3].

THEOREM 5.8
Assume that …0

p1
'…0

p2
has an Iwahori fixed vector. Then …0

p1
'…0

p2
is tempered.

Proof
By [HT, Corollary VII.2.18], �l
pi

is tempered if and only if for all � 2WK , every
eigenvalue ˛ of Ln;K.…

0
pi
/.�/ (where Ln;K.…

0
pi
/ is the image of …0

pi
under the

local Langlands correspondence, normalized as in [Sh3]) satisfies

j�l˛j
2 2 qZ:

We first use a standard argument to show that we can always ensure that
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j�l˛j
2 2 q

1
2

Z;

and then we use a classification of irreducible, generic, �-preunitary representations
of GLn.K/ together with the cohomology of Igusa varieties to show the full result.

The space H k.X;L�/ decomposes as a G.A1/-module as

H k.X;L�/D
M
�1


1˝Rk�;l.

1/;

where 
1 runs over Irrl.G.A1// and where Rk
�:l
.
1/ is a finite-dimensional

Gal. NF=F /-representation. Define the Gal. NF=F /-representation

QRkl .…
1/D

X
�1

Rk�;l.

1/;

where the sum is over the 
1 2 Irrl.G.A1// which are cohomological, unramified
outside Sfin, and such that BC.�l
1/D…1;1. Also define the element QRl.…1/ 2

Groth.Gal. NF=F // by

QRl.…
1/D

X
k

.�1/k QRkl .…
1/:

We claim that we have the following identity in Groth.WK/:

QRl.…
1/D e0CG � Œ.
p;0 ıArt�1Qp

/jWK ˝ �
�1
l Ln;K.…

0
p1
/˝ ��1l Ln;K.…

0
p2
/�:

This can be deduced from [Ko1] or by combining Theorem 5.6 with Mantovan’s
formula (see [Ma, Theorem 22]).

From the above identity, using the fact that …0
p1
'…0

p2
, we see that j�l.˛ˇ/j2 2

qZ for any eigenvalues ˛;ˇ of any � 2WK , since QRl.…1/ is found in the cohomology
of some proper, smooth variety XU over K . In particular, we know that j�l˛j2 2 q

1
2Z.

Moreover, if one eigenvalue ˛ of � satisfies j�l˛j2 2 qZ, then all other eigenvalues of
� would be forced to satisfy it as well. A result of Harris and Taylor [HT, Lemma
I.3.8] (which makes use of the classification of unitary representations of [Tad]) says
that if 
pi

is a generic, �l -preunitary representation of GLn.K/ with central character
j �pi

j � 1, then 
pi
is isomorphic to

n-IndGLn.K/
P.K/

.
1 � � � � �
s �

0
1jdet ja1 �
 01jdet j�a1 � � � � �
 0t jdet jat �
 0t jdet j�at /

for some parabolic subgroup P of GLn. The 
1; : : : ; 
s; 
 01; : : : ; 

0
t are square-inte-

grable representations of smaller linear groups with j �j j � j � 0j 0 j � 1 for all j; j 0.

Moreover, we must have 0 < aj < 1=2 for j D 1; : : : ; t . If s 6D 0, then for any � 2WK
there is an eigenvalue ˛ of LK;n.
pi

/.�/ with j�l˛j2 2 qZ, but then this must happen
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for all eigenvalues of LK;n.
pi
/.�/: So then t D 0 and 
pi

is tempered. If s D 0,
then every eigenvalue ˛ of a lift of Frobenius � 2WK must satisfy

j�l˛j
2 2 qZ˙2aj

for some j 2 1; : : : ; t . Note that each j corresponds to at least one such eigenvalue ˛,
so we must have aj D 1=4 for all j D 1; : : : ; t . To summarize, 
pi

is either tempered
or it is of the form

n-IndGLn.K/
P.K/

.
 01jdet j1=4 � 
 01jdet j�1=4 � � � � � 
 0t jdet j1=4 � 
 0t jdet j�1=4/:

We now focus on the second case in order to get a contradiction. Since 
pi
has

an Iwahori fixed vector, each 
 0j must be equal to Spsj .�j /, where �j is an unram-

ified character of K�. We can compute Red.h1;h2/.
p;0 ˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/ explicitly and
compare it to the cohomology of a closed stratum YIw;S;T via Lemma 5.7.

We can compute Red.h1;h2/.
p;0˝
p1˝
p2/ using an analogue of [HT, Lemma
I.3.9], which follows as well from [BZ, Lemma 2.12]. Indeed,

Ji
�
n-IndGLn.K/

P.K/
.Sps1.�1/ � jdet j1=4

� Sps1.�1/ � jdet j�1=4 � � � � � Spst .�t / � jdet j�1=4/
�

is equal to

X

n-Ind

GLhi .k/
P 0
i
.K/

�
.Spl1.�1˝ jdet js1�l1C1=4/� � � � � Spkt .�t ˝ jdet jst�kt�1=4/

��
�


n-Ind

GLhi .k/
P 00
i
.K/

�
.Sps1�l1.�1˝ jdet j1=4/� � � � � Spst�kt .�t ˝ jdet j�1=4/

��
;

where the sum is over all nonnegative integers lj ; kj � sj with hi D
Pt
jD1.lj Ckj /.

Here P 0i and P 00i are parabolic subgroups with Levi components GLl1 �� � � � GLkt
and GLs1�l1 �� � � �GLst�kt , respectively.

Let V kj1j2 D rec.��1j1 �
�1
j2
j j1�nC�k . u ıNK=Eu/

�1/, where

�k D

8̂̂
<
ˆ̂:
�1
2

if k D 1;

0 if k D 2;
1
2

if k D 3:

After we apply the functor

Groth
�
GLn�h1.K/�GLh1.K/�GLn�h2.K/�GLh2.K/�Q�p

�
!Groth.FrobZ

F/;

we get
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Red.h1;h2/.
p;0˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/D
X
j1;j2;k

�
.h1;h2/
j1j2

.ŒV 1j1j2 �˚ 2ŒV
2
j1j2

�˚ ŒV 3j1j2 �/;

where

�
.h1;h2/
j1;j2

D

2Y
iD1

dim

�
n-Ind

GLhi .K/

P 0
i
.K/

�
SpsjiChi�n

.�ji j j
n�hi˙1=4/˝ Spsj .�ji j j

�1=4/

˝
O
j 6Dji

Spsj .�j j j
1=4/˝

O
j 6Dji

Spsj .�j j j
�1=4/

��Iwhi ;pi

D

2Y
iD1

hi Š

.sji C hi � n/Šsji Š
Q
j 6Dji

.sj Š/2

and where the sum is over the j1; j2 for which sji � n� hi for i D 1; 2. Here P
0

i for
i D 1; 2 are parabolic subgroups of GLhi .K/.

Let D.…1/D e0CG Œ…
1;1;p�dim


�Nr
iD3
pi

�Up1p2
p

�
. Then

BCp
�
H.YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�

DD.…1/�

�n�#SX
h1D0

n�#TX
h2D0

.�1/2n�#S�#T�h1�h2

�
n� #S
h1

��
n� #T
h2

�

�
X
j1;j2;k

�
.h1;h2/
j1j2

.ŒV 1j1j2 �˚ 2ŒV
2
j1j2

�˚ ŒV 3j1j2 �/

�
:

We can compute the coefficient of ŒV kj1j2 � in BCp.H.YIw;S;T ;L�//Œ…
1;S� by sum-

ming first over j1; j2 and then over h1; h2 going from n� sj1 ; n� sj2 to n� #S and
n�#T , respectively. Note that the coefficient of ŒV 2j1j2 � is exactly twice that of ŒV 1j1j2 �
and of ŒV 3j1j2 �. The sum we get for ŒV 1j1j2 � is

D.…1/
.n� #S/Š.n� #T /Š

.sj1 � #S/Š.sj2 � #T /Šsj1 Šsj2 Š
Q
j 6Dj1

.sj Š/2
Q
j 6Dj2

.sj Š/2

�

� n�#SX
h1Dn�sj1

n�#TX
h2Dn�sj2

.�1/2n�#S�#T�h1�h2

�
sj1 � #S

h1C sj1 � n

��
sj2 � #T
h2C sj2�n

��
:

The sum in parentheses can be decomposed as

� n�#SX
h1Dn�sj1

.�1/n�#S�h1

�
sj1 � #S

h1C sj1 � n

��
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�

� n�#TX
h2Dn�sj2

.�1/n�#T�h2

�
sj2 � #T

h2C sj2 � n

��
;

which is equal to 0 unless both sj1 D #S and sj2 D #T . So

BCp
�
H.YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�

DD.…1/�
X

sj1D#S;sj2D#T

.n� #S/Š.n� #T /Šsj1 Šsj2 ŠQ
j .sj Š/

4

� .ŒV 1j1j2 �C 2ŒV
2
j1j2

�C ŒV 3j1j2 �/:

Since each YU;S;T is proper and smooth, it follows from the Weil conjectures that
H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/ is strictly pure of weightm� �2t�Cj . This property means that,
for some (hence every) lift � of FrobF; every eigenvalue of � on H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/

is a Weil qm��2t�Cj -number (see the definitions above [TY, Lemma 1.4]). However,
the ŒV kj1j2 � are strictly pure of weightm� �2t�C2n�2� �k� .#S �1/� .#T �1/D
m� � 2t� C 2n� #S � #T � 2�k . So

BCp
�
H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�
D 0

unless j D 2n� #S � #T ˙ 1 or j D 2n� #S � #T . However, if the Igusa cohomol-
ogy is nonzero for some j D 2n� #S � #T ˙ 1, then there exist j1; j2 with sj1 D #S
and sj2 D #T . Hence, the cohomology must also be nonzero for j D 2n� #S � #T .
The coefficients of ŒV kj1j2 � all have the same sign, so they are either strictly positive or
strictly negative only depending onD.…1/. However,BCp.H.YIw.m/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�

is an alternating sum, so the weight 2n� #S � #T ˙ 1 part of the cohomology should
appear with a different sign from the weight 2n� #S � #T part. This is a contradic-
tion, so it must be the case that 
p1 ' 
p2 is tempered.

COROLLARY 5.9
Let n 2 Z�2 be an integer, and letL be any CM field. Let… be a cuspidal automorphic
representation of GLn.AL/ satisfying
� …_ '… ı c;
� …1 is cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation „.
Then … is tempered at every finite place w of L.

Proof
By [TY, Lemma 1.4.3], an irreducible smooth representation … of GLn.K/ is tem-
pered if and only if LK;n.…/ is pure of some weight. By [TY, Lemma 1.4.1], purity
is preserved under a restriction to the Weil–Deligne representation of WK0 for a finite
extension K 0=K of fields.
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Fix a place v of L above p, where p 6D l . We will find a CM field F 0 such that
� F 0 D EF1; where E is an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits and

F1 D .F
0/cD1 has ŒF1 WQ�� 2,

� F 0 is soluble and Galois over L,
� …0

F 0 D BCF 0=L.…/ is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn.AF 0/,
and

� there is a place p of F above v such that …0
F 0;p has an Iwahori fixed vector

and a CM field F which is a quadratic extension of F 0 such that
� pD p1p2 splits in F ,
� RamF=Q[RamQ.$/[RamQ.…/	 SplF=F 0;Q, and
� …0

F DBCF=F 0.…
0
F 0/ is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn.AF /:

To find F 0 and F we proceed as follows, using the same argument at the end of
Section 7 of [Sh3]. For a CM field F , we use the sets E.F / and F .F /, which are
defined in the proof of [Sh3, Theorem 7.5].

First we find a CM field F0 which is soluble and Galois over L and a place p0

above v such that the last two conditions for F 0;p are satisfied for F0;p0 instead. To
see that the second to last condition for F 0 only eliminates finitely many choices for
the CM field, we can use the same argument as Clozel in [Cl2, Section 1]. Indeed, if
BCF 0=L.…/ is not cuspidal, then we would have…˝ �'… for � the Artin character
of L associated to F 0. But then the character � would occur in the semisimplifica-
tion of Rl ˝ Rl ˝ !n�1, where Rl is the Galois representation associated to … by
Chenevier and Harris [CH] and ! is the cyclotomic character. Thus, there are only
finitely many choices for � and so for F 0=L, which are excluded.

Next, we choose E 2 E.F0/ such that p splits in E . We take F 0 D EF0 and p

any place of F 0 above p0. Let F1 be the maximal totally real subfield of F 0, and let
w be the place of F1 below p. Next, we pick F 00 2 F .F 0/ different from F 0 and such
that w splits in F 00. Take F D F 00F 0.

We can find a character  of A�E=E
� such that …1 D  ˝…0

F together with
F satisfy the assumptions in the beginning of the section. (For the specific condi-
tions that  must satisfy, see Lemma 7.1.) We also know that …0

F;p1
'…0

F;p2
has an

Iwahori fixed vector, thus we are in the situation of Theorem 5.8.

PROPOSITION 5.10
Assume again that the conditions in the beginning of this section are satisfied and that
…0

p1
'…0

p2
has a nonzero Iwahori fixed vector. Then

BCp
�
H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�
D 0

unless j D 2n� #S � #T .
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Proof
We go through the same computation as in the proof of Theorem 5.8 except that we
use the fact that 
p1 ' 
p2 is tempered, so it is of the form

n-IndGLn.K/
P.K/

�
Sps1.�1/� � � � � Spst .�t /

�
;

where the �j are unramified characters of K�.
We can compute Red.h1;h2/.
p;0 ˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/ as in the proof of Theorem 5.8,

where

Ji
�
n-IndGLn.K/

P.K/
.Sps1.�1/� � � � � Spst .�t / � jdet j/

�
is equal toX


n-Ind
GLhi .k/
P 0
i
.K/

�
Spk1.�1˝ jdet js1�k1/� � � � � Spkt .�t ˝ jdet jst�kt /

��
�


n-Ind

GLhi .k/
P 00
i
.K/

�
Sps1�k1.�1/� � � � � Spst�kt .�t /

��
;

where the sum is over all nonnegative integers kj � sj with hi D
Pt
jD1 kj .

Let Vj1j2 D rec.��1j1 �
�1
j2
j j1�n. u ıNK=Eu/

�1/. After we apply the functor

Groth
�
GLn�h1.K/�GLh1.K/�GLn�h2.K/�GLh2.K/�Q�p

�
!Groth.FrobZ

F/;

we get

Red.h1;h2/.
p;0˝ 
p1 ˝ 
p2/D
X
j1;j2;k

�
.h1;h2/
j1j2

ŒVj1j2 �;

where

�
.h1;h2/
j1;j2

D

2Y
iD1

dim

�
n-Ind

GLhi .K/

P 0
i
.K/

�
Spsji

.�ji j j
n�hi /˝

O
j 6Dji

Spsj .�j /
��Iwhi ;pi

D

2Y
iD1

hi Š

.sji C hi � n/Šsji Š
Q
j 6Dji

.sj Š/2

and where the sum is over the j1; j2 for which sji � n� hi for i D 1; 2. Here P 0i for
i D 1; 2 are parabolic subgroups of GLhi .K/.

Let D.…1/D e0CG Œ…
1;1;p�dim


�Nr
iD3 
pi

�Up1p2
p

�
. The same computation as

in the proof of Theorem 5.8 gives us

BCp
�
H.YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�

DD.…1/ �
X

sj1D#S;sj2D#T

.n� #S/Š.n� #T /Šsj1 Šsj2 ŠQ
j .sj Š/

2
ŒVj1j2 �:
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Since 
p1 ' 
p2 is tempered, we know that ŒVj1j2 � is strictly pure of weight 2n �
#S � #T . The Weil conjectures tell us then that BCp.H j .YIw. Em/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�/D

0 unless j D 2n� #S � #T .

6. The cohomology of Igusa varieties
The goal of this section is to explain how to prove Theorem 5.6. The proof will be
a straightforward generalization of the proof of [Sh3, Theorem 6.1] and so we will
follow closely the argument and the notation of that paper.

We summarize without proof the results in [Sh3] on transfer and on the twisted
trace formula. We emphasize the place1, since that is the only place of Q where our
group G differs from the group G considered in [Sh3]. All of the results and notation
are as in [Sh3], except in the proof of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, where we also use the
notation of [Sh2].

We start by explaining the notation we use throughout this section, which is
consistent with the notation of [Sh3]. Recall that we have fixed a unitary simili-
tude group G over Q, which satisfies certain local conditions as in Lemma 2.1. In
this section, we work with a quasi-split form of G, denoted by Gn, as well as with
groups Gn1;n2 which are endoscopic groups for Gn. We denote an element in the set
¹Gnº [ ¹Gn1;n2 j n1C n2 D n;n1 � n2 > 0º as GEn, where En is a multiset of positive
integers (in our case, En will have length 1 or 2). In other words, En runs through the
elements of the set ¹nº [ ¹.n1; n2/ j n1C n2 D n;n1 � n2 > 0º.

If r 2 ¹1; 2º and EnD .ni /riD1 with ni 2 Z>0, define

GLEn WD
rY
iD1

GLni :

Let iEn WGLEn ,!GLN
�
N D

P
i ni

�
be the natural map. Let

ˆEn D iEn.ˆn1 ; : : : ;ˆnj /;

where ˆn is the matrix in GLn with entries .ˆn/ij D .�1/iC1ıi;nC1�j .
Let K be some local non-archimedean local field, and let H be a connected

reductive group over K . We denote by Irr.H.K// (resp., Irrl.H.K//) the set of iso-
morphism classes of irreducible admissible representations of G.K/ over C (resp.,
over NQl ). Let C1c .H.K// be the space of smooth compactly supported C-valued
functions on H.K/. Let P be a K-rational parabolic subgroup of H with a Levi sub-
group M . For 
M 2 Irr.M.K// and 
 2 Irr.H.K//, we can define the normalized
Jacquet module JHP .
/ and the normalized parabolic induction n-IndHP 
M . We can
define a character ıP WM.K/!R�>0 by

ıP .m/D
ˇ̌
det
�
ad.m/

�ˇ̌
Lie.P /=Lie.M/

ˇ̌
K
:
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We can view ıP as a character valued in NQ�
l

via ��1
l

.
If

J .h/.Qp/'D
�
K;1=.n�h/ �GLh.K/;

where K=Qp is finite, then we define Nı1=2
P.J .h//

.g/ WD ı
1=2
Pn�h;h

.g�/, where g� 2

GLn�h.K/�GLh.K/ is any element whose conjugacy class matches that of g. If

J .h1;h2/ 'GL1�
2Y
iD1

.D�Fpi
;1=.n�hi /

�RFpi
=Qp GLhi /�

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn;

we define Nı1=2
P.J .h1;h2 /

W J .h1;h2/.Qp/ ! NQ�
l

to be the product of the characters

Nı
1=2

P.J .hi //
for i D 1; 2.

Let EnD .ni /riD1 for some r 2 ¹1; 2º and ni 2 Z>0. LetGEn be the Q-group defined
by

GEn.R/D
®
.�;gi / 2GL1.R/�GLEn.F ˝Q R/

ˇ̌
gi �ˆEn �

t gci D �ˆEn
¯

for any Q-algebra R. For any En, the group GEn is quasi-split over Q. In particular, our
unitary group G is an inner form of Gn. Since G is quasi-split at all finite places,
there exists an isomorphism

G �Q A1 'Gn �Q A1I

we fix such an isomorphism.
Also define

GEn DRE=Q.GEn �Q E/:

Let � denote the action on GEn induced by .id; c/ onGEn�QE . Let � W Z!¹0; 1º be the
unique map such that �.n/� n .mod 2/. Let $ WA�E=E

�!C� be any Hecke char-
acter such that $ jA�=Q� is the composite of ArtQ and the natural surjective character
WQ � Gal.E=Q/

�
!¹˙1º. Using the Artin map ArtE , we view $ as a character

WE !C� as well.
Assume that RamF=Q[RamQ.$/	 SplF=F2;Q.
Let Eell.Gn/ be a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of elliptic endo-

scopic triples for Gn over Q. Then Eell.Gn/ can be identified with the set of triples

¹Gn; sn; 	nº [ ¹Gn1;n2 ; sn1;n2 ; 	n1;n2 j n1C n2 D 0;n1 � n2 > 0º;

where .n1; n2/may be excluded in some cases. As we are only interested in the stable
part of the cohomology of Igusa varieties, we are not concerned with these exclu-
sions so we ignore them in this paper. Here sn D 1 2 OGn; sn1;n2 D .1; .In1 ;�In2// 2
OGn1;n2 , 	n W OGn! OGn is the identity map, whereas
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	n1;n2 W
�
�; .g1; g2/

�
7!

�
�;

�
g1 0

0 g2

��
:

We can extend 	n1;n2 to a morphism of L-groups, which sends z 2WE to

�
$.z/�N.n1;n2/;

�
$.z/�.n�n1/ � In1 0

0 $.z/�.n�n2/ � In2

��
� z:

Similarly, we can also define a morphism of L-groups

Q�n1;n2 W
L Gn1;n2!

L Gn;

which extends the map

�n1;n2 W
OGn1;n2 !

OGn;

�
�C; ��; .g�;1; g�;2/

�
7!

�
�C; ��

�
g�;1 0

0 g�;2

��
:

(See [Sh3, Section 3.2] for the precise definition.) We have the following commutative
diagram of L-morphisms

LGn1;n2

BCn1;n2

Q�n1;n2 LGn

BCn

LGn1;n2 Q�n1;n2

LGn

We proceed to define local transfers for each of the arrows in the above commutative
diagram so that these transfers are compatible.

Choose the normalization of the local transfer factor �v. ; /
Gn
GEn

defined in [Sh3,

Section 3.4]. It is possible to give a concrete description of the �v. ; /
Gn
GEn

-transfer at
finite places v of Q between functions in C1c .Gn.Qv// and functions in
C1c .Gn1;n2.Qv// as long as v satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
� v 2UnrF=Q and v … RamQ.$/;
� v 2 SplE=Q;
� v 2 SplF=F2;Q and v … SplE=Q.
The transfer �n1;n2v of �nv 2 C

1
c .Gn.Qv// and �nv satisfy an identity involving orbital

integrals. Since we are assuming that RamF=Q � SplF=F2;Q, we can define the transfer
at all places v of Q.

It is also possible to define a transfer of pseudocoefficients at infinity. Consider
.GEn; sEn; 	En/ 2 Eell.Gn/, which is also an endoscopic triple for G. Fix real elliptic
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maximal tori T 	 G and TGEn 	 GEn together with an R-isomorphism j W TGEn
�
! T:

Also fix a Borel subgroup B of G over C containing TC: Shelstad [She] defined the
transfer factor �j;B .

Let � be an irreducible algebraic representation of GC. Define �� W AG;1! C

to be the restriction of � to AG;1 (the connected component of the identity in the
R-points of the maximal Q-split torus in the center of G). Choose K1 	G.R/ to be
a maximal compact subgroup (admissible in the sense of [A]), and define

q.G/D
1

2
dim

�
G.R/=K1AG;1

�
D 2n� 2:

For each 
 2…disc.G.R/; �_/ there exists �� 2 C1c .G.R/;��/, a pseudocoeffi-
cient for 
 . Any discrete L-parameter 'GEn such that Q	En'GEn 
 '� corresponds to an
L-packet of the form …disc.GEn.R/; �.'GEn/

_/: Define

�GEn;�.'GEn /
WD

1

j….'En/j

X
�G
En

��G
En

and

�
GEn
� WD .�1/

q.G/
X

Q�'G
En
�'�

ha!�.'GEn;� /!�
; sidet

�
!�.'GEn;�/

�
� �GEn;�.'GEn/

:

Then �
GEn
� is a �j;B -transfer of �� .

We now review the base change for the groups GEn and GEn. Define the group

GC
En
WD .RE=Q GL1�RF=Q GLEn/� ¹1; �º;

where �.�;g/��1 D .�c ; �cg#/ and g# DˆEn
tgcˆ�1

En
. If we denote by G0

En
and G0

En
�

the cosets of ¹1º and ¹�º in GC
En

, then GC
En
DG0

En

`
G0
En
� . There is a natural Q-isomor-

phism GEn
�
! G0

En
which extends to

GEn � Gal.E=Q/
�
! GC

En

so that c 2Gal.E=Q/ maps to � .
Let v be a place of Q. A representation …v 2 Irr.GEn.Qv// is called � -stable if

…v '…v ı � as representations of GEn.Qv/. If that is the case, then we can choose
an operator A…v on the representation space of …v which induces…v

�
! …v ı � and

which satisfiesA2…v D id: Such an operator is called normalized and it is pinned down
up to sign. We can similarly define the notion of � -stable for …S 2 Irr.GEn.A

S//

and a corresponding intertwining operator A…S for any finite set S of places of Q.
There is a correspondence between � -stable representations of GEn.Qv/ together with
a normalized intertwining operator and representations of GC

En
.Qv/. We also mention
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that in order for a representation … 2 Irr.GEn.A// to be � -stable it is necessary and
sufficient that …D ˝…1 satisfy
� .…1/_ '…1 ı c, and
�

Qr
iD1 i D 

c= , where  …1 D 1˝� � �˝ r is the central character of…1.
Now we discuss BC-matching functions. It is possible to construct for each finite
place v of Q and fv 2 C1c .GEn.Qv// a function �v 2 C1c .GEn.Qv//, which is the
BC-transfer of fv . The transfer can be described concretely in the cases v 2 UnrF=Q
and v 2 SplF=F2;Q, except that in the case v 2UnrF=Q, we have the condition that fv
must be unramified. Moreover, we also have an explicit map

BCEn W Irr
.ur/
�
GEn.Qv/

�
! Irr.ur/
st

�
GEn.Qv/

�
;

where the representations must be unramified in the case v 2 UnrF=Q and where
there is no restriction in the case v 2 SplF=F2;Q. There are normalized operators

A0…v W…v
�
! …v ı � such that if …v D BCEn.
v/ and if �v and fv are BC-matching

functions, then

tr
�
…v.fv/A

0
…v

�
D tr
v.�v/:

Note that the left-hand side of the above equality computes the trace of fv� , the
function on GEn� obtained from fv via translation by � .

The next step is to consider the base change at1. Let �En be an irreducible alge-
braic representation of GEn;C . Consider the natural isomorphism

GEn.C/'GEn.C/�GEn.C/:

We can define a representation „En of GEn by „En WD �En ˝ �En. It is possible to find an
irreducible, � -stable, generic unitary representation …„En

2 Irr.GEn.R/;�
�1
�En
/ together

with a normalized operator A0…„
En

and a function fGEn;„En
2 C1c .G.R/;��En/ such that

� …„En
is the base change of the L-packet …disc.GEn.R/; �

_
En
/;

� tr.…„En
.fGEn;„En

/ ıA0…„
En

/D 2, and
� fGEn;„En

and �GEn;�En are BC-matching functions (where �GEn;�En is defined as a
pseudocoefficient for the L-packet …disc.GEn.R/; �

_
En
/).

The transfer for Q�n1;n2 can be defined explicitly since the groups GEn are essentially
products of general linear groups. It can be checked that, for all finite places v of Q,
the transfers are compatible. For v D1, we have that the compatibility relation on
the representation-theoretic side follows directly from the commutative diagram of
L-morphisms.

Now we describe the transfer factors �v. ; /GGEn . At v 6D1, we can choose

�v. ; /
G
GEn
D�0v. ; /

Gn
GEn
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via the fixed isomorphism G �Q A1 'Gn�Q A1. We choose the unique�1. ; /GGEn
such that the product formula Y

v

�v.�GEn ; �/
G
GEn
D 1

holds for any � 2G.Q/ semisimple and �GEn 2GEn.A/ a .G;GEn/-regular semisimple
element such that � and �GEn have matching stable conjugacy classes. Let eEn.�1/ 2
C� denote the constant for which

�1.�GEn ; �/
G
GEn
D eEn.�1/�j;B.�GEn ; �/

holds. Note that, for EnD .n/, eEn.�1/D 1.
Let �1;p � �0p 2 C

1
c .G.A

1;p/ � J .h1;h2/.Qp// be a complex-valued accept-
able function. (For a definition of the notion of acceptable function, see [Sh1, Defi-
nition 6.2].) For each GEn 2 Eell.G/, we define the function � EnIg on GEn.A/ (assuming

that �1;p D
Q
v 6Dp;1 �v/: For v 6D p;1, we take � EnIg;v 2 C

1
c .GEn.Qv// to be the

�v. ; /
G
GEn

-transfer of �v . We take

� EnIg;1 WD eEn.�1/ � .�1/
q.G/h�h; sEni

X
'
En

det
�
!�.'GEn/

�
� �GEn;�.'En/;

where 'En runs over L-parameters such that Q	En'En 
 '� and where �.'En/ is the alge-
braic representation of GEn;C such that the L-packet associated to 'En is …disc.GEn.R/;

�.'En/
_/.

We also take

� EnIg;p 2 C
1
c

�
GEn.Qp/

�
to be the function constructed from �0p in [Sh2, Section 6.3]. We summarize the con-

struction of � EnIg;p in the case En D .n/. By definition (see the formula above [Sh2,
Lemma 6.5]),

� EnIg;p D
X

.MGn;sGn;�Gn/

cMGn �
Q�
MGn
p ;

where the sum is taken over G-endoscopic triples for J .h1;h2/. The set I.MGn ;Gn/

(which can be identified with a set of cosets of Out.MGn ; sGn ; 	Gn/) consists of only

one element in our case, so we suppress the index i 2 I.MGn ;Gn/ in Q�
MGn ;i
p : Each

Q�
MGn
p 2 C1c .Gn.Qp// is constructed from a function �

MGn
p 2 C1c .MGn.Qp//,

which is a �p. ; /J
.h1;h2/

MGn
-transfer of a normalized �0p .

The following proposition is [Sh2, Theorem 7.2].
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PROPOSITION 6.1
If �1;p � �0p 2 C

1
c .G.A

1;p/� J .h1;h2/.Qp// is acceptable, then

tr
�
�1;p � �0p

ˇ̌
�lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/
�

D .�1/h1Ch2 jker1.Q;G/j
X
GEn

�.G;GEn/ST
GEn
e .� EnIg/;

where the sum runs over the set Eell.G/ of elliptic endoscopic triples .GEn; sEn; 	En/.

Remark 6.2
Theorem 7.2 of [Sh2] is proved under the “unramified hypothesis” (see [Sh3]). How-
ever, the only place where this hypothesis is needed is in the proof of [Sh1, Lemma
11.1]. Lemma 5.5 provides an alternative to the proof of [Sh1, Lemma 11.1] in our
situation, so the results of [Sh1] and [Sh2] carry over. (For details, see the discussion
in the beginning of [Sh3, Section 5.2].) The sign .�1/h1Ch2 does not show up in the
statement of the theorem in [Sh2], but we need to include it because our convention
for the alternating sum of the cohomology differs from the usual one by .�1/h1Ch2 .

The constants �.G;GEn/ D �.G/�.GEn/
�1jOut.GEn; sEn; 	En/j

�1 can be computed
explicitly. We mention that

jOut.GEn; sEn; 	En/j D

´
2 if EnD .n

2
; n
2
/;

1 otherwise.

We also have by [Sh3, Corollary 4.7] the relation

I
GEn

geom.f �/D �.GEn/

�1 � ST
GEn
e .�/

when � and f are BC-matching functions, that is,

� D �S � �Sfin � �GEn;� and f D f S � fSfinfGEn;„;

with �S a BC-transfer of f S and �Sfin a BC-transfer of fSfin . Thus, assuming that
for each En there exists f En such that � EnIg and f En are BC-matching, we can write

tr
�
�1;p � �0p

ˇ̌
�lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/
�
D jker1.Q;G/j � �.G/

X
GEn

�EnI
GEn

geom.f

En�/;

where �En D 1=2 if EnD .n=2;n=2/ or 1 otherwise.
Furthermore, the twisted trace formula by Arthur [A] is an equality between

I
GEn

spec .f �/D I

GEn

geom.f �/:
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By combining Proposition 4.8 and [Sh3, Corollary 4.14], we can compute I
GEn

spec .f �/

as X
M

jWM j

jWGEn
j
jdet.ˆ�1

En
� � 1/

a
G
En�

M

j�1
X
…M

tr
�
n-Ind

GEn
Q .…M /�.f /

�
ıA0

n-Ind
G
En
Q
.…M /�

;

where M runs over Q-Levi subgroups of GEn containing a fixed minimal Levi and
where Q is a parabolic containing M as a Levi. The rest of the notation is defined on
[Sh3, pp. 31–32]. Note that A0

n-Ind
G
En
Q
.…M /�

is a normalized intertwining operator for

n-Ind
GEn
Q .…M /� :

We are particularly interested in making the above formula explicit when EnD .n/.

In that case, I
GEn

spec .f �/ is a sum of

1

2

X
…0

tr
�
…0�.f /A

0
…0
�

�
;

where …0 runs over � -stable subrepresentations of RGn;disc, and of

X
M�Gn

jWM j

jWGnj

jdet.ˆ�1n � � 1/aGn�
M

j�1
X
…0
M

tr
�
n-IndGn

Q .…0M /�.f / ıA
0

n-IndGn
Q
.…0
M
/�

�
;

where …0M runs over ˆ�1n � -stable subrepresentations of RM;disc.
Consider the finite set Eeff

p .J
.h1;h2/;G;GEn/ consisting of certain isomorphism

classes ofG-endoscopic triples .MGEn
; sEn; 	En/ for J .h1;h2/. This set is defined in [Sh2,

Section 6.2]. Let cMG
En
2 ¹˙1º be the constant assigned to each triple in [Sh2]. If b is

the isocrystal corresponding to .h1; h2/, letM .h1;h2/.Qp/ be the centralizer of �G.b/.
The isocrystal b can be described as .bp;0; bp1 ; : : : ; bpr /, where bpi

has slopes 0 and
1=.n� hi / for i D 1; 2 and slope 0 for i > 2. Then M .h1;h2/ is a Qp-rational Levi
subgroup of G: We define a group morphism

n-Red.h1;h2/
En

WGroth
�
GEn.Qp/

�
!Groth

�
J .h1;h2/.Qp/

�
as the composition of the following maps

Groth
�
GEn.Qp/

�
!

M
.MG

En
;sG
En
;�G
En/

Groth
�
MGEn

.Qp/
� ˚Q�GEn;�
�! Groth

�
M .h1;h2/.Qp/

�

LJM
.h1;h2/

J.h1;h2/

�! Groth
�
J .h1;h2/.Qp/

�
:

The sum runs over .MGEn
; sEn; 	En/ 2 Eeff

p .J
.h1;h2/;G;GEn/. The first map is the direct

sum of maps Groth.GEn.Qp//! Groth.MGEn
.Qp// which are given by

L
i cMGEn

�
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J
GEn
P.iMG

En
/op , where i 2 I.MGEn

;GEn/ is a Qp-embedding MGEn
,! GEn and where

P.iMGEn
/ is a parabolic subgroup of GEn which contains i.MGEn

/ as a Levi subgroup.
The map Q	GEn;� is a functorial transfer with respect to the L-morphism Q	GEn . The third

map LJM
.h1;h2/

J .h1;h2/
is the Jacquet–Langlands map on Grothendieck groups. We also

define

Red.h1;h2/
En

.
GEn;p/ WD n-Red.h1;h2/
En

.
GEn;p/˝
Nı
1=2

P.J .h1;h2//
:

We can describe all the groups and maps above very explicitly in the case EnD .n/.
Indeed, Eeff

p .J
.h1;h2/;G;Gn/ has a unique isomorphism class represented by

.MGn ; sGn ; 	Gn/D .M
.h1;h2/; 1; id/:

The set I.MGn ;Gn) is also a singleton in this case, so we suppress i everywhere.
This means that we can also take Q	Gn D id and Q	Gn;� D id, and by [Sh2, Remark 6.4],
we may also take cMGn D ep.J

.h1;h2//, which is the Kottwitz sign of the Qp-group
J .h1;h2/. There are isomorphisms

G.Qp/' Q�p �GLn.Fp1/�GLn.Fp2/�
Y
i>2

GLn.Fpi
/;

M .h1;h2/.Qp/' Q�p �
�
GLn�h1.Fp1/�GLh1.Fp1/

�
�
�
GLn�h2.Fp2/�GLh2.Fp2/

�
�
Y
i>2

GLn.Fpi
/;

J .h1;h2/.Qp/' Q�p �
�
D�Fp1

;1=.n�h1/
�GLh1.Fp1/

�
�
�
D�Fp2

;1=.n�h2/
�GLh2.Fp2/

�
�
Y
i>2

GLn.Fpi
/:

Thus, ep.J .h1;h2//D .�1/2n�2�h1�h2 . If we write 
p D 
p;0 ˝
�N

i 
pi

�
, then we

have

Red.h1;h2/n .
p/D .�1/
h1Ch2
p;0˝Redn�h1;h1.
p1/

˝Redn�h2;h2.
p2/˝
�O
i>2


pi

�
:

LEMMA 6.3
For any 
p 2Groth.Gn.Qp//, we have

tr
p.�
n
Ig;p/D tr

�
Red.h1;h2/n .
p/

�
.�0p/:

Proof
Set M DMGn . We know that �nIg;p D ep.J

.h1;h2// � Q�Mp . By [Sh2, Lemma 3.9],
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tr
p. Q�
M
p /D tr

�
J
Gn
P

op
M

.
p/
�
.�Mp /:

Here �Mp is a �p. ; /J
.h1;h2/

M � ep.J
.h1;h2//-transfer of �0p D �

0
p �
Nı
1=2

P.J .h1;h2//
(by

[Sh2, Remark 6.4], we have an explicit description of the transfer factor). Let 
M;p D
J
Gn
P

op
M

.
p/:

Note that M is a product of general linear groups and that J .h1;h2/ is an inner
form of M . Lemma 2.18 and Remark 2.19 of [Sh2] ensure that

tr
M;p.�
M
p /D tr

�
LJ J

.h1;h2/

M .
M;p/.�
0
p/
�

D tr
�
LJ J

.h1;h2/

M .
M;p/˝ Nı
1=2

P.J .h1;h2//

�
.�0p/:

This concludes the proof.

LEMMA 6.4
Let EnD .n1; n2/ with n1 � n2 > 0. For any 
p 2Groth.Gn1;n2.Qp//;

tr
p.�
En
Ig;p/D tr

�
Red.h1;h2/

En
.
p/

�
.�0p/:

Proof
The proof is based on making explicit the construction of � EnIg;p from [Sh2, Section 6]

together with the definition of the functor n-Red.h1;h2/
En

, which is a composition of the
following maps:

Groth
�
GEn.Qp/

�
!

M
.MG

En
;sG
En
;�GEn/

Groth
�
MGEn

.Qp/
� ˚Q�GEn;�
�! Groth

�
M .h1;h2/.Qp/

�

LJM
.h1;h2/

J.h1;h2/

�! Groth
�
J .h1;h2/.Qp/

�
:

Recall that

� EnIg;p D
X

.MG
En
;sG
En;
�GEn/

X
i

cMG
En
� Q�
MG
En
;i

p

as functions on GEn.Qp/, where the first sum is taken over Eeff
p .J

.h1;h2/;G;GEn/ and
the second sum is taken over I.MGEn

;GEn/. By [Sh2, Lemma 3.9], we have

tr
p. Q�
MG
En;i

p /D tr
�
J
GEn
P.iMG

En
/op.
p/

�
.�
MG
En

p /; (4)

where �
MG
En

p 2 C1c .MGEn
.Qp// is a�p. ; /J

.h1;h2/

MG
En

-transfer of �0p D �
0
p �
Nı
1=2

P.J .h1;h2//
.

Equation (4) tells us that
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tr
p.�
En
Ig;p/D

X
.MG

En;
sG
En;
�G
En
/

tr
�
fMG

En
.
p/

�
.�
MG
En

p /; (5)

where fMG
En
.
p/ D

L
i cMGEn

J
GEn
P.iMG

En
/
.
p/. The first map in the definition of

Red.h1;h2/
En

is the direct sum of fMG
En

over all .MGEn
; sEn; 	En/.

The function �
MG
En

p is a �p. ; /
M .h1;h2/

MG
En

-transfer of the function ��p 2

C1c .M
.h1;h2/.Qp//, which is itself a transfer of �0p via �p. ; /

J .h1;h2/

M .h1;h2/
�

ep.J
.h1;h2//. (All transfer factors are normalized as in [Sh2].) We focus on mak-

ing the �p. ; /M
.h1;h2/

MG
En

-transfer explicit first, for which we need to have a complete

description of all endoscopic triples .MGEn
; sGEn ; 	GEn/:

We have the following isomorphisms over Qp :

G ' GL1�
Y
i�1

RFpi
=Qp GLn;

Gn1;n2 ' GL1�
Y
i�1

RFpi
=Qp GLn1;n2 ;

M .h1;h2/ ' GL1�
2Y
iD1

RFpi
=Qp GLn�hi ;hi �

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn;

J .h1;h2/ ' GL1�
2Y
iD1

.D�Fpi
;1=.n�hi /

�GLhi /�
Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn :

Consider also the following four groups over Qp , which can be thought of as Levi
subgroups of Gn1;n2 via the block diagonal embeddings

MGEn;1
WD GL1�

2Y
iD1

RFpi
=Qp GLn�hi ;hi�n2;n2 �

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn1;n2 ;

MGEn;2
WD GL1�

2Y
iD1

RFpi
=Qp GLn�hi ;hi�n1;n1 �

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn1;n2 ;

MGEn;3
WD GL1�

2Y
iD1

RFpi
=Qp GLn�hi ;hi�ni ;ni �

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn1;n2 ;

MGEn;4
WD GL1�

2Y
iD1

RFpi
=Qp GLn�hi ;hi�n3�i ;n3�i �

Y
i>2

RFpi
=Qp GLn1;n2 :

Note that we only define MGEn;j
when it makes sense; for example, MGEn;1

is defined

only when hi � n2 for i D 1; 2. We define 	GEn;j W M̂GEn;j
! M̂ .h1;h2/ to be the obvi-
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ous block diagonal embedding. We also let

sMG
En;j
D
�
1; .˙1;˙1;˙1/iD1;2; .1; 1/i>2

�
;

where the signs on the Fpi
-component are chosen such that sMG

En;
j is positive on

the GLn1 -block of the Fpi
-component and negative on the GLn2 -block of the Fpi

-
component.

It is easy to check, as on [Sh3, p. 42], that Eeff
p .J

.h1;h2/;G;GEn/ consists of those
triples .MGEn;j

; sGEn;j ; 	GEn;j / which make sense. For example, if hi < n2 for i D 1; 2,
then Eeff.J .h1;h2/;G;GEn/ is empty, but if hi � n1 for i D 1; 2, then Eeff.J .h1;h2/;G;

GEn/ consists of four elements. The key point is to notice that for a triple .MGEn
; sGEn ;

	GEn/ to lie in Eeff.J .h1;h2/;G;GEn/, it is necessary for sGEn to transfer to an element

of the dual group M̂ .h1;h2/ D Ĵ .h1;h2/, which is either C1 or �1 in the GLn�hi .C/-
block of the Fpi

-component.
We can extend 	GEn;j to an L-morphism Q	GEn;j W

LMGEn;j
! LM .h1;h2/, which is

compatible with the L-morphism 	En W
LGEn!

L G, when we map LMGEn;j

Qlj
! LGEn

and LM .h1;h2/
Ql
! LG via (a conjugate of ) the obvious block diagonal embedding

(where we always send the GLn1 -block to the top left corner and the GLn2 -block
to the bottom right corner). The morphism Q	GEn;j is defined as on [Sh3, p. 42], by
sending z 2WQp to one of the matrices

�
$.z/�.n�n1/In1 0

0 $.z/�.n�n2/In2

�

or �
$.z/�.n�n2/In2 0

0 $.z/�.n�n1/In1

�

on the Fpi
-component of M̂ .h1;h2/. (For i D 1; 2, we send z to the first matrix on

the Fpi
-component if the endoscopic group MGEn;j

at pi is GLn�hi ;hi�n2;n2 and to
the second matrix if the component of MGEn;j

at pi is GLn�hi ;hi�n1;n1 . For i > 2,
we send z to the first matrix on the Fpi

-component.) This map Q	GEn;j is the unique
L-morphism which makes the diagram

LM .h1;h2/
Ql

LG

LMGEn;j

Qlj

Q�G
En

LGEn

Q�En
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commutative. Thus, the function �
MG
En;j

p is a transfer of ��p with respect to the L-

morphism Q	GEn;j , so we can define explicitly both �
MG
En;j

p and the representation-
theoretic map Q	MG

En;j
� W Groth.MGEn;j

.Qp//! Groth.M .h1;h2/.Qp//. There exists

a unitary character �Cu;j WMGEn;j
.Qp/! C� (defined similarly to the character on

[Sh3, p. 43]) such that the Langlands–Shelstad transfer factor with respect to Q	GEn;j
differs from the transfer factor associated to the canonical L-morphism by the cocycle
associated to �Cu;j . (See [Bor, Section 9] for an explanation of the correspondence

between cocycles in H 1.WQp ;Z.M̂GEn;j
// and characters MGEn;j

.Qp/!C�.)
We can in fact compute �Cu;j on the different components ofMGEn;j

.Qp/ by keep-
ing in mind that it is the character MGEn;j

.Qp/! C� associated to the cocycle in

H 1.WQp ;Z.M̂GEn;j
// which takes the conjugacy class of the standard Levi embed-

ding M̂GEn;j
! M̂ .h1;h2/ to that of 	GEn;j . Thus, we have

�Cu;j .�/D$u.�/
�N.n1;n2/I

�Cu;j .gpi ;1; gpi ;2; gpi ;3/D

´
$u

�
NFpi

=Eu.det..gpi ;1gpi;2
/�.n�n1/g

�.n�n2/
pi ;3

//
�
;

$u

�
NFpi

=Eu.det..gpi ;1gpi;2
/�.n�n2/g

�.n�n1/
pi ;3

//
�

when i D 1; 2 and depending on whether MGEn;j
has the group GLn�hi ;hi�n2;n2 or

the group GLn�hi ;hi�n1;n1 as its Fpi
-component; and

�Cu;j .gpi ;1; gpi ;2/D$u

�
Npi=Eu.det.g�.n�n1/

pi ;1
g
�.n�n2/
pi ;2

//
�

when i > 2;

where .�; .gpi ;1; gpi ;2; gpi ;3/iD1;2; .gpi ;1; gpi ;2/i>2/ denotes an element of
MGEn;j

.Qp/. (The value of �Cu;j is in fact the product of the three types of factors
above.)

We let Qj be a parabolic subgroup of M .h1;h2/ containing MGEn;j
as a Levi, and

if we let .��p/
Qj be the constant term of ��p along Qj , then we have

�
MG
En;
j

p WD .��p/
Qj � �Cu;j

and

Q	GEn;j�.
MGEn ;j
/ WD n-IndM

.h1;h2/

Qj
.
MG

En;j
˝ �Cu;j /

for any 
MG
En;j
2 Irrl.MGEn;j

.Qp//. By [Sh3, Lemma 3.3], we have

tr
�
fMG

En;j
.
p/

�
.�
MG
En;j

p /D tr
�
Q	GEn;j�.fMGEn;j

.
p//
�
.��p/: (6)

The group J .h1;h2/ is an inner form of M .h1;h2/, which is a product of general
linear groups. By [Sh2, Lemma 2.18, Remark 2.19],
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tr
�
Q	GEn;�.fMj .
p//

�
.��p/D tr

�
LJ. Q	GEn;�.fMj .
p///

�
.�0p/

(7)
D tr

�
LJ. Q	GEn;�.fMj .
p//˝

Nı
1=2

P.J .h1;h2//

�
.�0p/;

where we have abbreviated MGEn;j
by Mj . Putting together (5), (6), and (7), we get

the desired result.

Let „1 be the algebraic representation of .Gn/C obtained by base change from
�l� . Let …1 '  ˝…0 be an automorphic representation of Gn.A/' GL1.AE / �
GLn.AF /. Assume that
� …1 '…1 ı �;
� …1

1 is generic and „1-cohomological,
� RamQ.…/	 SplF=F2;Q,
� …1 is cuspidal.
In particular, …1

1 '…„, which was defined above. Let Sfin be a finite set of places
of Q such that

RamF=Q[RamQ.$/[RamQ.…/[ ¹pº 	Sfin 	 SplF=F2;Q;

and let SDSfin [ ¹1º.

THEOREM 6.5
Define CG D jker1.Q;G/j � �.G/. For each 0 � h1; h2 � n, the following equality
holds in Groth.Gn.ASfinn¹pº/� J

.h1;h2/.Qp/:

BCSfinn¹pº

�
Hc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/
�
¹…1;Sº

D CG � e0 � .�1/
h1Ch2 � Œ��1l …

1
Sfinn¹pº

�ŒRed.h1;h2/n .
p/�;

where e0 D˙1 is independent of .h1; h2/.

Proof
The proof goes through identically to the proof of the first part of [Sh3, Theorem 6.1].
We nevertheless give the proof in detail.

First, we explain the choice of test functions to be used in the trace formula. Let
.f n/S 2H ur.Gn.AS// and f n

Sfinn¹pº
2 C1c .Gn.ASfinn¹pº// be any functions. Let �S

and �Sfinn¹pº be the BC-transfers of .f n/S and .f n/Sfinn¹pº from Gn to Gn. Let
�1;p D �S�Sfinn¹pº, and choose any �0p 2 C

1
c .J

.h1;h2/.Qp// such that �1;p�0p is
an acceptable function.

For each GEn 2 Eell.G/, we construct the function � EnIg 2 C
1
c .GEn.A// associated

to �1;p�0p as above. Recall that .� EnIg/
S and .� EnIg/Sfinn¹pº are the�. ; /GnGEn -transfers of

�S and �Sfinn¹pº. Recall that we take
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� EnIg;1 WD eEn.�1/ � .�1/
q.G/h�h; sEni

X
'
En

det
�
!�.'GEn/

�
� �GEn;�.'En/;

where 'En runs over L-parameters such that Q	En'En 
 '� and where �.'En/ is the alge-
braic representation of GEn;C such that the L-packet associated to 'En is …disc.GEn.R/;

�.'En/
_/. The construction of � EnIg;p can be found in [Sh2].

We need to define a function f En, which plays the part of a BC-matching function
for � EnIg for each En. We have already defined .f n/S and f n

Sfinn¹pº
. We take .f n1;n2/SD

Q��..f n/S/ and f n1;n2
Sfinn¹pº

D Q��.f n
Sfinn¹pº

/. We also define

f En1 WD eEn.�/ � .�1/
q.G/h�h; sEni

X
'En

det
�
!�.'GEn/

�
� fGEn;„.'n/

;

where 'En runs over L-parameters such that Q	En'En 
 '� and where „.'En/ is the alge-
braic representation of GEn arising from �.'En/. It is straightforward to verify from
their definitions that f En1 and � EnIg;1 are BC-matching functions. Finally, we choose

f Enp so that its BC-transfer is � EnIg;p . (Since p splits in E , it can be checked that the
base change map defined in [Sh3, Section 4.2] is surjective at p.) We set

f En WD .f En/S � f En
Sfinn¹pº

� f Enp � f
En
1:

The BC-transfer of f En coincides with � EnIg at places outside S (by compatibility of
transfers), at p, and at 1. At places in Sfin n ¹pº, we know at least that the BC-
transfer of f En has the same trace as � EnIg against every admissible representation of
GEn.ASfinn¹pº/:

By the discussion following Proposition 6.1, we can compute

tr
�
�1;p�0p

ˇ̌
�lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/
�

(8)

via the spectral part of the twisted formula, to get

CG.�1/
h1Ch2

�1
2

X
…0

tr
�
…0�.f

n/A0
…0
�

�
C

X
Gn1;n2;n1 6Dn2

I
Gn1;n2

spec .f n1;n2/

C
1

2
I

Gn=2;n=2

spec .f n=2;n=2/C

X
M�Gn

jWM j

jWGn j
jdet.ˆ�1� � 1/

a
Gn�
M

j�1 (9)

�
X
…0
M

tr
�
n-IndGn

Q .…0M /�.f
n/ ıA0

n-IndGn
Q
.…0
M
/�

��
;

where the first sum runs over � -stable subrepresentations…0 ofRGn;disc and where the
sums in the middle run over groups Gn1;n2 coming from elliptic endoscopic groups
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Gn1;n2 for G (with n1 � n2 > 0 and some .n1; n2/ possibly excluded). The group
M runs over proper Levi subgroups of Gn containing a fixed minimal Levi, and …0M
runs over ˆ�1n � -stable subrepresentations …0M of RM;disc.

We claim that the formula above holds for any �1;p�0p , without the assumption
that it is an acceptable function. To see this, note that [Sh1, Lemma 6.3] guaran-
tees that there exists some element f rs 2 J .h1;h2/.Qp/ such that �1;p.�0p/

.N/.g/D

�1;p.g/�0p.g.f r
s/N / is acceptable for any sufficiently large N . (The paper [Sh1]

treats general Igusa varieties, and it is easy to check that our case is covered.) So
the equality of (8) and (9) holds when �0p is replaced by .�0p/

.N/. Both (8) and (9)
are finite linear combinations of terms of the form tr�..�0p/

.N//, where
� 2 Irr.J .h1;h2/.Qp//. In order to see that this is true for (9), we need to translate
it from computing the trace of f En to computing the trace of � EnIg to computing the
trace of �0p , using Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4. Now the same argument as that for [Sh1,
Lemma 6.4] shows that (8) and (9) are equal for �1;p.�0p/

.N/ for every integer N , in
particular for N D 0. Thus, we can work with arbitrary �1;p�0p .

Choose a decomposition of the normalized intertwining operators

A0
…1
DA0

…1;S
A0
…1

Sfin

A0
…11

:

Set

A0
…1

A0
…1

WD
A0
…1;S

A0
…1;S

�

A0
…1

Sfin

A0
…1

Sfin

�
A0
…11

A0
…11

2 ¹˙1º;

where the denominators on the right-hand side are the normalized intertwiners chosen
above. In the sum (9), the third term evaluates the trace of f n against representations
induced from proper Levi subgroups. The second term has a similar form: outside the
set S we have the identity .f n1;n2/S D Q��..f n/S/, and [Sh3, (4.17)] tells us that

tr…S
M

�
Q��n1;n2.f

n/S
�
D tr

�
Q�n1;n2�.…

S
M /
�
.f n/S;

where Q�n1;n2� is the transfer from Gn1;n1 to Gn on the representation-theoretic side
and consists of taking the parabolic induction of a twist of …S

M . The multiplic-
ity one result of Jacquet and Shalika (see [AC, p. 200]) implies that the string of
Satake parameters outside a finite set S of a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GLn.AF / unramified outside S cannot coincide with the string of Satake parameters
outside S of an automorphic representation of GLn.AF / which is a subquotient of
a representation induced from a proper Levi subgroup. Thus, if we are interested in
the …1;S-part of tr.�1;p�0p j �lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�//, then only the first term of (9) can
contribute to it.

Thus, we are left to consider
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CG.�1/
h1Ch2

�1
2

A0
…1

A0
…1

�…1;S
�
.f n/S

�
tr.…1

S.f
n

S/A
0

…1
S

/

C
X

.…0/S 6D…1;S

�.…0/S
�
.f n/S

�
�
�expression in

terms of f n
S

��
;

where .…0/S runs over a set of unramified representations of Gn.AS/. On the other
hand, we can also decompose tr.�1;p�0p j �lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�// into a …1;S-part and
.
 0/S-parts, where BC..
 0/S/ 6D…1;S. We conclude as in [Sh3] that

tr
�
�Sfinn¹pº�

0
p

ˇ̌
�lHc.Ig

.h1;h2/;L�/¹…
1;Sº

�
(10)

D .�1/h1Ch2
CG

2

A0
…1

A0
…1

� tr
�
…S.f

n
S/A…0

S

�
:

Now …1
1 '…„, so tr.…1

1.f
n
1/A

0
…1

/D 2.�1/q.G/ D 2. We also have

tr
�
…1
p.f

n
p /A

0
…p

�
D tr �l
p.�

n
Ig;p/D tr �l Red.h1;h2/n .
p/.�

0
p/ (11)

by Lemma 6.3 and

tr
�
…1

Sfinn¹pº
.f n

Sfinn¹pº
/A0
…1

Sfinn¹pº

�
D tr �l
p.�Sfinn¹pº/: (12)

Putting together (11), (11), and (12) and applyingBCSfinn¹pº, we get the desired result
with e0 DA0…1=A

0
…1

which is independent of .h1; h2/.

7. Proof of the main theorem
Let E=Q be an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits. Let F1=Q be a totally
real field, and let w be a prime of F1 above p. Set F 0 D EF1. Let F2 be a totally
real quadratic extension of Q in which w D w1w2 splits, and set F D EF2. Let n 2
Z�2. Also denote F2 by FC. Let … be a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GLn.AF 0/.

Consider the following assumptions on .E;F 0;F;…/:
� ŒF1 WQ�� 2;
� RamF=Q[RamQ.$/[RamQ.…/	 SplF=FC;Q;
� .…/_ '… ı c;
� …1 is cohomological for an irreducible algebraic representation „ of

GLn.F 0˝Q C/;
� BCF=F 0.…/ is cuspidal.
Set …0 D BCF=F 0.…/ and „0 D BCF=F 0.„/. The following lemma is the same as
[Sh3, Lemma 7.2].
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LEMMA 7.1
Let …0 and „0 be as above. We can find a character  W A�E=E

� ! C� and an
algebraic representation �C of G over C satisfying the following conditions:
�  …0 D 

c= ;
� „0 is isomorphic to the restriction of „0 to RF=Q.GLn/ �Q C, where „0 is

obtained from �C by base change from G to Gn;
� �Cj

�1
E�1
D x1; and

� RamQ. /	 SplF=FC;Q.
Moreover, if l splits in E , then
�  O�

Eu
D 1, where u is the place above l induced by ��1

l
� jE .

Set …1 D  ˝ …0. Then …1 is a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GL1.AE /�GLn.AF /. Let � D �l�C, where �C is as in Lemma 7.1.

Let AU be the universal abelian variety over XU . Since AU is smooth over XU ,
A
m�
U satisfies the conditions in Section 4.3. In particular, A

m�
U is locally étale over a

product of strictly semistable schemes. For S;T � ¹1; : : : ; nº, let A
m�
U;S;T DA

m�
U �XU

YU;S;T .
Define the following admissible G.A1;p/-modules with a commuting continu-

ous action of Gal. NF 0=F 0/:

H j .XIw.m/;L�/D lim
�!

Up

H j .XU �F 0 NF
0;L�/DH

j .X;L�/
Iw.m/;

H j .A
m�
Iw.m/;

NQl/D lim
�!

Up

H j .A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0; NQl/:

Also define the admissible G.A1;p/� .FrobF/
Z-module

H j .A
m�
Iw.m/;S;T ;

NQl/D lim
�!

Up

H j .A
m�
U;S;T �F

NF; NQl/:

Note that a� is an idempotent on H j .A
m�
Iw.m/;S;T ;

NQl.t�// and

a�H
jCm�

�
A
m�
Iw.m/;S;T ;

NQl.t�/
�
DH j .YIw.m/;S;T ;L�/:

PROPOSITION 7.2
For each rational prime l 6D p, there is a G.A1;p/ � .FrobF/

Z-equivariant spectral
sequence with a nilpotent operator N

BCp
�
E
i;mCm��i

1 .Iw.m/; �/Œ…1;S�
�

)BCp
�
WD.Hm.XIw.m/;L�/jGal. NK=K/Œ…

1;S�/F�ss
�
;

where
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BCp
�
E
i;mCm��i

1 .Iw.m/; �/Œ…1;S�
�

D
M

k�lD�i

BCp
�
a�H

mCm� .A
m�
Iw.m/;GrlGrkR NQl .t�//Œ…

1;S�
�
:

The action of N sends BCp.a�HmCm� .A
m�
Iw.m/;GrlGrkR NQl.t�//Œ…

1;S�/ to

BCp
�
a�H

mCm� .A
m�
Iw.m/;GrlC1Grk�1R NQl .t�//Œ…

1;S�
�
:

Furthermore, there is a direct sum decomposition

BCp
�
a�H

mCm� .A
m�
Iw.m/;GrlGrkR NQl .t�//Œ…

1;S�
�

'
M
j�0

BCp
�
Mj;mCm��j .k; l/

�
;

where

BCp
�
Mj;mCm��j .k; l/

�
D

kClM
sD1

M
#SDjCs;#TDjCkCl�sC1

H
jCm� ;s

S;T .k; l/

and

H
jCm� ;s

S;T .k; l/

DBCp
�
a�H

mCm��2j�k�lC1.A
m�
Iw.m/;S;T ;

NQl.t� � j � kC 1//Œ…
1;S�

�
DBCp

�
Hm�2j�k�lC1.YIw.m/;S;T ; NQl.�j � kC 1//Œ…

1;S�
�
:

Proof
Note that A

m�
U =OK satisfies the hypotheses of Section 4. We have a spectral sequence

of G.A1;p/� .FrobF/
Z-modules with a nilpotent operator N

E
i;m�i
1

�
Iw.m/; �

�
)Hm

�
A
m�
U �F 0

NF 0p;
NQl.t/

�
;

where

E
i;m�i
1

�
Iw.m/; �

�
D

M
k�lD�i

Hm
�
A
m�
U �F

NF;GrlGrkR NQl .t/
�
:

N will send Hm.A
m�
U ;GrlGrkR NQl .t// to Hm.A

m�
U ;GrlC1Grk�1R NQl .t//.

By Corollary 4.31, we also have aG.A1;p/� .FrobF/
Z-equivariant isomorphism

Hm
�
A
m�
U �F

NF;GrlGrkR NQl .t/
�
'
M
j�0

Mj;m�j .k; l/;
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where

Mj;m�j .k; l/D

kClM
sD1

M
#SDjCs

#TDjCkCl�sC1

H
j;s
S;T .k; l/

and

H
j;s
S;T .k; l/DH

m�2j�k�lC1
�
A
m�
U;S;T �F

NF; NQl.t � j � kC 1/
�
:

We take t D t� , apply a� , replace j by j Cm� , and take the inverse limit over U p . We
get a spectral sequence of G.A1;p/ � .FrobF/

Z-modules converging to H j .XIw.m/;

L�/. We identify H j .XIw.m/;L�/ with its associated Weil–Deligne representation,
and we semisimplify the action of Frobenius. After taking …1;S-isotypical compo-
nents and applying BCp , we get the desired spectral sequence.

COROLLARY 7.3
Keep the assumptions made in the beginning of this section. The Weil–Deligne repre-
sentation

WD
�
BCp.H 2n�2.XIw.m/;L�/jGal. NK=K/Œ…

1;S�/
�F�ss

is pure of weight m� � 2t� C 2n� 2.

Proof
By Proposition 5.10,

BCp
�
H j .YIw.m/;S;T ;L�/Œ…

1;S�
�
D 0

unless j D 2n� #S � #T . Thus, the terms of the direct sum decomposition

BCp
�
Mj;mCm��j .k; l/

�
;

which are all of the form

BCp
�
Hm�2j�k�lC1.YIw.m/;S;T ; NQl.�j � kC 1//Œ…

1;S�
�

with #S D j C s and #T D j CkC l � sC 1, vanish unlessmD 2n� 2. This means
that the terms of the spectral sequence BCp.E

i;mCm��i

1 .Iw.m/; �/Œ…1;S�/ vanish
unless mD 2n� 2. If mD 2n� 2, then each summand of

BCp
�
E
i;2n�2Cm��i

1 .Iw.m/; �/Œ…1;S�
�

has a filtration with graded pieces
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BCp
�
H 2n�2�2j�k�lC1.YIw.m/;S;T ;L�.�j � kC 1//Œ…

1;S�
�
;

where k � l D�i . These graded pieces are strictly pure of weight m� � 2t� C 2n�
2C k � l � 1, which only depends on i . Thus, the whole of

BCp
�
E
i;2n�2Cm��i

1 .Iw.m/; �/Œ…1;S�
�

is strictly pure of weightm� �2t�C2n�2� i �1. The spectral sequence degenerates
at E1, since Ei;m�i1 D 0 unless mD 2n� 2, and also the abutment is pure of weight
m� � 2t� C 2n� 2. Thus,

BCp
�
WD.Hm.XIw.m/;L�/jGal. NK=K/Œ…

1;S�/F�ss
�

vanishes form 6D 2n�2 and is pure of weightm� �2t�C2n�2 formD 2n�2.

THEOREM 7.4
Let n 2 Z�2 be an integer, and let L be any CM field. Let l be a prime, and let �l
be an isomorphism �l W NQl ! C. Let … be a cuspidal automorphic representation of
GLn.AL/ satisfying
� …_ '… ı c,
� … is cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation „.
Let

Rl.…/ WGal. NL=L/!GLn. NQl/

be the Galois representation associated to … by [Sh3] and [CH]. Let p 6D l , and let
y be a place of L above p. Then we have the following isomorphism of Weil–Deligne
representations

WD
�
Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/

�F�ss
' ��1l Ln;Ly .…y/:

Proof
This theorem has been proven by [Sh3] except in the case when n is even and„ is not
slightly regular. In that exceptional case it is still known that we have an isomorphism
of semisimplified WLy -representations by [CH], so it remains to check that the two
monodromy operators N match up. By Corollary 5.9, …y is tempered. This is equiv-
alent to ��1

l
Ln;Ly .…y/ being pure of weight 2n� 2. In order to get an isomorphism

of Weil–Deligne representations, it suffices to prove thatWD.Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/
/F�ss

is pure.
We first find a CM field F 0 such that

� F 0 D EF1; where E is an imaginary quadratic field in which p splits and
F1 D .F

0/cD1 has ŒF1 WQ�� 2,
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� F 0 is soluble and Galois over L,
� …0

F 0 D BCF 0=L.…/ is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn.AF 0/,
and

� there is a place p of F above y such that …0
F 0;p has an Iwahori fixed vector,

and a CM field F which is a quadratic extension of F 0 such that
� pD p1p2 splits in F ,
� RamF=Q[RamQ.$/[RamQ.…/	 SplF=F 0;Q; and
� …0

F DBCF=F 0.…
0
F 0/ is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn.AF /:

To find F and F 0, we proceed as in the proof of Corollary 5.9. Set …1
F D…

0
F ˝ ,

where  is chosen as in Lemma 7.1.
We claim that we have isomorphisms

CG �
�
Rl.…/jGal. NF 0=F 0/

�˝2
' CG �Rl.…

0
F 0/
˝2 ' QR2n�2l .…1

F /˝Rl. /
�1;

where QRk
l
.…1

F / was defined in Section 4. The first isomorphism is clear. The second
isomorphism can be checked by Chebotarev’s density theorem locally at unramified
places, using the local global compatibility for Rl.…0

F 0/ and the formula

QRl.…
1
F /D e0CG � Œ.
p;0 ıArt�1Qp

/jW
F 0p
˝ ��1l LF 0p;n

.…0
F 0;p/

˝2�:

(It can be checked easily, either by computing the weight or by using the spectral
sequences above that QRk

l
.…1

F / 6D 0 if and only if k D 2n � 2 and thus that e0 D
.�1/2n�2 D 1.)

We also have

BCp
�
H 2n�2.XIw.m/;L�/Œ…

1;S
F �

�
' .dim
 Iw.m/

p / � ��1l …
1;p ˝ QR2n�2.…1

F /

as admissible representations of G.A1;p/ � Gal. NF 0=F 0/. By Corollary 7.3,
WD. QR2n�2

l
.…1

F /jGal. NF 0p=F
0
p/
/ is pure of weight m� � 2t� C 2n� 2. By [TY, Lemma

1.7],

WD
�
Rl.…

0
F 0/
˝2jGal. NF 0p=F

0
p/

�
is also pure. It has weight 2n� 2. The monodromy operator acts on Rl.…0

F 0/
˝2jW

F 0p

as 1˝N CN ˝ 1, where N is the monodromy operator on Rl.…0
F 0/jWF 0p

. We wish

to show that V WD WD.Rl.…0
F 0/jWF 0p

/F�ss is pure of weight n � 1. Consider the

direct sum decomposition V D
L
i2Z Vi , where Vi is strictly pure of weight n �

1C i . It suffices to prove that N i W Vi ! V�i is injective for every i > 0, since then
we can compare dimensions to deduce that N i is an isomorphism. Let x 2 Vi , and
assume that N ix D 0. Since x 2 Vi , the vector x ˝ x belongs to the subspace of
WD.Rl.…

0
F 0/
˝2jW

F 0p
/F�ss which is strictly pure of weight 2n� 2C 2i . But then
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N 2i .x˝ x/D

2iX
kD0

N kx˝N 2i�kx D 0;

which contradicts the purity of WD.Rl.…
0
F 0/
˝2jW

F 0p
/.F�ss/: Thus,

WD.Rl.…
0
F 0/jGal. NF 0p=F

0
p/
/F�ss has to be pure. By [TY, Lemma 1.4], purity is pre-

served under finite extensions, so WD.Rl.…/jGal. NLy=Ly/
/F�ss is also pure.
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